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Introduction

1.1

Statement of the Problem

One of the primary goals of language acquisition research is to determine the
initial state of the language learner when he/she enters the linguistic
environment (i.e. at birth). The working hypothesis in a generative
framework is that we acquire our language using a specific set of
grammatical tools as a starting point. When a given linguistic pattern
consistently appears across languages and individual children, we may
interpret it as evidence for universal innate linguistic knowledge. More
psychologically-oriented approaches try to explain such patterns using
general learning strategies. The two frameworks are not necessarily mutually
exclusive; cognitive development may well interact with syntactic
development.
This book investigates the rates, distribution and developmental
patterns associated with (direct) object drop in child Dutch, between the ages
of twenty and thirty-seven months old. Object drop refers specifically to the
phonetic non-realization of the direct object in speech. Examples of child
object drop with two obligatorily transitive verbs, pakken ‘to take’ and zien
‘to see’, are presented in (1) and (2). These utterances do not conform to the
rules of adult Dutch.
(1)

Arnold pakken
Arnold take-INF
Arnold 2;08.01

(2)

nog zien
PRT see-INF
Diederik 2;08.01

Object drop has received considerably less attention in the acquisition
literature than subject drop. Through presenting a survey of the
crosslinguistic data as well as an in-depth look at object drop in child Dutch,
this book illustrates the role of object drop in language development for
language acquisition researchers. The data from object drop in child Dutch
also raise questions regarding the interaction of syntactic and cognitive
development. Syntactic development refers specifically to the emergence of
linguistic skills, whereas cognitive development deals with the child’s
general abilities to understand the world around him/her. Within the
generative framework, cognitive development is frequently treated as
incidental to linguistic development. Our study demonstrates that cognitive
development may be directly reflected in the child’s emerging syntax. The
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study and analysis presented in the following chapters serve to further the
research program of language acquisition within the generative framework
by bringing new data and insights to the awareness of language scientists.
1.2

Syntactic Development

Generative linguistic theory rests on the assumption that all languages share
a common, underlying system innate to humans: Universal Grammar (UG).
This linguistic system is present from birth and provides children with the
equipment to acquire any language in their environment. Note the use of the
term acquire, rather than learn. The basic premise is that the child has all
necessary knowledge and must only ‘acquire’ certain facts of his/her target
language. The presence of such a mental system explains the rapidity and
relative ease with which children learn their first language, as opposed to
many other skills requiring explicit instruction (e.g. mathematics). It also
accounts for the ability of children to determine an entire system of linguistic
rules, based only on the limited and flawed input they encounter in their
environment. Children hear only a subset of possible sentences in their
native language, yet are able to generate sentences which they have never
heard before. The input they receive from adults and other children is filled
with stops and starts as well as mispronunciations, yet children fully acquire
their native language. Chomsky (1965, 1981) and others argue that these
facts are only explicable by the predisposition of humans to acquire
language, or UG.
Research on first language acquisition is therefore at the crux of
generative theory. Only by researching the development of language in
children, across a variety of languages, can we find (counter-) evidence for
the predisposition to acquire language.
In analyzing speech data from children, researchers who assume
Universal Grammar have to presuppose the amount of linguistic knowledge
available to the child from birth. The Continuity Assumption states that the
child’s grammar should consist of the same rule types and basic elements as
the adult grammar (Pinker 1996:7). This prevents the postulation of a child
grammar completely different (i.e. in terms of basic elements and rules) from
the adult grammar. Otherwise, at some point in linguistic development, the
child would have to transform his/her grammar into one resembling that of
the adult more completely. An alternative to the Continuity Assumption
would allow a different set of principles to operate in child grammar.
Language acquisition research tends to fall into one of two camps with
respect to the degree of continuity between child grammar and adult
grammar.

INTRODUCTION
1.2.1

3

Strong Continuity

Under the Strong Continuity Hypothesis, children’s grammars are assumed
to have basically the same syntactic structure as those of adult speakers
(Boser, Lust, Santelman & Whitman 1992, Pinker 1996, Poeppel & Wexler
1993). The syntactic tree and information provided for the child by UG are
almost exactly identical to the structure available in the adult’s grammar.
The child would have VP, IP, CP and a variety of other functional
projections at his/her disposal, depending on the specific model proposed.
This theoretical assumption allows researchers to account for the early
emergence of adult-like language phenomena in young children. For
example, children acquiring verb second languages, such as Dutch and
German, show the ability to differentiate between finite and infinitival verb
forms from early in their linguistic development (German: Poeppel &
Wexler 1993, Verrips & Weissenborn 1992, Weissenborn 1990, among
others; Dutch: Haegeman 1996, Wijnen 1998, among others). Finite verb
forms move to the left-periphery of the clause (3-4) while infinitival forms
frequently appear clause-finally (5-6). Infinitival forms at this stage are often
referred to as root infinitivals.
(3) Joost heeft nie potlood
Joost has not pencil
Joost 2;08.19

(4) gaat niet uit
goes not out
Maria 2;09.19

(5) Katelijne ook beetje drinken
Katelijne also bit-DIM drink-INF
Katelijne 2;06.23

(6) een lange streep maken
a long stripe make-INF
Katelijne 2;08.19

This phase in language development is often referred to as the Optional
Infinitive stage because verbs seem to appear in free variation as finite or
infinitival (Wexler 1994). If the full syntactic structure is present, we can
account for these structures in child language by assuming the children are
using the functional projections available as a landing site for the finite verb.
However, these assumptions make it more difficult to account for
errors in child language. In the examples with infinitival verbs, (5-6), we
have no explanation as to why children are not forced to produce finite forms
and move the verb into higher functional projections. Different explanations
have been proposed – such as the postulation of a null auxiliary in the higher
functional projections (Boser, Lust, Santelman & Whitman 1992, and
others). Any characteristics of child language that do not match the adult
target language must be accounted for in a similar fashion.
The exact nature of the syntactic structure provided by UG is another
difficulty encountered by the strong continuity hypothesis. While certain
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commonalities may exist between the world’s languages (e.g. subject, verb,
object), a variety of syntactic structures seem to be available. For example,
we have head-initial (e.g. English) and head-final languages (e.g. Japanese).
We must determine whether the tree provided by UG is head-initial or headfinal. Many different functional projections have also been proposed (cf.
Cinque 1999 for a listing of possible functional projections). We have to
assume that all of these functional projections are present initially, even if
they are not required by the target grammar. The debate turns to how these
unnecessary functional projections ‘disappear’. Under strong continuity, the
child has the full syntactic structure at his/her disposal, but as we have seen,
the nature of this structure is unclear. While this makes the acquisition task
seem simpler, the structure available to the child from birth is controversial.
Without abandoning the notion of continuity altogether, we can approach
syntactic development from a more moderate standpoint.
1.2.2

Weak Continuity

The Weak Continuity Hypothesis states that child’s grammar does not
necessarily have the full adult syntactic tree, but that the grammatical
structures conform to the principles operating within UG (Clahsen 1990, De
Haan 1987, Jordens 1990). Thus, the acquisition task involves acquiring the
required syntactic structure for the target language. The presence of a
particular projection is not assumed in child language unless there is overt
evidence for its presence. Overt evidence is either direct or indirect. Direct
evidence includes the consistent use of morphemes or words associated with
a projection. For example, consistent and accurate use of verbal agreement
morphology may be taken as evidence for the presence of AgrP in the child’s
language. Indirect evidence includes the child making a systematic
differentiation between two constructions, although no overt morphology is
necessarily associated with this difference.
The weak continuity approach eliminates the disadvantages
encountered by the strong continuity approach because child language is
built upwards. The child only constructs the syntactic structure for which
he/she has evidence. We will approach the child data from the perspective of
weak continuity in this study.
As mentioned in §1.2.1, researchers have noted the presence of finite
and infinitival verb forms in child language. Initially, Dutch children
produce most verbs in their infinitival forms (Bol 1995, Van Ginneken 1917,
Schlichting 1996, Verhulst-Schlichting 1985, Wijnen 1995a, b) (7-8):

INTRODUCTION
(7)

voor Debbie geven
for Debbie give-INF
‘give to Debbie’
(Jasmijn 2;08.18)

(8)

ik zelf
doen
I myself do-INF
‘I want to do it myself.’
(Jasmijn 2;00.20)

5

(Wijnen & Verrips 1998:229, (5a-b))

The second stage of development is characterized by the emergence of finite
verb forms in the child’s speech. The vast majority of these finite verbs
appear at the left-edge of the clause in sentence-initial or verb second
position (Bol 1995, Bol & Kuiken 1988, Verhulst-Schlichting 1985, Wijnen
& Verrips 1998). Examples (9) and (10) are taken from Wijnen and Verrips
(1998:230):
(9)

zit vuilniswagen in
sits garbage-truck in
‘there is a garbage truck in it’
(Peter 2;00.07)

(10)

Peter kan [] bij
Peter can it by
‘Peter can reach it’
(Peter 1;11.03)

This stage emerges fairly early and lasts until around 3;06 in Dutch children
(Wijnen & Bol 1993). Since the children in this study are between the ages
of twenty and thirty-seven months, they fall into these stages.
Several studies indicate that root infinitival clauses in Dutch exhibit
two common characteristics: they often have a modal interpretation (Gillis
1984, Van Ginneken 1917, Krämer 1993, Wijnen 1998), and they frequently
refer to events (versus states) (Wijnen 1998). To explain these distributions,
recent analyses argue that TP appears in both the finite and nonfinite clauses,
but is interpreted differently in each (Hoekstra & Hyams 1998). In root
infinitival clauses, TP is interpreted discursively, like a free pronominal to
permit modal interpretations (Hoekstra & Hyams 1998). Finite verb forms
are overtly realized in the present tense and often refer to current events
(Van Ginneken 1917). Tense in these clauses is grammatically anchored via
an operator in CP (Hoekstra & Hyams 1998). We assume the consistent
presence of TP in the child data. Tense is interpreted discursively in root
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infinitival clauses while it is grammatically anchored in finite clauses. This
is the underlying structure we assume for children during the Optional
Infinitival stage.
The emergence of complex predicates indicates that the child has
reached the third stage in development (Wijnen & Verrips 1998). Complex
predicates are those in which one verb appears in sentence-initial or second
position, and the second verb is in final position with non-finite morphology
(i.e. an infinitive or past participle). The emergence of clauses with
topicalization (i.e. non-subject initial clauses) is less clear (Bol 1995,
Verhulst-Schlichting 1985, Wijnen & Verrips 1998). Syntactic structures
associated with CP, including regular topicalization, inversion and whquestions, do not appear until after children leave the Optional Infinitival
stage (Blankenstijn & Scheper, forthcoming). Now that we have addressed
syntactic development, we turn to cognitive development and its
implications for language acquisition.
1.3

Cognitive Development

We believe that the role of cognitive development in language acquisition
must also be taken into account. While generative researchers often make
brief mention of the role that cognition plays in the acquisition of language,
the literature tends to focus primarily on the emerging syntax. However, to
use several aspects of discourse and syntax correctly, we believe that
children must achieve a minimum level of cognitive competence. We argue
in this dissertation that cognitive competence directly affects the child’s
discourse performance. If the child is not cognitively capable of analyzing
information from his/her environment, he/she will not have the world
knowledge necessary to apply to his/her language use. As we will see in
Chapter 2, the ability to manipulate the discourse is highly relevant to the
child acquiring Dutch as a first language. In adult Dutch, only those direct
objects meeting certain discourse requirements may be dropped from adult
colloquial speech. We look at two different areas within cognitive
development which directly impact a child’s use of language: Theory of
Mind and mutual knowledge. These two areas are inextricably linked with
one another and language acquisition.
During the earliest stages of linguistic and cognitive development,
children lack a Theory of Mind, that is, the child is not able to take on the
perspective of the listener (Bloom 1978, Brown 1973, Piaget 1959, Schaeffer
1997). Until he/she is able to accurately adopt the viewpoint of other
participants (in the conversation), he/she is likely to make mistakes with
respect to what type of information is known to both the speaker and
listener. Since the child relates his/her knowledge of the discourse to the
syntactic representation, this may lead to errors in the syntax which are
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directly attributable to the child’s limited cognitive abilities – not his/her
grammatical representation.
We believe that cognitive development plays a significant role in early
language production. We expect that some errors in the child’s syntax may
not be grammatical, but are instead the result of underdevelopment in
cognition. The current study investigates children starting at the age of 1;08.
At this age, children cannot take the perspective of the listener or addressee
in a dialogue. Rather, they assume that everyone views the world from the
same perspective. Children assume that their listener knows what they are
talking about, because they work from the premise that everyone has the
same worldview. This is often referred to as the ‘egocentric’ stage. The
child’s language use is less about communicating with others, and more
about simply using language for self-talk or for a basic level of social
interaction (Hickmann 1986, Piaget 1923, 1959, Vygotsky 1934/1962).
As the child develops cognitively, he/she is better equipped to take the
perspective of the addressee into account (Piaget 1959, Vygotsky
1934/1962).1 Emergence from this stage is often referred to as ‘decentering’. This is confirmed in several studies of children between two and
three years of age and younger (Bresson 1974, Garton 1983, KarmiloffSmith 1979, Maratsos 1976). Studies of older children find that the
egocentric tendency shifted with age. As children got older, they seem to
grasp that other perspectives exist (Hickmann 1995, Kail & Hickmann
1992). Once children have developed a Theory of Mind, mutual knowledge
plays a role in their use of language.
We define mutual knowledge as information known to both the
listener and speaker. Only once the child has developed a Theory of Mind, is
he/she capable of differentiating mutually known from non-mutually known
information. Mutual knowledge has three main sources: physical copresence,
linguistic copresence and community membership (Clark & Carlson 1981,
Clark & Marshall 1981). Linguistic copresence refers to information which
has been explicitly mentioned, in the preceding discourse (Abbeduto, ShortMeyerson, Benson, Dolish & Weisman 1998). Physical copresence refers to
the presence of a particular element(s) in the physical environment
(perceived by the speaker and listener) (Abbeduto et al 1998). Community
membership is “the background knowledge shared by the members of a
particular community” (Abbeduto et al 1998:1349). A speaker decides what
information is known to him/herself and the listener based on these three
sources of information. When looking at research on children’s ability to use
1

The manner in which cognitive development takes place is not relevant to this discussion.
Note, however, that several theories exist on the interaction of cognitive and linguistic
development and the extent to which they are independent of one another (cf. Hickmann 1986
and, to a lesser degree Hickmann 1995, for a review of these proposals).
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mutual knowledge, it is useful to understand the importance of mutual
knowledge in adult grammars.
Languages, such as Chinese and Japanese, permit arguments mutually
known to the speaker and listener to be dropped completely (Japanese:
Hirakawa 1993; Chinese: Huang 1984, cf. §3.2.3 – 3.2.4). In the discussion
of adult Dutch topic drop (Chapter 2), we will see that the importance of
mutual knowledge in language use cannot be underestimated. Only
linguistically copresent elements are dropped from topic position in adult
Dutch. The reduction or dropping of linguistic elements referring to elements
which are part of mutual knowledge between conversational participants is
not uncommon across adult languages (Horton & Keysar 1996). This has
been illustrated in “a variety of studies [which] demonstrate that once
common ground is established it is used to guide speakers’ selection of
referring expressions, allowing the shortening of these expressions and
establishing the conditions for a transition from descriptions to names”
(Horton and Keysar 1996:92).
The ability to use the three main sources of mutual knowledge
(linguistic copresence, physical copresence and community membership)
requires Theory of Mind (§1.3.1) and emerges over an extended period of
time (Abbeduto et al 1998). Independent research indicates that children
under three years old have difficulty determining what is mutually known
(Bloom 1978, Brown 1973, Hickmann 1995). Several researchers have
shown that children use linguistic and physical copresence readily from two
or three years old. Crosslinguistic research shows that children at the age of
three tend to drop linguistic elements on the basis of linguistic copresence
(Japanese & English: Gurriero, Cooper, Oshima-Takane & Kuriyama 2001,
Korean: Clancy 1993, 1997). Guerriero et al (2001) look at the use of lexical
NPs, pronominals and null arguments in child English and Japanese to
determine what kind of information is represented by each type of referring
description. To be considered mutually known the argument had to appear in
the previous discourse (i.e. in the immediately preceding 20 utterances).
When testing two groups of three-year old English and Japanese-speaking
children, they find that these children make a distinction between
information which is linguistically copresent and new information. Children
showed a tendency, in both languages, to drop or pronominalize arguments
previously mentioned in the discourse. Results similar to those found in this
study have also been found in children learning other languages, such as
Korean (Clancy 1993, 1997). The subtleties involved in some aspects of
mutual knowledge may still elude children at these stages.
However, children are unable to take into account other factors to
determine mutually known information (e.g. community membership), until
they are much older (Abbeduto et al 1998, Kail & Hickmann 1992).
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Children show some ability to determine their listener’s needs as young as
two or three years old, however, full adult-like use of mutual knowledge is
not achieved until at least age seven, in some cases it is not reported as adultlike until age 11 (Ackerman, Szymanski & Silver 1990, Hickmann 1995,
Kail & Hickmann 1992).
Thus, the role of mutual knowledge is crucial to some areas of syntax,
specifically argument drop. In terms of language acquisition, the child must
be able to recall and refer back to preceding discourse (linguistic copresence)
and be capable of taking the perspective of the addressee into account
(physical copresence, community membership).
We assume that the role of cognitive development directly impacts the
ability of the child to use general discourse constraints during the earliest
stages of language acquisition. Specifically, the child must begin to develop
Theory of Mind, before he/she is able to determine what information is
shared between the speaker and addressee. Often, this results in an
overestimation of mutual knowledge between conversational participants on
the part of the child. Many children exhibit linguistic behaviour indicating
that they begun to develop a Theory of Mind and the ability to de-center at
approximately three years old. At this point, children start to manipulate
discourse information, in particular linguistic and physical copresence.
Information related to community membership may only be used as the child
gets older. Several studies show that children may not use mutual knowledge
in an adult-like manner until age seven or older.
1.4

Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized into six further chapters. Chapter 2 deals with
argument drop in adult Dutch. This gives us an idea of what input data the
child receives in his/her linguistic environment, as well as the target
grammar he/she is acquiring. Chapter 3 presents data from crosslinguistic
studies of object drop in child language, including English, French, German,
Japanese and Chinese, in addition to Dutch. This chapter also presents
theories proposed to account for object drop in child language, providing us
with several research questions to include in our study of child Dutch. The
questions we pose at the end of Chapter 3 relate to the position of dropped
objects, the relationship between finiteness and object drop and perfectivity
and object drop. Chapter 4 includes a description of the subjects, the data set,
and the specific criteria followed to address each research question. Chapter
5 is a detailed analysis of the answers to each question in our study,
including individual and group results. Chapter 6 proposes an explanation
for the patterns and distribution of object drop that emerged in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 summarizes our findings and analysis.

2

Argument Drop in Adult Dutch

2.1

Introduction

Adult Dutch is a topic drop language, that is, elements appearing in topic
position may be dropped in colloquial speech. From an acquisition
perspective, the presence of topic drop in adult Dutch indicates that Dutch
children are hearing clauses where the direct object (or another argument) is
missing. The primary aim of this chapter is to investigate the occurrence of
topic drop in adult Dutch and determine not only which arguments are
grammatically dropped, but the frequency with which they are dropped.
Topic drop in Dutch is a syntactic phenomenon usually only
mentioned as a footnote to verb second movement and topicalization. More
often than not, researchers assume that topic drop occurs with any element or
constituent appearing in topic position (Hyams 1994, Weerman 1989).
Traditional analyses propose that the topicalized argument may be absent
when a null topic operator is carrying the phi features of this argument
(§2.2.3). Corpus data collected by Jansen (1981) are also presented to
illustrate the use of topic drop in colloquial speech (§2.2.4). Original data,
collected from several native speaker informants, are presented and
demonstrate clearly that not all arguments are easily dropped. Explanations
are sought for these findings in §2.4. The implications for children acquiring
Dutch are explored at the end of the chapter (§2.5).
2.2

Topicalization in Dutch

2.2.1

The Syntax of Topicalization in Dutch

In order to address topicalization, we need to first consider Dutch word
order. Dutch, like German, is a V2 language with an underlying SOV word
order (Den Besten 1983, Koster 1975). The finite verb must always appear
in the second position of declaratives and interrogatives (1). In subordinate
clauses, the verb appears sentence-finally (2).
(1)

Morgen werkt zij thuis.
tomorrow works she home
‘Tomorrow she’s working at home.’

(2)

Ik dacht dat zij morgen
thuis werkt.
I thought that she tomorrow home works
‘I thought that she’s working at home tomorrow.’

VERB SECOND

VERB FINAL
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We assume that the topicalized element is base-generated outside of the CP
and adjoined to the main clause (3). We refer to this element as the clauseexternal topic. The type of phrase adjoined is not specified because any
lexical category can appear in this position (i.e. VPs, nouns, adverbs, etc.).
SpecCP is filled by a null/overt topic operator, co-indexed with the clauseexternal topic, while C0 is the landing site for the finite verb in matrix
clauses. A null variable or demonstrative pro-element (d-word) is generated
in the position where the topicalized constituent would have been basegenerated (Hoekstra & Zwart 1994, Weerman 1989, Zwart 1997).1 SpecCP
requires an operator, so the null variable/d-word moves into SpecCP
position, becoming an operator (OP) in the process (Sigurðsson 1989).
(3)

Morgen OPi werkt zij thuis ti.
tomorrow
works she home
‘She’s working at home tomorrow.’

TOPICALIZATION

XP
3
Morgeni
CP
wo
Spec
C'
ei
Øi
C0
IP
3
werktj
Spec
VP
zij
6
… ti tj thuis …

In subordinate clauses, movement of the verb to second position is also
prohibited because of the presence of the complementizer (e.g., dat ‘that’) in
C0. Topicalization is disallowed in subordinate clauses; only if the verb
appears in C0, does topicalization take place (4).
(4)

1

* Ik dacht [XP morgen [CP dat zij thuis werkt.]]
I thought tomorrow that she home works
‘I thought she would work at home tomorrow.’

Several different structures for the left-periphery of the clause are proposed for Dutch and
other languages. For example, the topic operator may appear in SpecCP (Weerman 1989) or,
more recently, in SpecTopP (Hoekstra & Zwart 1994, Rizzi 1997). The choice between TopP
and CP is irrelevant in the context of this thesis. As the traditional assumption employs CP,
we adopt it here.
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The topic operator in SpecCP may also be realized overtly in the form of a dword with the clause-external topic (Hoekstra & Zwart 1994, Koster 1978a).
Sentences in which the d-word and topic co-occur are referred to as
Contrastive Left Dislocation constructions (CLD), as in examples (5-6)
(Anagnostopolou 1997, Van Haaften, Smits & Vat 1983, Zaenen 1997).2, 3
(5)

CONTRASTIVE LEFT DISLOCATION
Morgen, dan werkt zij thuis.
tomorrow then works she home
‘Tomorrow, then she’ll be working at home.’

(6)

Die man, die ken ik niet.
that man that know I not
‘That man, I don’t know.’

CONTRASTIVE LEFT DISLOCATION

(Van Haaften, Smits & Vat 1983:137(6a))

In structure like that in (7), the clause-external topic is not present, while the
d-word appears in SpecCP position. We refer to this construction as clauseexternal topic drop because the clause-external topic is missing, but is still
phonetically realized by the topic operator.
(7)

Die ken ik niet.
that know I not
‘I don’t know him.’

CLAUSE-EXTERNAL TOPIC DROP

We also have structures in which neither the clause-external topic nor the
topic operator is overt (8). We refer to these structures as (full) topic drop.
These structures are the focus of this chapter.
(8)

2

Ken je dat boek?
know you that book?
‘Do you know that book?’

The structure of CLD constructions is controversial with respect to whether or not it is
generated through movement. For the purposes of this thesis, we assume that the structure is
composed of a satellite element adjoined to the main clause with the d-word as an overt
realization of the operator in C0.
3
Regular pronouns and reflexives cannot appear with the d-word in operator position (taken
from Zwart 1997:249 (9)).
(i)
Hem (??die)
ken ik niet.
him
that one know I not
‘Him, I don’t know.’
(ii)
Zichzelf (??die)
respecteert hij niet.
himself
that one respects
he not
‘He does not respect himself.’

CHAPTER 2
ec ken ik niet. 4
know I not
‘I don’t know (it).’
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(FULL) TOPIC DROP

Basically, four structures are available in finite declarative clauses,
including: Contrastive Left Dislocations (9a), regular topicalizations (9b),
clause-external topic drop (9c), and full topic drop (9d).
(9) a.
b.
c.
d.

[Topic Topici]
[Topic Topici]
[Topic Øi]
[Topic Øi]

[CP
[CP
[CP
[CP

D-Wordi
OPi
D-wordi
OPi

[IP VFIN ...ti ...]]5
[IP VFIN ...ti...]
[IP VFIN ...ti...]]
[IP VFIN ...ti...]]

CLD
TOPICALIZATION
CL. EXT. TOPIC DROP
TOPIC DROP

We now look more closely at the overt topic operators, the d-words.
2.2.2

The Demonstrative Pro-Elements or D-Words

The topic operator is sometimes realized overtly in the form of a
demonstrative pro-element, or d-word. The demonstratives able to appear as
topic operators are listed below in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Table 2.1

Demonstrative Pronouns in Dutch
HET-WORD (SINGULAR)

6

DE-WORD

PLURALS

die ‘that’

die ‘those’

dat ‘that’
Table 2.2

Other D-Elements in Dutch

daar
dan
toen
zo

OTHER D-ELEMENTS
‘there’7
‘then-future, conclusion’
‘then-past’
‘so’

As with other pronominals, an important criterion for using a demonstrative
is the presence of a discourse referent (Webber 1991). Without an explicit
4
The term ec refers to a generic empty category, without committing to a specific type of
empty category.
5
We use the Topic subscript to indicate the clause-external topic. This is not intended to imply
the presence of a Topic Phrase.
6
The het-words are words of neuter gender while de-words are common gender. The genders
collapse when forming the plural. The plural forms take the same demonstrative pronouns, as
well as the same definite article, de.
7
Daar ‘there’ may also act as a pronoun, not only a locative adverb.
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mention in the discourse or context, the use of a demonstrative is
ungrammatical.8
Demonstratives frequently appear in SpecCP as an alternative to third
person personal pronouns. For example, in response to a question such as
Waar zijn mijn boeken? ‘Where are my books?’, rather than repeating the
entire NP de boeken ‘the book’ the response is often Die liggen in de kast
‘They are in the cupboard’. The demonstratives replace many constituents
besides DPs, including VPs and propositions. When demonstratives replace
a constituent, they retain the phi features of that constituent (if present).9
These features include gender and number. Demonstratives in Dutch are
used to replace third person constituents, never first and second person
pronouns (10-11).
(10)

Wat vind je van Marie?
what find you of Marie
‘What do you think of Marie?’
Zij/ze/die is een beetje gek.
she/she/that is a bit
crazy
‘She’s a bit crazy.’

8

Further evidence for discourse-linking is pointed out by Hoeksema (1999). In the case of
obligatorily inverted bare noun predicates, a d-word cannot be used. On the other hand, the
use of a definite article is grammatical, indicating the presence of a referent. The referent for a
demonstrative must be present in the discourse. Referring to a specific, existing referent
(outside the discourse context) is not a sufficient condition.
(iii)
Vraag is alleen hoelang de vakbonden dit blijven accepteren.
question is only how-long the unions
this continue accept-INF
‘Question is, only how long will the unions continue to accept this.’
De vraag is alleen hoelang …
the question is only how-long …
* Die vraag is alleen hoelang …
that question is only how-long
9
Van Kampen (1997) finds several instances where the d-word, in colloquial Dutch, does not
reflect the gender and/or number features of its antecedent. Example (vii) is taken from Van
Kampen (1997:97, (43a)) (italics and bold are our own emphasis). Meisje ‘girl’ is a neuter
noun. Van Kampen’s point is that it should be replaced by dat, not die, however, speakers
often use die in casual speech.
(iv) die heb ik gezien
that have I seen
die = auto(s), hond(en), jongen(s), meisje(s)
(car(s), dog(s),
boy(s),
girl(s))
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Wat vind je van mij? 10
what find you of me
‘What do you think of me?’
Jij/je/*die bent een beetje gek.
you/you/that are a bit crazy
‘You’re a bit crazy.’

Generally speaking, speakers prefer to move the d-word to SpecCP rather
than leaving it in base-generated position (12).
(12)

Wat vind je van Jan?
what find you of Jan
‘What do you think of Jan?’
* Ik vind die gek.
I find that crazy
‘I think he’s crazy.’
Die vind ik gek.
that find I crazy
‘I think he’s crazy.’

Only discourse-linked (i.e. linguistically copresent) elements are referred to
with a d-word. When a speaker uses the demonstrative, he/she is indicating
that the topic of discourse remains the same.
2.2.3

Topic Drop

Subjects and objects may only be dropped from SpecCP position in matrix
clauses where the verb appears in C0. The Spec-head relationship between
the topic operator and finite verb licenses topic drop. This process is usually
referred to as topic drop. The traditional analysis simply states that topics are
dropped if they are identifiable through the discourse (Hoekstra & Zwart
1994, Weerman 1989). In the case of arguments, phi features serve to help
10
Dutch has two sets of pronouns for subjects and (in)direct objects: strong and weak. The
weak pronouns are sometimes referred to as clitics (Zwart 1997:33).
Strong Weak
Strong Weak
NOM. 1Psg
ik
’k
ACC. 1Psg
mij
me
2Psg
jij
je
2Psg
jou
je
3Psg
hij
-ie
3Psg
hem
’m
zij
ze
haar
’r
1Ppl
wij
we
het
’t
2Ppl
jullie
1Ppl
ons
3Ppl
zij
ze
2Ppl
jullie
3Ppl
hen/hun ze
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identify the null topic. The presence of phi features is represented by a phi
subscript in (13).
(13)

(Dat boek) ken ik niet.
that book know I not
‘(That book), I don’t know.’
[[dat boeki] [CP OPMi ken [IP ik … ti niet]]]]
[CP OPMi ken [IP ik … ti niet]]]]

TOPICALIZATION
TOPIC DROP

This analysis predicts few restrictions on topic drop.
Balkenende (1995) argues that topic drop is the non-realization of the
d-word. In sentences with topic drop, the d-word has moved to topic position
and is subsequently dropped (14-15).
(14)

[CP dat [C heeft Jan aan Marie gegeven.]]
that has Jan to Marie given

(15)

[CP ec [C heeft Jan aan Marie gegeven.]]
(taken from Balkenende 1995:52, bolding is our emphasis)

The ‘dropping’ of the d-word is licensed by the presence of an antecedent (in
the discourse or syntax). The prediction is that constituents not able to cooccur with a d-word cannot be dropped from topic position. Specifically,
first and second person pronouns should not be dropped. This analysis also
attempts to account for the pragmatic restrictions on topic drop as well. To
use a d-word, a specific discourse referent is required. Since only d-words
may be dropped, only discourse-linked elements are dropped (§2.2.2).
Based on this analysis, any topic which can co-occur with a d-word is dropable. We now turn to the corpus data collected on topic drop in adult Dutch.
2.2.4

Corpus Data on Topic Drop

With the exception of Balkenende (1995), little work has been done in the
generative literature on the distribution of topic drop in Dutch. Jansen (1981)
conducted a study of several phonological and syntactic processes occurring
in spoken Dutch. The data were taken from native speakers who were asked
a series of questions. Their responses were transcribed and used as the basis
of his discussion. Since the data in his work consist mainly of spontaneous
speech, they lend additional insight to the test data to be presented in §2.3.
According to the data provided in Jansen (1981), topic drop occurs in
about 10% of the sentences meeting the topic drop criteria. Van Kampen
(1997) reaches similar conclusions when looking at the spontaneous speech
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of a single adult Dutch speaker. She finds that between 10% and 15% of
utterances undergo topic drop.
First person singular subjects were dropped the most frequently of all
personal pronouns (by raw number, not proportionally). This is not
surprising given that first person singular subjects may be dropped in ‘diary’
contexts and the interviewees are responding to questions in the first person.
The context lends itself to diary drop. First person plural subjects and third
person subjects followed in number of occurrences of drop. Second person
subjects were dropped on only two occasions in the entire corpus. Direct and
indirect object personal pronouns were never dropped. Objects of
prepositions can also be dropped from sentence-initial position, according to
Jansen (1981), as long as the preposition has been stranded in the lower part
of the clause. These elements were dropped more frequently than the
personal pronouns mentioned thus far; of a potential 271 deletions, 35 were
dropped (13%).
Jansen (1981) also compares the rates of object drop between
demonstratives and personal pronouns. He finds that the demonstratives
were dropped with far more frequency than the personal pronouns (Table
2.3). Out of a potential 4594 demonstrative deletions, 373 were dropped.
Only 86 of a potential 8317 personal pronouns were dropped. Note that the
judgements as to which sentences have a personal pronoun versus those
which have a demonstrative are based on Jansen’s personal intuitions.11
Table 2.3

Rates of Argument Drop from Topic Position in Adult
Dutch: Personal versus Demonstrative Pronouns (based
on Jansen 1981)

Pronoun Type
Demonstrative
Personal

Drop Rates from Topic Position
Raw Numbers
%
373/4594
8%
86/8317
< 1%

Jansen (1981) finds an asymmetry between subject and object drop. A higher
proportion of objects are dropped than subjects (Table 2.4).

11

This is problematic for Jansen (1981), particularly in the case of third person constituents.
However, it provides us with an approximate idea of the minimal rates of d-word drop – our
main focus in this discussion.
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Rates of Subject and Object Drop from Topic Position
in Adult Dutch (based on Jansen 1981)

Dropped Subjects
Dropped Objects

Drop Rates from Topic Position
Raw Numbers
%
150/3211
5%
223/1383
16%

Overall, first and second person arguments are not dropped frequently in
spontaneous speech. Third person elements tend to undergo higher rates of
drop. Objects are dropped approximately three times more often than
subjects.
2.2.5

Summary

Dutch is a V2 language with an underlying SOV order. Finite verbs move to
the head of CP. A topic operator moves into SpecCP. Verb movement and
topicalization are two interwoven processes. Topicalization and topic drop
are prohibited in subordinate clauses. Topicalization only occurs in V2
clauses because it requires the presence of an operator in SpecCP as well as
the verb in C0. A null variable in the sentence, representing a particular
constituent, moves into SpecCP to satisfy this condition. The null/overt
variable/operator is identified by its referent via discourse-linking.
Topic drop is an optional process occurring only in spoken Dutch.
Traditional theory proposes that the null topic operator must bear the phi
features of its referent. Otherwise, the element is not syntactically
identifiable. According to Balkenende (1995), topic drop should only occur
with elements representable by d-words. Jansen (1981) confirms Balkenende
(1995) by illustrating that d-words undergo more object drop than the
personal pronouns. Objects are dropped more frequently than subjects in
Jansen’s corpus data (1981). The expectations of Balkenende (1995) are
tested against the informant data.
2.3

Informant Data on Topic Drop in Dutch12

To determine what Dutch speakers consider grammatical topic drop, several
sets of utterances were tested with native speakers. While the studies by
12

I would like to thank all of the informants who patiently filled out the questionnaires, and,
also, Hans den Besten, Bert Botma, Joost Siegman, Peter Siegman, and Erik Jan van der
Torre, and, in particular, Anne Baker for administering the test to 13 of her linguistics
students. I must also make special mention of Aniek IJbema, who provided me not only with
countless judgements and examples but invaluable discussion of the data from the perspective
of a native speaker.
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Balkenende (1995) and Jansen (1981) offer insight into the topic drop
phenomenon, this study expands upon their results. Jansen (1981) focuses
primarily on corpus data. This is highly valuable because we can see what
native speakers produce in actual conversation. However, this does not tell
us what constructions native speakers cannot produce. The absence of a
construction does not entail its ungrammaticality. Balkenende’s study (1995)
relies primarily on his own judgements, as well as that of a few other native
speakers. Unfortunately, his data were not quantified, so it is not clear how
many speakers may have considered a particular construction grammatical or
ungrammatical. Our study endeavours to test several cases of topic drop with
a larger group of speakers; the results of this study are quantified.
The data came from a class of thirteen Dutch university students, as
well as six non-students, all of whom are university-educated native speakers
of Dutch. Native speakers were given several examples of topic drop. Each
example of topic drop occurred with (16a) a context question or statement,
(16b) a sentence with the relevant element being replaced by a demonstrative
pronoun in sentence-initial position (where applicable), and (16c) a sentence
where the topic was dropped.13 Individual speakers were asked for their
judgements orally or based on a written questionnaire (provided in Appendix
1). The university students were given the questionnaire and had the
sentences read aloud to them as well. In all cases, the context question
preceded the judgements. Example (16) is taken from the questionnaire
given to the informants:14
(16)

13

a.

Heb je dit boek in Amsterdam gekocht?
have you this book in Amsterdam bought
‘Did you buy this book in Amsterdam?’

b.

Ja, dit heb ik in Amsterdam gekocht.
yes this have I in Amsterdam bought
‘Yes, this, I bought in Amsterdam.’

c.

Ja, heb ik in Amsterdam gekocht.
yes have I in Amsterdam bought
‘Yes, I have bought (this) in Amsterdam.’

In some instances, informants were provided with two utterances containing the d-words.
One in which the d-word moved to topic position and the other where the d-pronoun remained
in base-generated position. This was to determine how strong a preference the speakers would
show for moving the d-word into sentence-initial position. Results indicated a preference for
movement. Also, some of the examples in Appendix 1 tested the distinction between
topicalization of weak versus strong pronouns, and the use of personal versus demonstrative
pronouns for third person animates. The results indicate that only strong pronouns may appear
sentence-initially. No clear preference for d-words or third person personal pronouns was
found.
14
Example (16) is (A1.38).
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The informants were asked to judge the sentences as ‘good’,
‘ungrammatical’ or ‘not sure’.15 Results for the questionnaires are presented
in Appendix 2 by constituent type and by sentence.16 When discussing the
results, we refer to the number of cases where the clause was judged
ungrammatical (i.e. the number of times a particular example was deemed
ungrammatical). Some sentence constituent types (e.g. direct object) were
tested more frequently when the results were not clear from the initial set of
informant judgements, so the total number of test cases varies among
constituent types. Raw numbers for each are provided in Appendix 2.
Few examples were judged by all speakers to be either grammatical or
ungrammatical. Most of the following statements are tendencies based on a
group of speakers, and are not absolutes. Inter-speaker variation was high.
The results from the informant data are discussed in tandem with the
conclusions reached by Balkenende (1995).17
2.3.1

Subject Drop

The data indicate that first and second person subject drop is grammatical in
highly specific cases only. Third person subject drop is not grammatical in
most cases.18
Informants did not agree upon the grammatical status of first person
subject drop.19 Dropping second person subjects was judged ungrammatical
in 92% of cases.20 Judgements regarding third person subjects were less
unanimous, but leaned strongly towards ungrammatical.21 Third person
singular subject drop was judged ungrammatical in 61% of cases, while third
person plural subject drop was ungrammatical in 57% of the cases.22
15
The questionnaire format was used in the initial stages of the study, and speakers were
sometimes interviewed individually for further clarification.
16
Table A2.1 presents results by constituent type and Table A2.2 presents results by sentence.
17
In addition to these elements, Balkenende (1995) lists sentential arguments, verbal
arguments, locative adjuncts and temporal adjuncts as examples of grammatical topic drop.
The purpose of this chapter, however, is to focus on argument drop, so the status of these
constituents is not investigated here. In the data we collected here, dropping verbal arguments,
locative and temporal adjuncts is more problematic than what Balkenende (1995) presents.
Judgements varied considerably among speakers and according to the specific element
omitted. For example, gisteren ‘yesterday’ was more readily dropped than morgen
‘tomorrow’. These constituents could be construed as discourse entities, allowing them to be
omitted in the right contexts. Testing temporal adverbs which are less easily interpreted as
discourse entities, such as later ‘later’, may clear up this issue.
18
See A1.7-A1.8.
19
See A1.3, Table A2.1.
20
See A1.5-A1.6, Table A2.1.
21
See A1.7-A1.8.
22
See Table A2.1.
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Balkenende (1995) argues that subject drop from topic position is
freely available, with the dropping of first and second person pronouns being
more restrictive. The results from first and second person subject drop
appear to support his conclusions. However, these data show that the
informants cannot drop third person subjects as consistently as he predicts.
2.3.2

Direct Object Drop

First and second person direct objects do not appear in topic position
(without focus/contrastive stress). Speakers considered dropping either first
or second person direct objects ungrammatical (i.e. between 92% and 100%
of cases).23, 24
A dichotomy arose between animate and inanimate third person direct
objects, therefore, we describe the judgements for each separately. Dropping
third person animate direct objects induced highly varied judgements
between speakers.25 No clear trend was detectable in dropping third person
animate singular direct objects (42%-28%-30% split), whereas dropping
third person animate plural direct objects was often judged ungrammatical
(67%).26 In contrast, native speakers generally considered dropping third
person inanimate direct objects from topic position grammatical.27 Overall,
third person singular inanimate direct object drop was grammatical in 78%
of the judgements.28 Third person inanimate plural object drop was
grammatical in 81% of the judgements.29
Balkenende (1995) suggests that all third person direct objects are
easily dropped, whereas first and second person direct objects are not dropable. These conclusions are partly supported by these informant data,
although we find a distinction is maintained between animate and inanimate
third person objects.

23

Koster (1978b) argues that these elements cannot appear sentence-initially. As pointed out
by Aafke Hulk (p.c.), contrastive topicalization of first and second person direct objects may
occur in the full pronominal form:
(v)
MIJ heeft niemand gezien.
me has nobody seen
‘Nobody has seen me.’
24
See A1.11-A1.14, Table A2.1.
25
See A1.16-A1.17, A1.36, Table A2.1.
26
See Table A2.1.
27
See Table A2.2 for list of example numbers.
28
See Table A2.1.
29
See Table A2.1.
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Indirect Object Drop

First and second person indirect objects, like direct objects, cannot be
topicalized or dropped. Native speakers confirmed this overwhelmingly; all
cases were deemed ungrammatical.30 Only third person animate indirect
objects were tested because occurrences of inanimate indirect objects are
rare.31 No clear trend was present in the judgements of third person animate
singular or plural indirect object drop (43%-37%-13%, 46%-39%-15%
splits, respectively).32
Balkenende (1995) argues that indirect objects can, in fact, be
deleted, but as with subjects and direct objects, dropping first and second
person personal pronouns is restricted. These predictions were correct for
first and second person pronouns, but not all Dutch speakers find dropping
third person indirect object pronouns grammatical.
2.3.4

Complement Prepositional Phrase Drop

Dropping complement prepositional phrases depended upon whether or not
the verb subcategorized for a particular PP. For example, in praten over ‘to
talk about’, the verb requires the preposition over ‘about’ as part of its
meaning. This is reflected in the fact that only the object of the preposition
over ‘about’ can be replaced by a d-word (e.g. daarover ‘there-about’). This
type of complement prepositional phrase could not be dropped in its
30

See A1.18-A1.21, Table A2.1.
We attempted to elicit judgements from informants for third person inanimate indirect
objects with little success. For example, when we used the noun het uitzendburo ‘the
employment agency’, my informants found the grammatically ‘correct’ d-word substitution,
dat ‘that-singular’ to be questionable, while die ‘that-plural’ to be acceptable. They could only
interpret the sentence as involving the people at the employment agency rather than the
agency as an inanimate on its own. Topic drop was judged ungrammatical.
(vi)
En wat heb jij het uitzendburo gestuurd?
and what have you the employment-agency sent
‘And what did you send to the employment agency?’
31

?? Dat heb ik mijn CV gestuurd.
that have I my CV sent
‘I sent my CV there.’
Die heb ik mijn CV gestuurd.
those have I my CV sent
‘I sent them my CV.’
?* ec Heb ik mijn CV gestuurd.
Ø have I my CV sent
‘I sent (them) my CV.’
Similar judgements were given when we tried to use de Postbank (a national bank in the
Netherlands) as the indirect object.
32
See A1.22-A1.23, Table A2.1.
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entirety.33 In contrast, a complement PP, for which the preposition itself does
not play a part in the verb’s meaning, can be replaced by a d-word (e.g.
daar). These complement PPs were drop-able.34
Balkenende (1995) argues that argument PPs are dropped without
causing ungrammaticality, while adjunct PPs cannot be dropped.
2.3.5

Dropping the Objects of Prepositions

Objects of prepositions may be dropped from topic position, in most cases
(89%, Table A2.1). This applies only to cases where the preposition has been
stranded and only its object complement has been topicalized.35, 36
Balkenende (1995) also argues that the object of complement PPs can
be dropped grammatically.
2.3.6

Summary

Table 2.5 illustrates the relationship between topicalization, d-word
replacement and drop-ability. In the first column, ‘Topicalization’, first and
second person arguments are only optionally topicalized (i.e. when used
contrastively). The second column shows which constituents may be
represented with a d-word. Third person animates are optionally represented
with d-words because personal pronouns are an acceptable alternative.
Complement PPs may also be realized by a d-word, if the verb does not
subcategorize for a particular prepositional phrase (in which case the
preposition cannot be replaced). The third column illustrates which elements
are drop-able. All of these elements are third person inanimate constituents.

33

See A1.24, Table A2.1.
See A.57, Table A2.1.
35
In topicalization constructions, either the entire PP can be adjoined to SpecCP, or simply the
object of the PP moves into SpecCP, resulting in the preposition remaining at the end of the
sentence. The object of the preposition is always expressed with the d-word daar ‘there’.
36
See A1.47, A1.55-A1.56.
34
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Ability for Various Constituents to Topicalize,
Undergo D-Word Replacement, or Undergo Drop

Constituent
1P subject
2P subject
3P subject
1P direct object
2P direct object
3P direct object-animate
3P direct object-inanimate
1P indirect object
2P indirect object
3P indirect object
complement PP
object of PP

Topicalization
9
9
9
(9)
(9)
9
9
(9)
(9)
9
9
9

D-Word

Drop-able

(9)

(9)
9

(9)
9

9
(9)
9

(9)
(9)
9

All elements able to undergo topic drop are replaceable by a d-word. This
entails that only discourse-linked third person elements may be dropped in
colloquial Dutch. While much of the data is compatible with Balkenende
(1995), he does not predict the animacy distinction that we find in the
informant data.
2.4

The Identification and Licensing of Topic Drop

Topic drop only occurs in matrix clauses where the verb appears in C0 and
the topic operator (overt or null) appears in SpecCP. In subordinate clauses
where C0 is filled with a complementizer and topicalization is precluded,
topic drop is not permitted. Topicalization and topic drop may only occur if
the verb appears in C0. We believe that it is Spec-head agreement between
the verb and topic which licenses the appearance of an empty topic operator
in SpecCP. Agreement may take the form of a [+topic] feature generated in
an empty C0. The (empty or overt) topic operator also bears this [+topic]
feature. This feature operates in the same way as a [+wh] feature would. The
empty or overt topic operator is base-generated as an empty variable,
identified by a clause-external topic. In cases of partial and full topic drop,
the clause-external topic is a zero topic (Huang 1984, 1989). Huang (1984,
1989) argues that the types of elements acting as zero topics are languagespecific. We argue that, in adult Dutch, only immediately linguistically
copresent nominals may act as zero topics, based on the current study and
previous studies. Thus, restrictions on topic drop result from what types of
elements may act as a zero topic in adult Dutch.
In matrix clauses where the clause-external topic is present, the topic
operator may be overt or null. The presence of a clause-external topic serves
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to identify the content of null variable. The overt/null variable moves into
SpecCP to fulfill the operator requirement. If the topic operator is null, we
have a typical topicalization structure (17). On the other hand, if the topic
operator is overt (i.e. a d-word), we have a Contrastive Left Dislocation
structure (18).
(17)

TOPICALIZATION

[Topic Dat boeki ] [CP OPi heeft [IP Jan ti in de bibliotheek vergeten.]]
that book
has
Jan in the library
forgotten
‘Jan forgot that book in the library.’
(18)

CONTRASTIVE LEFT DISLOCATION

[Topic Dat boeki ] [CP dati heeft [IP Jan ti in de bibliotheek vergeten.]]
that book
that has
Jan in the library
forgotten
‘That book, Jan forgot that in the library.’

Matrix clauses lacking a clause-external topic behave in a similar
fashion. The clause-external topic in these clauses is a ‘zero-topic’ (Huang
1984, 1989). The zero topic has an explicit discourse antecedent. Discourselinking requires the presence of a linguistic antecedent in the immediately
preceding discourse. Note that this definition excludes cases where an
argument may refer to a specific referent, but no linguistic antecedent is
present (cf. footnote 8). Merely having a specific referent available does not
adequately identify an empty topic. In clauses with a zero topic, a null/overt
variable is base-generated in the clause and raises to SpecCP position. Given
a null topic operator and zero topic, we have the topic drop structure in (19).
Alternatively, the speaker may leave the overt d-word in SpecCP, resulting
in clause-external topic drop (20). That the zero topic is discourse-linked is
reflected in the fact that the overt topic operator is a d-word.
(19)

TOPIC DROP

[Topic Øi ] [CP OPi heeft [IP Jan ti in de bibliotheek vergeten.]]
has
Jan in the library
forgotten
‘Jan forgot (that) in the library.’
(20)

CLAUSE-EXTERNAL TOPIC DROP

[Topic Øi ] [CP Dati heeft [IP Jan ti in de bibliotheek vergeten.]]
that has
Jan
in the library
forgotten
‘Jan forgot that in the library.’

Differences in grammaticality judgements between third person animate and
third person inanimate constituents result from the restrictions on what may
be a zero topic. D-words may only refer to discourse-linked antecedents.
Taking a closer look at the third person animate constituents, these
constituents may be represented through a d-word or a personal pronoun. We
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argue that different syntactic structures associated with each type of pronoun
may account for the conflicting grammaticality judgements.
Third person personal pronouns contain more identifying information
(regarding their antecedents) than the d-words. Third person personal
pronouns distinguish animacy, gender and number, whereas the d-words
distinguish number and gender only. Unlike the d-words, third person
personal pronouns may refer to a specific individual not mentioned in the
immediately preceding discourse, or even external to the discourse, as long
as the referent is mutually known. Enough identifying information is
available in the personal pronoun for the listener to determine its antecedent.
Van Kampen (1997:97) argues that d-words are often not even marked
for gender or number in casual speech (cf. footnote 9). Third person d-words
transmit less information about the referent and rely more heavily on the
discourse for their interpretation.
Based on the degree to which the personal pronouns and d-words are
each dependent upon the discourse for their ‘identification’, we suggest that
personal pronouns and d-words in Dutch may be distributed differently.
Depending upon the ‘distance’ between the antecedent/referent and the
pronoun, the speaker may use the personal pronoun or the d-word. D-words
may only appear if their referent is mentioned in the immediately preceding
discourse and remains the topic under discussion. Otherwise, identification
of the antecedent or referent is difficult. We expect personal pronouns, in
contrast, to appear more freely in speech. They may be used when the
referent has been mentioned in the immediately preceding discourse, or in
much earlier discourse. Syntactically, we argue that d-words/null operators
need to be bound to a linguistic antecedent within their governing category
for identification.37 This antecedent is either an overt or empty clauseexternal topic. Structurally, personal pronouns cannot be bound by their
antecedent within their governing category. The antecedents always appear
clause-externally. This explains why personal pronouns cannot appear in
SpecCP, they would require identification by a clause-external topic (zero or
overt) and would be bound in their governing category. Personal pronouns
cannot be dropped from this position either, then. Personal pronouns may,
however, appear as overt clause-external topics. As we have stated
previously, only immediately linguistically copresent expressions may
appear as zero topics. Evidently, personal pronouns cannot function as zero
topics, perhaps because they already rely on the discourse for their
identification. The null operator would be identified by a discoursedependent zero topic. The distance between the null topic operator and its
37

Note that our definition of government relies on m-command (i.e. A m-commands B if and
only if A does not dominate B and every XMAX that dominates A, dominates B), whereby the
head governs its specifier and complement (based on Chomsky 1986).
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antecedent may be too great for identification purposes. Third personal
pronouns, then, cannot function as zero topics. In contrast, many d-words
rely on a zero topic linked directly to a referential expression in the
discourse. In cases where the personal pronoun is dropped, the null operator
cannot be bound. Identification fails and the resulting structure is
ungrammatical.
In clauses where a third person personal pronoun appears as a clauseexternal topic, it can bind a null operator. So, an empty variable may be
base-generated in the position of the topic (21). The personal pronoun acting
as a clause-external topic cannot be dropped without causing
ungrammaticality because the null topic operator is not sufficiently identified
(22).
(21)

[Topic Ziji ] [CP OPi heeft [IP mijn telefoonnummer vergeten.]]38
she
has
my phone-number forgotten
‘She has forgotten my phone number.’

(22)

* [CP OP heeft [IP mijn telefoonnummer vergeten.]]
has
my phone-number forgotten
‘She has forgotten my phone number.’

The resulting structure is ungrammatical. The d-word in (23) is mentioned in
the immediately preceding discourse and continues as the main topic of the
discourse; the clause-external topic may appear as a zero topic. This
structure is grammatical because the null operator is bound and identified by
the zero topic (24).
(23)

[Topic Øi] [CP Diei
heeft [IP mijn telefoonnummer vergeten.]]
that
has
my phone-number forgotten
‘She has forgotten my phone number.’

(24)

[Topic Øi ] [CP OPi heeft [IP mijn telefoonnummer vergeten.]]
has
my phone-number forgotten
‘She has forgotten my phone number.’

Given the choice between these two structures, speakers may select either an
underlying form with the personal pronoun, or the d-word. The mixed
judgements between native speakers regarding third person animate
argument drop are the result of two competing clause structures, under our
analysis.
Returning to the informant data, we have a possible explanation for
why judgements were highly variable between speakers. The grammaticality
38

Zwart (1997) argues that personal pronouns in adult Dutch cannot appear in topic position.
See Zwart (1997) for further explanation.
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tests we provided included a linguistic antecedent of the third person animate
argument in the immediately preceding discourse. Speakers have the choice
between a representation with the third person personal pronoun and one
with the d-word. Representations with a third person personal pronoun
would be ungrammatical if the null topic operator were used; identification
of the null topic operator could not take place. Other speakers may have
analyzed the structure with a d-word/null operator bound by a clauseexternal topic. The zero topic identifies the null topic operator in this case.
Further research regarding the distribution of d-words, personal pronouns
and topic drop may serve to bolster or dismiss our claims. Specifically, we
would expect d-words to have a fairly restricted distribution, while personal
pronouns are used more freely.
2.5

Remaining Issues

While we have attempted to account for topic drop in the preceding
paragraphs, we have not explained why first and second personal pronouns
cannot serve as zero topics even if they are mentioned in the immediately
preceding discourse.
We propose that first and second person arguments are excluded
from topic drop because they are not fixed in the discourse, unlike d-words.
While the first or second person pronoun may refer to a particular individual
at a given time, its reference shifts. This shifting means that the pronoun
itself is not a ‘true’ linguistic antecedent. Since the pronoun refers to
different individuals, according to whoever is speaking, it cannot be used as
a linguistic antecedent for a specific person. The exception to this is when a
speaker is giving a monologue, or perhaps writing in a diary, when the first
person is fixed. In this case, the pronoun consistently refers to the same,
unique individual, and as such, may function as a linguistic antecedent; the
zero topic is licensed. Therefore, in diary drop, dropping the first person
pronoun is acceptable. Otherwise, first and second person pronouns cannot
function as a linguistic antecedent. They do not function as zero topics and
identification fails. Hence, first and second person argument drop is
disallowed.
2.6

Conclusion and Implications for Language
Acquisition

The main purpose of this chapter was to determine the frequency and
distribution for topic drop in adult Dutch. Understanding the structure of the
target language is required for us to have further insight into the acquisition
process.
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Children acquiring Dutch encounter dropped arguments regularly in
their input. Jansen’s corpus study (1981) indicates that third person
arguments are dropped the most frequently in the adult data (§2.2.4). Direct
objects are dropped three times more often than subjects (Table 2.4). If
children are highly sensitive to their input, they may mirror this fact. We
have our first research question:
Q1:

Does object drop occur at rates similar to subject drop in child Dutch?

We have seen that not all arguments are treated equally in terms of
topic drop. A null topic operator is only licensed in SpecCP position, if it is
bound by a clause-external topic. Only dropping third person inanimate
arguments is consistently judged grammatical. First and second person
arguments cannot be dropped, as a result of their relationship with the
discourse. Dropping third person animate arguments created conflicting
judgements between speakers. We propose that this is the result of two
potentially competing syntactic structures. The selection of these structures
relies in part on the relationship between the argument and the discourse.
Children acquiring Dutch observe many cases of direct object drop in
their linguistic environment. To produce adult-like topic drop, they require
the full CP structure. As we discussed in §1.2.2, we assume that children
build their syntactic structure; they do not have the full CP at their disposal.
Since they do not have CP, we do not expect children to immediately
recognize the relationship between argument drop, SpecCP position and V2.
Our second research question is:
Q2:

Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial
position?
From which positions does object drop occur the most frequently in
child Dutch?

The second factor necessary to acquire adult-like topic drop is the
relationship between the discourse and argument. In order for the child to
grasp this relationship, he/she must be able to determine what is mutually
known, or what has been previously mentioned in the discourse. In §1.3.2,
we saw that children do not exhibit this ability until the age of three. We
would not expect them to use or recognize discourse-linking before this age.
Based on the analysis of topic drop presented in this chapter and our
underlying assumptions outlined in Chapter 1, we expect children to drop
direct objects. Children are not capable of distinguishing discourse-linked
from non-discourse-linked arguments until three years old. Therefore, we
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expect them to drop direct objects with more freedom than adult speakers.
This presents us with a third research question:
Q3:

Does object drop in child Dutch obey discourse-linking?

If any of our underlying assumptions were incorrect, we expect completely
different patterns to emerge in the child data. Children may consistently drop
direct objects from a sentence-initial position. This could be taken as
evidence that they have access to CP, and have applied the CP structure to
the input. This pattern would support the strong continuity approach. We
would also expect to see children recognize the relationship between
discourse-linking and argument drop from an early stage as well. This would
indicate that they have the necessary cognitive abilities to use linguistic
copresence earlier than previously shown. We are left with four potential
grammars in the child data, given the potential position of object drop and
the ability to recognize discourse-linking. In Grammar 1, object drop would
not be sentence-initial or discourse-linked. Grammar 2 would have sentenceinitial object drop but no discourse-linking. Grammar 3 would not have
sentence-initial object drop, but will have discourse linking. Grammar 4
would be the most adult-like, where object drop is sentence-initial and
discourse-linked. These possible grammars are set out in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 Four Potential Grammars for Child Dutch Object Drop
Sentence-Initial Drop
Grammar 1
Grammar 2
Grammar 3
Grammar 4

Discourse-Linking

9
9

9
9

Chapter 3 investigates the degree to which children acquiring various
languages drop direct objects, and if this varies according to the target
language they are exposed to. We also look at earlier studies on child Dutch
to determine if they show any evidence in support of the potential grammars
presented in Table 2.6.

3

Theoretical Explanations: Contextualizing Object
Drop in Language Acquisition

3.1

Introduction

Topic drop in adult Dutch provides language learners with direct evidence
for null objects in their target language. As outlined in Chapter 2, direct
objects are dropped under certain conditions in adult Dutch. To correctly
implement this process, Dutch children must have the full CP structure as
well as the pragmatic ability to determine discourse-linking versus nondiscourse-linking. The child must be able to ascertain whether or not the
argument is mutually known.
The main purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss earlier
studies of object drop and the theories developed to account for these facts.
The role of object drop within the general context of language acquisition is
discussed in the first section of this chapter (§3.2). Object drop appears to be
a universal phenomenon in linguistic development and occurs in languages
as diverse as English, French, Dutch, German, Japanese and Chinese. Data
on null arguments, subjects and objects, are presented from these languages.
Two common themes emerge. First, (pragmatically and syntactically)
ungrammatical object drop is exhibited, to some extent, by all children,
regardless of their target language. Second, asymmetries exist between the
rates of null objects and null subjects in early language acquisition.
We will also discuss the theories developed to account for null objects
in child language. Five theories attempt to account for object drop: the
processing model, the pro-drop hypothesis, the topic drop hypothesis, the
perfectivity hypothesis and the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis. Each is
presented in terms of how it deals with null objects (§3.3.1 - §3.3.5). We see
that most accounts of null objects in child language focus on the presence of
null subjects, and, as a result, a universal theory explaining the appearance of
null objects across child languages is lacking. In this study, an analysis of the
object drop facts in Dutch is presented, which can be extended and tested
against the acquisition facts in other languages.
After discussing and addressing these studies and analyses of early
argument (object) drop, several specific research questions are posed at the
end of this chapter; these will form the basis of the study and the results
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Crosslinguistic Insights on the Data from Child Language

Despite different data collection techniques and the amount of individual
variation between children, broad developmental trends are detectable in
early child language. Null objects appear in many languages, though the
licensing of these empty elements is governed language-specifically.
Acquisition studies show that object drop occurs crosslinguistically in
language development and, therefore, requires a universal explanation. The
adult languages to be discussed in this section fall into three groups in terms
of licensing object drop. Some languages do not allow object drop at all,
except under highly restricted conditions, for example English and French.1
German and Dutch form a second type of null object language where null
objects are permitted in a specific syntactic position, under certain discourse
conditions, as we saw in Chapter 2. Japanese and Chinese form the third
class of null object language where null objects are permitted in various
sentence positions, if the object is clear from the discourse.
Language-specific variation in target languages translates into
differences in the developmental patterns of object drop observed in child
language, as we will see below. However, in all the languages studied,
children drop objects in contexts considered ungrammatical in their
respective target languages. The disappearance of null objects from child
language appears to be a gradual process, possibly involving several
developmental stages. Also, in many languages, subject and object
asymmetries are prevalent in linguistic development.
3.2.1

English

English prohibits null arguments, except in restricted contexts such as ‘diary’
or ‘recipe’ (Haegeman 1990, Massam & Roberge 1989) (1-4).2 Therefore,
children acquiring English have limited input, if any, where objects would be
dropped.
1

Some studies investigating object drop in child French adopt the view that adult French
allows empty elements in direct object position, when a clitic appears preverbally (including
Jakubowicz, Müller, Kang, Riemer & Rigaut 1997a). Other models analyze French clitics as
the result of movement suggesting the direct object position is not empty (cf. Kayne 1991).
Relevant to our discussion in this chapter is that children in French are exposed to an empty
direct object position, regardless of which theory is adopted.
2
Diary drop only allows dropping of the first person pronoun, not other elements (see
Haegeman 1990 for details). For example:
(i) Had a wonderful time today.
Recipe context refers to the fact that null objects and subjects are permitted in recipes or other
sets of instructions such as the example provided below:
(ii) Add 3 eggs. (You) Mix (the batter) well. (You) Pour (the batter)
into greased pan.
Massam and Roberge (1989) address the distribution of these null objects.
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She is here to do the job.
*ec is here to do the job.
I threw the ball.
*I threw ec.

Despite this input, English children produce null objects and null
subjects during early acquisition. Subjects are dropped with much greater
frequency than direct objects in the child data. Hyams and Wexler (1993)
point out in their study of null subjects in child English, that a small number
of objects are dropped – around 10%. This finding is confirmed in other
studies (Bloom 1990, 1993, Hyams 1986, Valian 1991). Table 3.1 is adapted
from Hyams and Wexler (1993).
Table 3.1

Summary of Rates of Subject and Object Drop in Child
English (based on Hyams and Wexler 1993: 426)

Child

Age

Adam

2;05 - 3;00

Period

Percentage of
Null Subjects
55%
29%
39%
15%

Percentage of
Null Objects
7%
11%
13%
4%

Period 1
Period 2
Eve
1;06 - 2;01
Period 1
Period 2
MLU is not calculated in this study. The data are divided in to two developmental stages
referred to as Period 1 and Period 2 by Hyams and Wexler (1993).

Other studies find a correlation between the length of the VP, including the
object, and the presence of a subject (Bloom 1990, 1993, Valian 1991). The
VP is less likely to contain an object when a subject is present. The
likelihood of an object appearing in the VP decreases as the length of the
subject increases (Bloom 1990, 1993, Valian 1991).
Children acquiring English are sensitive to verb type when dropping
objects. Valian (1991) finds that objects are missing more frequently when
the verb is optionally transitive (Table 3.2).3

3

Valian (1991) also finds that English children do not use obligatorily transitive verbs
frequently in the early stages of acquisition. As they begin to use obligatorily transitive verbs,
objects appear more often.
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Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Child
English (based on Valian 1991:73 , Figure 6)

% of Objects
% of Objects
Dropped with
Missing with
Obligatorily
Optionally
Transitive Verbs
Transitive Verbs
1;01 - 2;02
1.53 - 1.99
7%
51%
2;03 - 2;08
2.24 - 2.76
7%
34%
2;03 - 2;06
3.07 - 3.72
2%
34%
2;06 -2;08
4.12 - 4.38
3%
41%
MLU is calculated on the basis of morphemes per utterance, based on Brown
(1973).
Age

MLU

The rate of object drop in child English seems to vary considerably
with syntactic construction. Specifically, the rate of object drop is high in
verb adverbial constructions in child English. Sawyer (1999) divides what
are traditionally referred to as particle verbs in English into Verb Particle
Constructions (VPC) and Verb Adverb Constructions (VAC).
(5)

His throwing up of his dinner (*up) was stupid.

VPC

(6)

His throwing up of the ball (up) was stupid.

VAC

(Sawyer 1999:13 (4a, 5a))

The basic difference is that in the VPCs, the verb and particle act as a unit
(5) whereas in the VACs, they work autonomously (6).4
Sawyer’s study (1999) examines the differences and similarities in the
acquisition patterns of these constructions in four longitudinal case studies,
as well as data from dyads and group conversations from older children. She
finds that the direct object poses the greatest difficulty in the acquisition of
the VACs. The rates of object drop in VACs are comparable to object drop
in children acquiring other languages (Table 3.3).

4

For the purposes of this discussion, this definition is sufficient, although Sawyer (1999)
argues extensively for different syntactic structures in the VACs and VPCs.
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Rate of Dropped Objects in VACs (Adam, Eve and
Sarah) (based on Sawyer 1999:178)
Age

MLU

1;06 - 2;07
1;08 - 2;11
1;09 - 3;05

0 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49
2.50 - 2.99

Rate of Dropped Objects in
VACs
4/8
50%
66/128
52%
77/211
36%

MLU is calculated on the basis of morphemes per utterance, based on the CLAN program in
CHILDES (MacWhinney & Snow 1991).

Based on the acquisition data, English children are dropping objects in
contexts considered ungrammatical in the adult language. The rate of object
drop seems dependent upon the verb constructions. Subject drop occurs at
far greater rates than overall object drop.
3.2.2

French

Jakubowicz, Müller, Riemer and Rigaut (1997b) study the emergence of
pronouns in French children during two stages of development. Basing
themselves on Müller, Crysmann and Kaiser (1996) and Roberge (1991),
Jakubowicz et al (1997b) assume that French allows null argument
positions.5 The clitic le ‘him’ appears in preverbal position while the original
argument position of the object is left empty (7). If no clitic is present, then
the argument position cannot be left empty.
(7)

[Jean [V le
voit] pro].
John him-ACC sees
‘John sees (him).’
(Müller, Crysmann & Kaiser 1996:42 (7))

Children acquiring French often leave the object position empty. Crucially,
however, they do not include the clitic, as is necessary in adult French.
Examples (8-9) are from Jakubowicz, Müller, Kang, Riemer and Rigaut
(1997a: 5, 8 (9a, 12i)).

5

Again, note that not all theories of cliticization in Romance work from this assumption (cf.
footnote 1). In this case, the clitic would leave a trace behind and the direct object would not
be considered a null argument.
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il met ec dans le bain.
he puts into the bath

(Lou)

(9)

habille
ec.
he dresses (himself)

(Rap)

38

During earlier stages of development, a higher proportion of subjects are
dropped, compared to objects (Table 3.4). Furthermore, more lexical DPs
appear in object position than in subject position. In contrast, the subject
clitics appear more often than object clitics. It seems that objects and
subjects are treated differently with respect to dropping and the use of
clitics.6 Subjects are more likely to be represented with clitics, while objects
show a tendency to be included as full lexical DPs in child speech.
Table 3.4

Rates of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child French (Spontaneous
Data) (based on Jakubowicz et al 1997b:335, Table 8)

Group

Age

MLU

Group 1
Group 2

2;03.20 – 2;07.03
2;03.22 – 2;05.29

2.94 – 3.46
3.54 – 5.13

% of Null
Subjects
38%
6%

% of Null
Objects
12%
4%

MLU is calculated on the basis of words per utterance.

These data indicate that children treat their subjects and objects
asymmetrically. Overall, more subjects are dropped. The data also show that
French children use ungrammatical object drop.7

6

Müller, Crysmann and Kaiser (1996) investigate the process of object drop in a child
acquiring both French and German as first languages. This study focuses on the child’s
acquisition of French. In the early stages of development, the child produces free object drop.
The following examples are from Müller et al (1996: 44 (8a, c)).
(iii)
Ivar répare ec.
Ivar repairs
(Ivar, 2;4;9)
(iv)
Non maman prend ec.
no Mummy takes
(Ivar, 2;5;7)
Unlike what occurs in monolingual French children, the researchers find no subject/object
asymmetries. Subjects and objects are dropped with equal frequency. Once elements
associated with CP begin to appear (i.e. complementizers), free object drop decreases
significantly.
7
The table shows the percentages of null subjects and null objects in the spontaneous speech
studied by Jakubowicz et al (1997a). They also looked at elicited production data and find that
the rate of subject drop decreases, but the rate of object drop increases. These numbers are not
included in the main text because the study presented in this dissertation involves the use of
spontaneous speech.
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Japanese

Adult Japanese allows subject and object drop. A single element may be
dropped (10-11), or both may be missing simultaneously (on the condition
that the empty elements are identifiable through discourse) (12) (Guerriero et
al 2001, Hirakawa 1993). Hirakawa (1993) does not mention whether the
proportion of null subjects is higher than that of null objects in regular adult
discourse.8 Examples (10-12) are from Hirakawa (1993:32 (4a, b, 1c)).
(10)

[Johni-ga [ eci Mary-o
sukida ] to
itta.]
COMP said
John-NOM Mary-ACC like
‘John said that (he) likes Mary.’

(11)

itta.]
[Topic eci ], [John-ga [ Mary-ga eci sukida] to
COMP said
John-NOM Mary-ACC
like
‘John said that Mary likes him/her/them/it etc.’

(12)

eci ecj yonda.
read-past
‘(Johni) read (bookj).’

In early child Japanese, objects are dropped frequently, while subjects are
missing in over half of the child’s utterances (Table 3.5):
Table 3.5

Rate of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child Japanese (based on
and Guerriero et al 2001and Hirakawa 1993)
Age
2;00 – 2;02
2;03 – 2;06
2;11 – 3;01
3;00

% of Null Subjects
79%
62%
55%
87%

% of Null Objects
48%
39%
40%
61%

The first three age groups are based on Hirakawa (1993:43, Figure 2), while the fourth group
is based on Guerriero et al (2001:327, Table 3).

Subjects are dropped, at various developmental stages, between 86% and
91% of the time. Examples are provided in (13-14) (Hirakawa 1993:36 (6,
9)):
(13)

8

ec iccha-ta.
go-PERF
‘It’s gone.’

(14)

ec hamu taberu.
ham eat
‘I’ll eat ham.’

Given the fact that we know that more subjects than objects are dropped in Chinese, it would
be reasonable to extrapolate that this asymmetry is also present in Japanese.
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In comparison, objects are dropped between 31% and 48% of all utterances.
Examples (15-16) are cited from Hirakawa (1993:36 (8, 10)).
(15)

Mama-ga ec tsukut-teu no.
Mom-NOM
make-PROG PART
‘Mom is making (it).’

(16)

eci ecj Nomu.
drink
‘(Ii will) drink (itj).’

The disproportionate ratio between subject drop and object drop is
maintained in all of the developmental periods observed, that is, subject drop
consistently occurred approximately twice as often as object drop indicating
a consistent subject/object asymmetry.
3.2.4

Chinese

Wang, Lillo-Martin, Best and Levitt (1992) compare the presence of null
arguments in Chinese and English child language. Adult Chinese, like
Japanese, allows subject and object drop (17). When looking at adult
Chinese, more subjects are dropped than objects in regular speech (Wang et
al 1992). Therefore, children will encounter both null elements but they see a
higher number of null subjects in the input.
(17)

Speaker A:

Zhangsan kanjian Lisi le ma?
Zhangsan see
Lisi LE Q
‘Did Zhangsan see Lisi?’

Speaker B: a.

ta kanjian ta le.
he see
he LE
‘He saw him.’

b. ec kanjian ta le.
see
he LE
‘(He) saw him.’
c.

ta kanjian ec le.
he see
LE
‘He saw (him).’

d. eci kanjian ecj le.
see
LE
‘(Hei) saw (himj).’
(Huang 1984:533 (7))
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Chinese children use null objects in ungrammatical contexts (around
28% of the null object utterances were ungrammatical) (Wang et al 1992). In
this respect, Chinese children pattern with the learners of other target
languages. The following examples (18-19) are ungrammatical in adult
Chinese (Wang et al 1992:235 (19a, b)).
(18)

Ou láng lái chi ec.
oh wolf come eat
‘Oh, the wolf came to eat (the pig).’
(ZY 2;0)

(19)

Tamén yào qiù gài
ec.
they going to build
‘They are going to build (a house).’
(WW 2;5)

Chinese children drop subjects with more frequency than objects (Table 3.6).
Examples (20-21) are taken from Wang et al (1992:232 (13a, b)):
(20)

Zhè húang wáwá tiàtào. ec shuai. ec shuao dao le.
this yellow baby jump
fall
fall down ASP
‘This yellow baby jumped. (He) fell. (He) fell down.’

(21)

ec

wán shasha ne. ec zang. ec xi zaozao ne.
dirty
take bath NE
play sand NE
‘(He) is playing with sand. (He) is dirty. (He) is taking a
bath.’

Table 3.6

Rate of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child Chinese (based on
Wang et al 1992:238 (Figure 4), 238 (Figure 6))

Age
2;00 – 2;05
3;01 – 3;05
4;01 – 4;04

MLU
2.41 – 4.23
4.27 – 4.52
4.83 – 5.98

% of Null Subjects
56%
46%
38%

% of Null Objects
20%
22%
26%

MLU is calculated using morphemes per utterance, based on Brown (1973).

The subject/object asymmetry observed in the development of several other
languages is prevalent in the data collected from early Chinese. We have
also seen that Chinese children use ungrammatical object drop frequently.
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3.2.5 German
German is a language with a grammar similar to that of Dutch. It is V2 with
an underlying SOV order. Topic drop is also present in German, under the
following restrictions: only third person NP topics are dropped, the topic
must remain constant between speaker and hearer (22-26). Some lexically
case-marked first and second person elements may be deleted (Boser 1997,
Cardinaletti 1990, Engel 1989). The conditions are similar to those in Dutch.
(22)

[CP Ichi
hab’ [ ti ihn
schon gesehen]].
I-NOM have
him-ACC already seen
‘I saw him already.’

(23)

hab [ecj ti schon gesehen]].
*[CP Ihni
him-ACC have
already seen

(24)

hab’ [ ti ecj schon gesehen]].
*[CP Ichi
I-NOM have
already seen

(25)

schon gesehen]].
[CP eci Hab’ [ ti ihn
have
him-ACC already seen
‘(I) saw him already.’

(26)

[CP eci Hab’ [ich ti schon gesehen]].
have I-NOM already seen
‘I saw (him) already.’

Based on the input data, we expect that German children encounter examples
of object drop with a great deal of regularity, although only in sentenceinitial position.
When comparing the syntactic behaviour of subjects and objects in
child German, Jakubowicz et al (1997b) find that object lexical DPs are
dropped (27) with more frequency than subject lexical DPs -- the opposite of
what the French and English children did (Table 3.7). Hamann (1996) finds
that object drop is lower than subject drop in older children.
(27)

müll tu ich. (Leon)
trash put I
(Jakubowicz et al 1997a:10 (13a))
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Rates of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child German (based on
Jakubowicz et al 1997b:336-337, Tables 10-11, Hamann 1996:184,
Tables 4-6)

Group

Age

MLU

Group 1
Group 2
P1
P2
P3
P4

2;05.07 – 3;01.01
2;06.25 – 2;09.12
3;01.05 - 3;05.02
3;02.23 - 3;05.16
3;02.29 - 3;06.13
3;04.13 - 3;07.06

2.39 – 2.90
3.46 – 3.99
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

% of Null
Subjects
44%
10%
11% – 17%
8% - 12%
4% - 5%
3% - 8%

% of Null
Objects
52%
45%
8%
3%
6%
5%

MLU is calculated on the basis of words per utterance in the Jakubowicz et al (1997a) study
(Groups 1 and 2). MLU is not calculated in the Hamann (1996) study (P1-P4).

Subject pronouns were used with more frequency than object pronouns. The
subject/object asymmetries in the German data demonstrate that null subjects
and objects are perhaps treated differently.
Object drop in child German has also been investigated as a process
independent from subject drop and several characteristics of object drop
have been noted. Objects are realized optionally with obligatorily transitive
verbs within the same child at a single developmental stage (28)
(Jakubowicz et al 1997b).
(28)

macht (Valerie)
‘makes’

macht das auch (Valerie)
‘makes it also’

(Jakubowicz et al 1997b:337)

Direct objects are also dropped in ditransitive verb constructions, creating
completely ungrammatical structures in adult German. Object drop occurs
more often in nonfinite clauses than in finite utterances (Jakubowicz et al
1997b). In constructions where the object has been dropped, it receives a
non-specific interpretation, although Jakubowicz et al (1997b) provide no
precise methodology or numbers to support this conclusion.
The degree to which object drop in child German resembles the target
language, that is, the extent to which objects are dropped from sentenceinitial position, is not clear. Results are contradictory. Jakubowicz et al
(1997b) present numbers indicating that many cases of object drop do not
take place from topic position (i.e. sentence-initial position). Hamann’s
results (1996) show that, of the total number of object drop tokens, most are
dropped from topic position, but a high percentage (19% - 33%) are dropped
in situ in older children. Boser (1997) finds that most object drop resembles
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topic drop in her data (29), although counterexamples do appear in her data
(30).
(29)

Adult: Was hat die frau?
what has the woman
Child:

ec weiß ich doch gar nicht
know I though just not
(Sebastian 2;03, 3.18)
(30)

ganz gross
hab ich ec gemacht
very big
have I
made
(Jule 2;04, 3.63)
(Boser 1997:334 (8.11a), 335 (8.12d))

Table 3.8 presents the results of both studies, according to age of the
children investigated. The children in Boser’s study (1997) were the
youngest, while those in Hamann’s study (1996) were the oldest.
Table 3.8

Rates of Target-Deviant Object Drop out of All Object Drop in Child
German (based on Boser 1997:335, Jakubowicz et al 1997b:337,
Table 11, Hamann 1996:180, Tables 4-5)
Study

Age

Boser (1997)

n/a

Jakubowicz
et al (1997b)

Group 1
Group 2
P1

Hamann
(1996)

P2
P3
P4

1;10 –
2;07
2;03.29 –
3;01.01
2;03.09 –
2;06.25
3;01.05 –
3;05.02
3;02.23 –
3;05.16
3;02.29 –
3;06.13
3;04.13 –
3;06.06

MLU
n/a

% of
TargetDeviant
Object Drop
< 1%

1.38 –
3.19
3.33 –
4.70
n/a

52%

n/a

22%

n/a

19%

n/a

33%

5%
23%

MLU is calculated on the basis of words per utterance in Jakubowicz et al (1997b).

The reason for the large discrepancy between rates of target-deviant object
drop in the data sets is not clear from the information provided. It is likely
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that researchers selected different criteria to determine what constituted
target-deviant drop, although this is not transparent from reading each study.
The studies acknowledge that object topicalization is rare.
Object drop occurs in a non-adult like fashion in child German, at
least in some cases, indicating that children are using ungrammatical
structures. Objects and subjects are being treated in a different manner, with
objects undergoing higher rates of drop.
3.2.6

Dutch

Dutch is the language under investigation in our study. A limited amount of
research has already been conducted on the appearance of object drop in
child Dutch. As discussed in Chapter 2, Dutch is a topic drop language,
allowing a null topic operator in SpecCP to be identified by a zero topic.
Studies of object drop in child Dutch focus on four major factors: the
dropping of objects from sentence-initial position, object drop rates in
optionally and obligatorily transitive verbs, associations between object drop
and finiteness, and associations between object drop and ‘embedded’ verb
clauses.
Object drop occurs with a great deal of frequency overall in young
children (20% - 31%), though not as high as subject drop which occurs at
(20% - 60%) (Krämer 1995) (Table 3.9): 9
Table 3.9

Rates of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child Dutch (based on
Krämer 1995:58-86)
Age
1;08 – 1;11
1;12 – 2;02
2;03 – 2;06
2;07 – 2;10
2;11 – 3;01

% of Null Subjects
60%
43%
35%
27%
20%

% of Null Objects
29%
27%
31%
26%
20%

Subject and object drop primarily occur in sentence-initial position,
according to De Haan and Tuijnman (1988). They cite several examples of
each (31-38) (1988:109 (12), 111):

9
The total percentages for null subjects and null objects were not provided in Krämer (1995).
However, we based these counts on the raw numbers she provides for each individual child.
The rate of null objects is based on the total number of objects missing with obligatorily
transitive verbs only.
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SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP

(31) ec kan niet slapen op een
schaap
‘can not sleep on a sheep’

(35) ec moeten we meemaken
‘must we experience’

(32) ec ga die weer maken
‘go these again make’

(36) ec heb ik gepakt
‘have I take’

(33) ec is een trein he
‘is a train, he’

(37) ec moet ik maken
‘must I make’

(34) ec kan ook tussen
‘can also between’

(38) ec heeft Anna geplakt
‘has Anna glued’

When subjects are overt, they appear in sentence-initial or in second position
(De Haan & Tuijnman 1988:110) (39-40):
(39)

hij doet het
‘he does it’

(40)

moeten wij het weggooien
‘must we throw it away’

They also note that sentences where another constituent, such as a PP or
adverbial, appears sentence-initially while the subject is missing are rare in
the child data. Unfortunately, no actual counts for their generalizations are
provided.
Object drop occurs regardless of whether or not the verb is
obligatorily or optionally transitive (Krämer 1995). However, object drop
with obligatorily transitive verbs is less frequent than with optionally
transitive verbs (Krämer 1995) (Table 3.10).10

10

Krämer (1995) does not provide final totals and percentages for object drop in optionally
and obligatorily transitive clauses. These totals are based on the raw numbers she provides for
each child and then calculating the percentage.
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Rates of Object Drop with Optionally and Obligatorily
Transitive Verbs (based on Krämer 1995:109-121)
Age

1;08 – 1;11
1;12 – 2;02
2;03 – 2;06
2;07 – 2;10
2;11 – 3;01

% of Obligatorily
Transitive Verbs with
Object Drop
29%
27%
31%
26%
20%

% of Optionally
Transitive Verbs with
Object Drop
79%
52%
65%
67%
39%

Ungrammatical object drop decreases with both verb types over time.
Null subjects are often correlated with infinitival verb forms, that is,
subjects are frequently dropped with infinitival verb forms (Krämer 1993,
Weverink 1989). Overt subjects appear more often with finite verb forms
(Krämer 1993, Weverink 1989). Krämer (1995) tests the possible association
between null objects and finiteness. Finiteness also seems to play a role in
the appearance of objects; finite verbs have a slightly higher tendency to
appear with overt objects than infinitival verbs, as illustrated in Table 3.11
summarized from Krämer (1995).11
Table 3.11

Rates of Object Drop with Finite and Infinitival Obligatorily
Transitive Verbs (based on Krämer 1995:76-86)
Age

1;08 – 1;11
1;12 – 2;02
2;03 – 2;06
2;07 – 2;10
2;11 – 3;01

% of Finite Verb Forms
with Object Drop
46%
13%
23%
25%
18%

% of Infinitival Verbs
with Object Drop
16%
30%
34%
37%
20%

This slight correlation between null objects and infinitival verbs is not
comparable to the strong correlation between null subjects and infinitival
clauses (Krämer 1995:87-102).
Finally, Krämer (1995) looks at the differences in object drop between
what she refers to as ‘embedded verb’ constructions and single verb
utterances (finite or nonfinite). The embedded verb constructions include
those with a finite modal or auxiliary and an infinitival main verb (Table
3.12).12
11

The final percentages here are based on the raw numbers provided in Krämer (1995).
The total percentages are based on the raw numbers in Krämer (1995).

12
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Rate of Object Drop with Finite Obligatorily Transitive Verbs and
Embedded Infinitival Obligatorily Transitive Verbs (based on Krämer
1995:76-86, 125-137)
Age

1;08 – 1;11
1;12 – 2;02
2;03 – 2;06
2;07 – 2;10
2;11 – 3;01

% of Finite Verbs
with Object Drop
46%
13%
23%
25%
18%

% of Embedded Infinitival
Verbs with Object Drop
32%
21%
23%

Table 3.12 illustrates that rates of object drop in the embedded infinitival
verbs are somewhat higher than with finite verbs.
Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming) investigate object drop
utterances in older children. Children drop few objects in postverbal position
at the age of four (i.e. ungrammatical position). Unlike the younger children,
four-year old children drop direct objects in adult-like syntactic
constructions. Most dropped objects are in sentence-initial position (i.e.
between 96% and 98% based on the percentages in Table 3.13), not
postverbal position. This indicates that children have acquired the rule that
topics are only dropped from sentence-initial position.
Table 3.13

Rates of Ungrammatical (Postverbal) Obligatory Object Drop (based
on Blankenstijn & Scheper, forthcoming, Table 5.5)
Age
4 years
6 years
8 years

% of Dropped Objects in
Postverbal Position
4%
< 2%
< 2%

However, the overall rates of object drop from sentence-initial position are
still higher than those expected from adult speakers (Table 3.14). Of those
direct objects dropped from sentence-initial position, between 38% and 49%
were not recoverable from the discourse (Blankenstijn & Scheper,
forthcoming).13

13

Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming) use a ‘Place and Reference’ condition to determine
whether or not a dropped object meets discourse requirements. ‘Place’ refers to the position of
the dropped object, while ‘Reference’ is the discourse-relatedness of the dropped object.
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Rates of Sentence-Initial Obligatory Object Drop Not Meeting
Discourse Criteria (based on Blankenstijn & Scheper, forthcoming,
Table 5.5)
Age
4 years
6 years
8 years

% of SI-Dropped Objects Not
Meeting Discourse Criteria
38%
35%
49%

Dutch children acquire the syntactic restrictions on direct object drop before
the discourse constraints. As Dutch children get older, the number of clauses
with object drop decreases until it is similar to that of adults.
As we saw with children acquiring other languages, Dutch children
are using object drop ungrammatically. They also appear to treat subjects
and objects somewhat differently, as subjects are dropped more frequency.
3.2.7

Summary of the Crosslinguistic Data

The data collected from children acquiring several languages indicates that,
despite variation, all children leave out objects in obligatory contexts. Rates
of object drop fluctuate, depending upon the target language. In children
acquiring languages where adult object drop was frequent (e.g. Japanese and
Chinese), object drop occurred with more frequency. Children learning
languages where object drop is not grammatical, or highly restricted (e.g.
English and French) exhibited the lowest rates of object drop overall. Table
3.15 summarizes the findings presented above. While this provides us with
an overall picture of what is occurring in child language, we must also
remember that each study uses a different set of criteria. Since not all studies
calculated MLUs, Table 3.15 summarizes the results by age. The languages
are arranged from lowest to highest rates of object drop (approximately).
The rates of object drop in child Dutch are shaded.14

14
The Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming) study is not included in this table, because their
results were divided into sentence-initial and postverbal object drop. The earlier studies (i.e.
Krämer 1995) were based on rates of object drop overall. So the two groups of numbers are
not directly comparable.
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Percentages of Null Subjects and Null Obligatory Objects Across
Child Languages

Language

Englisha

Frenchb

Germanc

Dutchd

Japanesee

Chinesef
a
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Age
1;06 – 2;01
2;05 – 3;00
1;01 - 2;02
2;03 - 2;08
2;03 - 2;06
2;06 - 2;08
2;03 – 2;07
2;03.22 – 2;05.29
2;05.07 – 3;01.01
2;06.25 – 2;09.12
3;01.05 - 3;05.02
3;02.23 - 3;05.16
3;02.29 - 3;06.13
3;04.13 - 3;07.06
1;08 - 1;11
1;12 - 2;02
2;03 - 2;06
2;07 - 2;10
2;11 - 3;01
2;00 – 2;02
2;03 – 2;06
2;11 – 3;01
3;00
2;00 – 2;05
3;01 – 3;05
4;01 – 4;05

Rates of Subject
Drop
15% - 39%
29% - 55%
45%
24%
38%
6%
44%
10%
11% – 17%
8% - 12%
4% - 5%
3% - 8%
60%
43%
35%
27%
20%
79%
62%
40%
87%
56%
46%
38%

Rates of
Object Drop
4% – 13%
7% - 11%
7%
7%
2%
3%
12%
4%
52%
45%
8%
3%
6%
5%
29%
27%
31%
26%
20%
48%
39%
55%
61%
20%
22%
26%

The percentages for English are based on Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
The percentages for French are based on Table 3.4.
c
The percentages for German are based on Table 3.7.
d
The percentages for Dutch are based on Table 3.9.
e
The percentages for Japanese are based on Table 3.5.
f
The percentages for Chinese are based on Table 3.6.
b

We can see that the ratio of missing objects to missing subjects varies, but
generally, subject drop is higher than object drop. Children acquiring
English, Dutch, French, Japanese and Chinese tend to drop more subjects
than objects. Adult Japanese and Chinese show higher rates of subject drop
than object drop, so the child data reflect the input. In adult Dutch, as we
saw in Chapter 2, direct objects are more acceptably dropped than subjects,
so Dutch children do not mirror their input. The data from German indicates
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that children under three years old drop more objects than subjects in
obligatory contexts. The rates of subject and object drop decrease
substantially after the age of three. Object drop rates in English and French
children are much lower than those for the other language groups. Again,
this seems to reflect the fact that adult English and French allow only highly
restricted instances of object drop.
After seeing that null objects are a typical characteristic of child
language, we now present possible accounts for why children drop objects
regularly in their language.
3.3

Proposed Explanations for Argument Drop in
Language Acquisition

Much of the literature on null arguments in first language acquisition focuses
on the role of null subjects, rather than the presence of null objects. In
general, null objects have only been investigated as a point of comparison
with null subjects. We look at five different proposals accounting for
argument drop in child language and how they treat direct object drop in
particular. These proposals make specific predictions regarding the
distribution of object drop in child Dutch. The research questions derived
from these models form the basis of the study reported in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.3.1

The Pro-Drop Hypothesis

The Pro-Drop hypothesis addresses the presence of subject drop in children
acquiring various languages by using a theory first created for adult subject
drop (Hyams 1986, Hyams & Wexler 1993, Rizzi 1986). The theory is based
on the premise that Universal Grammar provides the language learner with
the Null Subject Parameter. The default setting of this parameter allows null
subjects. Only once children enter the linguistic environment does positive
evidence, from the input, trigger the resetting of the parameter. In the case of
non-null subject languages, this is the expletive subject because its presence
indicates that subjects are obligatory. Therefore, if a learner enters the
environment assuming licit null subjects, he/she will encounter
counterevidence in the input (of a non-pro-drop language) and reset the
parameter accordingly. Negative evidence (i.e. explicit instruction) cannot be
relied upon to set the parameter, which is why the child works from the
assumption that all languages are null subject languages. Otherwise, if a
child assumes that his/her language requires subjects, he/she will not
encounter evidence contradicting this assumption. Many target pro-drop
languages allow lexical NPs in subject position. Nothing forces the child to
re-analyze his/her language as pro-drop. Children use small pro for subjects,
just as adults in pro-drop languages do. The assumption made by this theory
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is that object drop in child language is low, as it is in child English (Hyams
& Wexler 1993). The appearance of null objects is simply the result of
performance errors and is not an actual syntactic phenomenon. As shown in
Table 3.15, null objects are common in crosslinguistic language
development. In some languages, such as early child German, null objects
appear even more than null subjects. Therefore, we cannot analyze all null
objects in child language as performance errors.
3.3.2

The Processing Model

The processing model works from the premise that missing arguments are
the result of processing constraints, that is, children have not yet developed
enough cognitively to produce the entire sentence (Bloom 1990, 1993,
Valian 1991). Based on data collected from English and Italian children,
researchers argue that subjects are most likely to appear in sentences where
the VP lacks an object. The longer the VP is, the more likely the subject is to
be dropped. Subject drop is purely a result of the child’s difficulty in
processing long sentences. Since they often refer to old information, subjects
are the most likely arguments to be dropped. This accounts for the high rates
of subject drop across child languages.
This model predicts that the presence or absence of objects in a child’s
utterance is directly related to the length of the subject. Specifically, the VPs
most likely to be lacking an object were found to have the longest subjects
(i.e. lexical DPs). Objects are more likely to appear when no subject occurs.
In English, objects are more likely to be included than subjects. Bloom
(1990, 1993) accounts for this by arguing that more processing is available at
the end of the sentence, rather than the beginning.
This model does not adequately account for the absence of objects in
child speech. In fact, based on the notion that more processing is available at
the end of the sentence, the model predicts that subjects are more likely to be
missing, in comparison to objects. However, as we saw with the data
collected from German language learners, objects are not always favoured
over subjects. In fact, objects are dropped with more frequency than subjects
in early child German (Table 3.7).
3.3.3

The Topic Drop Hypothesis

De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) argue that missing subjects and objects in
child Dutch are the result of topic drop. Children simply ‘overapply’ the
adult rule in their language. As we saw in §3.2.3, De Haan and Tuijnman
(1988) find that most subjects and direct objects are dropped from sentenceinitial position. These null objects are null topics, as they are in adult Dutch.
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The researchers point to three main characteristics of a Dutch-speaking
child’s speech indicating that object drop is indeed attributable to topic drop.
De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) look at 272 utterances of a single Dutch
child, David at the age of 2;02.
First, David’s data indicate that he has access to the topicalization
structure, according to De Haan and Tuijnman (1988). Evidence that he
makes use of a topic position at the left-edge of the clause comes from the
appearance of various constituents sentence-initially.15 Specifically, David
moves the verb to sentence-initial position: “the sentence-initial verb
indicates that the structure for a topicalized verb is available” (De Haan &
Tuijnman 1988:115).
Second, De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) show that David has mastered
the argument structure of transitive verbs. He produces many transitive verbs
with or without the required object (41-42):
(41)

ec moet ik maken
‘must I make’

(42)

auto te maken
‘car to make’
(De Haan & Tuijnman 1988:107 (10a-b) )

Extrapolating from these examples, the researchers assume that David
knows that the argument structure verb of maken can take patient and agent
roles. Therefore, null objects are not the result of incorrect argument
structures.
Finally, as we saw in §3.2.5, objects appear to be dropped primarily
from sentence-initial position. Since direct objects do not appear to be
dropped as often from a non-sentence-initial position, that object drop is a
type of topic drop.
This model presupposes that children have a parameter available to
them, similar to the one proposed in Huang (1984), which can be set to a
‘discourse-oriented language’ or ‘sentence-oriented language’. The authors
argue that Dutch children set this parameter to discourse-oriented from the
earliest stages. As soon as the topicalization structure is acquired and the
parameter is set to discourse-oriented, Dutch children drop topics, including
direct objects. De Haan and Tuijnman argue: “this position to the left of this
verb is phonetically empty, but not syntactically, or semantically: it is
occupied by an empty topic that identifies an empty category and is
identified itself contextually” (1988:114).
15

De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) explicitly state that they do not take a stand on the position
of the topic, that is, they do not presuppose that it requires SpecCP.
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The topic drop analysis, as proposed in De Haan and Tuijnman
(1988), has a significant advantage in that it does not rely on a changing or
developing grammar for the child to achieve the adult target. It also explains
the high number of verb-initial utterances with missing arguments. Null
subjects and null objects in child Dutch are explained using a single
mechanism.
The study upon which this analysis is based, however, has three
significant problems. First and foremost, a single speech sample from one
child is used as the basis for the analysis. Generalizations based on a speech
sample of 272 utterances are tentative at best. Inter- and intra-speaker
variation could produce highly different results, had they investigated more
children or visited David on another day. No developmental information
regarding David is provided (i.e., MLU or MLUw), making it difficult to
ascertain where he would fit in relation to the data collected from other
Dutch children. Second, the criteria used by De Haan and Tuijnman to
determine which verbs require an object are not provided. Some of the
examples presented are not obligatory object drop. For instance examples
(43-45) contain optionally transitive verbs (§3.2.6, §4.4.2). As a result, we
cannot argue that they are examples of obligatory object drop.
(43)

ec heeft papa voorgelezen
‘has daddy read’

(44)

ec heeft Anna geplakt
‘has Anna glued’

(45)

ec heeft Anna gebreid
’has Anna knitted’
(De Haan & Tuijnman 1988:111)

Only tokens with obligatorily transitive verbs should be included as
sentence-initial drop. These factors influence the ultimate results and make
the number of utterances fitting the topic drop model less clear. Third,
David’s data contain examples where the object is not dropped from
sentence-initial position (examples (46-47) are from De Haan & Tuijnman
1988:115 (11a-b)).
(46)

Anna Anna heeft ec gekleurd
‘Anna Anna has coloured’
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naar Amsterdam moet ik ec sturen
‘to Amsterdam must I send’

De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) admit that these utterances are a problem for
their analysis but, unfortunately, do not address the issue any further.
3.3.4

The PRO-Adjunction Hypothesis

Müller, Hulk and Jakubowicz (1999), Jakubowicz et al (1997b) and Müller
and Hulk (2001) look at the distribution of null arguments in bilingual
children to arrive at an analysis of null objects. Although the focus is on
bilingual children, Müller and Hulk (2001) apply the model to monolingual
language learners.
Müller et al (1999) and Müller and Hulk (2001) note that monolingual
Dutch and German children drop a high number of obligatory objects. The
C-system is either completely absent or seldom used during this stage of
object drop. During the Optional Infinitival stage, a small number of
topicalized objects occur and subordinate clauses are rarely, if ever,
produced (§1.2). Several instances of multiple argument drop appear in the
Dutch data. According to Müller et al (1999) and Müller and Hulk (2001),
Dutch (and German) children know from the earliest stages that their
language is topic drop based on the input data. The main reason behind nontarget-like object drop is that children have yet to fully acquire the V2
construction.
To account for the apparent relationship between null objects and the
absence of the C-system in child Dutch, Müller et al (1999) adopt a
framework proposed originally for a German-French bilingual child in
Müller, Crysmann and Kaiser (1996). This analysis attempts to account for
the appearance of multiple argument drop in child language, and the fact that
object drop appears to decrease as use of the C-system increases.
Müller et al (1996) argue that the empty object must be generated as
an empty variable. An empty antecedent is required to identify the null
argument.16 This antecedent must be located outside the IP (in an Ɩposition), allowing the variable to remain free in its binding domain. The
empty variable, therefore, is Ɩ-bound by an antecedent adjoined to IP. The
empty topic (antecedent) position must be filled by PRO because neither an
anaphor nor pro can appear in this position (i.e. they could not be licensed
via local A-binding) (Huang 1984). Small pro is licensed in one of two
ways, either through rich agreement morphology or by an antecedent. Dutch
16

This type of structure, where an empty antecedent is located outside the clause to identify a
null argument, resembles the topic drop structure discussed in Chapter 2. The PROAdjunction proposal differs in that it allows multiple-argument drop to occur.
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has no object agreement, so the only remaining alternative is to use an
antecedent. If pro is to be bound by an antecedent, “it would have to be Abound by its antecedent, while being A-free in its minimal Binding Theoryrelevant domain” (Müller et al 1996:50). However, no higher A-position is
available, therefore, pro cannot be bound. Using an empty R-expression is
not feasible because another empty R-expression could be used as its
antecedent, and so forth, resulting in infinite recursion. PRO cannot be
governed and can only appear without the CP projection. PRO is licensed
pragmatically via the discourse. The child’s structure in null object
constructions takes the form in (48) (taken from Müller et al (1996:54 (17)):
(48)

[IP PROi [IP Ivar repare ti]
Ivar repairs

This analysis accounts for cases where the subject and object are
concurrently missing within the same clause. Such constructions are not
unusual in child speech. As the child uses CP more consistently, PRO will
not be able to appear adjoined to IP because it will be governed, and
therefore, ungrammatical (Müller & Hulk 2001).17 In addition, external
discourse licenser can no longer identify PRO when the C-system is
activated (Müller & Hulk 2001). Object and subject drop should disappear
quickly with the activation of the C-system, according to this theory.
Object drop also appears frequently in clauses lacking an IP
projection, or infinitival clauses. Jakubowicz et al (1997b) propose an
additional solution to deal with object drop in these infinitival clauses.
Nonfinite clauses are analyzed as the spell-out of verbs which have not been
attached to Tense (via merging with the functional heads Comp and Infl). In
these clauses, children may use a Chinese-type of topic drop (Huang 1984).
Discourse topics are represented with an empty operator in nonfinite clauses.
Thus, Dutch learners have two options for object drop. In finite clauses, PRO
is adjoined to IP, while in nonfinite clauses, Chinese-like topic drop is
implemented. A significant advantage to this model is that it unifies object
and subject drop – both occur as a result of the same process, whether it be
PRO adjoining to IP, or Chinese-like topic drop. Multiple argument drop is
permitted in this framework, since more than one PRO may undergo
adjunction. Argument drop can co-occur with topicalization in this structure.
Three clear predictions are also made by this hypothesis. First, object and
subject drop will disappear as the C-system comes into regular use.18
17
According to Müller and Hulk (2001), the CP-system acts as an interface between the
syntax and pragmatics.
18
Testing the validity of the disappearance of object drop with the appearance of CP is
reasonably simple to carry out. Object drop should cease once children begin to produce
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Second, object drop is not likely to occur from sentence-initial position,
rather, the empty variable appears lower in the clause. Third, argument drop
should be indiscriminate across subject/object type as well as predicate type,
because any argument may be replaced in any clause.
A disadvantage to this type of theory is that object drop itself is not a
single mechanism – rather one mechanism is used for finite clauses while
another is required for nonfinite clauses. Müller et al (1996) argue that their
theory explains why object drop occurs more frequently with nonfinite
clauses. The Chinese topic drop approach deals with object drop in nonfinite
clauses, but it remains unclear as to why object drop would occur in higher
rates in root infinitivals. PRO and Chinese-like topic drop are both licensed
via the discourse, hence we do not expect a significant difference. With the
two autonomous processes for non-V2 (i.e. no CP) finite and nonfinite
clauses, object drop rates should be similar in both contexts.
3.3.5

The Perfectivity Hypothesis

Krämer (1995) investigates the appearance and development of null objects
and subjects in child Dutch. Her study investigates the two sets of triplets
discussed in this thesis, as well as one additional child, Hein, from the
CHILDES database. While she does not look at whether or not objects are
dropped from topic position, Krämer (1995) tries to determine if null objects
tend to occur more frequently in certain verb groups, with nonfinite verb
forms, or embedded verb constructions. The results of her study are
presented in the section on Dutch acquisition data, §3.2.6. Krämer (1995)
reaches the conclusion that object drop is related to perfectivity. Krämer’s
perfectivity hypothesis implicitly collapses two different notions of aspect:
telicity and perfectivity. Whereas telicity is defined as the property of a
potential culmination moment in the temporal contour of the event it
denotes, perfectivity is the notion that refers to the actual boundaries of
events, that is, an event is viewed with its beginning and final boundaries.
Perfective aspect applies ‘on top of’ telicity: a telic predicate may occur with
perfective or imperfective aspect and so does an atelic predicate. We will
return to these two notions of aspect in §5.8.
To explain the emergence of null objects in child Dutch, Krämer
(1995) looks to the relationship between aspect and inflection. Krämer
(1995) bases some of her arguments on Borer (1994) who proposes that
objects are linked to the presence of AspP (Aspect Phrase). The presence of
consistent topicalization, wh-questions, and subordinate clauses with overt lexical
complementizers. However, these tests are beyond the scope of the present study.
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a specified direct object frequently indicates the delimitedness of an activity.
In this case, the object raises to the specifier of an Event Measure Phrase
(AspPem). The projection of AspPem is strongly associated with activities
having an endpoint. The tree in (49) is based on Krämer (1995:144 (96)).
(49)

This man built the house.
IP
3
Spec
I'
this mani 2
I
AspPem
builtj
3
Spec
Aspem'
the housek tu
Aspem
VP
tj
3
Spec
V'
ti
5
ti, tj, tk

Since atelic predicates do not usually represent a delimited activity or have
specified objects, AspPem is not projected. Krämer (1995) also adopts ideas
from Diesing (1992). Diesing (1992) proposes that the clause be divided into
three sections, Quantifier, Restricted Clause and Nuclear Scope. In the case
of a Measure NP (such as one which would act as a delimiter), the Measure
NP moves outside Nuclear Scope because it is specific. Nonspecific objects
remain inside Nuclear Scope, as in (50).
(50)

[This man catches] [dogs t]
IP
VP
(taken from Krämer 1995:145 (97))

Working from the assumption that definite objects only appear when
utterances have an event-measure reading, Krämer (1995) predicts that direct
objects may be dropped, in child language, when no event-measure reading
is available. In other words, objects are more likely to be missing when the
predicate is non-perfective. When the verb requires an event-interpretation,
on the other hand, the (specified) object must be present to fill SpecAspPem.
These are referred to as perfective clauses, defined as having “an eventinterpretation” (Krämer 1995:148). Clauses with an event-interpretation
refer to a specific event and require a direct object. In non-perfective or
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imperfective sentences, the clause does not have an event-interpretation. The
clause refers to a non-specific event, and does not require a direct object.
The non-perfective aspect is more frequent in the input, according to
Krämer (1995), so children would naturally assume no object was necessary.
AspPem is only present when TP is present, in her theory. This predicts that
objects will appear with finite verbs.
In addition to the syntactic requirement for an object, pragmatics also
plays a role, according to Krämer (1995). She argues that the child
recognizes that an utterance requires a certain amount of information to
minimally contain meaning. In utterances where a missing object would
obscure the meaning, like the light verbs (e.g., doen ‘to do’), Krämer (1995)
predicts that the object could not be dropped. In cases where children drop
objects in constructions marginally acceptable for adults, they are simply
exhibiting a form of pragmatic misjudgement. They do not realize that
dropping the object will result in obscuring the meaning of the verb.
To explain the appearance of null objects with nonfinite verbs,
Krämer (1995) explores two possible solutions. The first solution works
from the basis of the Null Modal Hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, a null
modal is assumed to be present in all root infinitival constructions. Krämer
(1995) argues that modals can be viewed as representing events that have yet
to take place, therefore, they are not perfective. AspPem is not projected, and
objects are dropped from the infinitival constructions.
The second solution explores the possibility that root infinitivals are
truncated structures (i.e. VPs). AspPem cannot be projected because the
presence of perfective aspect, or the projection of AspPem, relies on the
presence of TP. Without TP, there is no AspPem; without AspPem, there is
no object. Therefore, direct objects in root infinitival constructions are
present only to modify the verb.
The analysis she proposes makes very clear predictions. The absence
of objects with non-perfective verbs is expected, while verbs clearly marked
(syntactically or contextually) for an event-interpretation are expected to
show a high number of overt objects. This difference should be detectable in
the modal and future constructions when compared to the past perfective
constructions.19 Her definition of perfectivity refers indirectly to the
specificity or delimitedness of an event, so whether she is only referring to
clauses in the perfective tense, or also telic predicates (i.e. events with a

19
Past perfect constructions are associated with perfective aspect in Krämer’s discussion
(1995), although it should be noted that past perfect tense is not necessarily equated with
perfective aspect. Perfect tense, however, can carry perfective aspect (Angeliek van Hout,
p.c.).
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culmination point) is unclear.20 If the latter is the case and we extend
Krämer’s analysis, we expect telic verbs in Dutch to undergo lower rates of
object drop, as well. One group of verbs in Dutch is strongly associated with
perfective or telic events, the particle verbs. We might expect these verbs to
undergo lower rates of object drop, according to this hypothesis.
Particle verbs are a class of Dutch verbs often associated with
perfective or telic events (Van Hout 1996, 2000). The addition of a particle
to an activity verb often results in a shift in the event structure of a verb
(Hoekstra 1992, Van Hout 1996, Tenny 1994). Specifically, the particle may
indicate the presence of an endpoint in the event structure of the verb (5152).21
(51)

Het meisje eet een uur lang/*in een uur koekjes.
the girl eats an hour long/ in an hour cookies
‘The girls eats cookies for an hour/*in an hour.’

(52)

Het meisje eet *een uur
lang/in een uur de koekjes op.
the girl eats an hour long/in an hour the cookies up
‘The girl eats the cookies up *for an hour/in an hour.’

The notion that AspPem is only projected when TP is projected is a
controversial presupposition. This predicts that all verbs requiring AspPem
emerge in their finite forms in child Dutch. Other studies indicate the
opposite; eventive verbs actually are more likely to appear in their infinitival
forms (cf. Wijnen 1998). Also, more recent proposals postulate an
un(der)specified TP projection in root infinitival constructions (Hoekstra &
Hyams 1998, Wijnen 1998) (§1.2.2). This approach may prove problematic
within Krämer’s model (1995). AspPem could always be projected, and
therefore, the expected differences in object drop for infinitival and finite
clauses would disappear. The Null Modal Hypothesis would have to be
adapted to account for object drop in infinitival clauses.

20

Krämer (1995) argues that the particle verbs do not necessarily entail the perfective reading,
as she defines it. She points out certain cases where particle verbs do not refer to specific
events, and as such, are not perfective.
(v) Ik wil liever opbouwen
dan afbreken.
I want better up-build-INF than off-break-INF
‘I would rather build up than destroy.’
The example in (v) shows that the particle verbs do not refer to a specific direct object, but are
a property of the subject. However, we do not believe that this is the manner in which most
particle verbs are used in child speech. It is unlikely that children would construct sentences
such as those in (v). The rates of object drop with the past perfective clauses and particle
clauses, independently, are presented in §5.8.
21
The relationship between telicity and the direct object is discussed further in §6.2.
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Furthermore, this model does not make a clear prediction concerning
the position of null objects, that is, whether or not null objects appear in
topic position. The clausal position of the null object relies on whether the
null object is an empty category, or if the position of the object is simply not
generated. Assuming the null object is an empty category, we are left with
two possibilities. First, if the child has projected up to CP, the null object
could appear in sentence-initial position. The second alternative is that if CP
is not projected, the null object appears in SpecAspPem. A third alternative
is that the object position is not generated at all. Sentence-initial position is
filled by another element and the gap left by the null object would appear
within the lower part of the clause (i.e. VP).
3.3.6

Summary

We looked at five possible analyses for the appearance of null objects (or
arguments) in early child language. For two of the models, the pro-drop
hypothesis and the processing model, object drop was treated as a peripheral
issue. The topic drop hypothesis looks at object and subject drop as basically
the same phenomenon and provides a unified account for what may be
occurring in child Dutch. The final two analyses, the PRO-Adjunction
hypothesis and the perfectivity hypothesis, focus primarily on object drop
and analyze it independently of subject drop.
We know already, based on the crosslinguistic data presented in §3.2,
that neither the pro-drop hypothesis nor the processing model provides a
satisfactory account for null objects. We saw that the rate of object drop in
child Dutch is too high to be attributed to performance errors (§3.3.1). This
removes the pro-drop hypothesis from consideration. The processing model
cannot explain many of the distribution facts associated with null objects in
child Dutch (§3.3.2). For example, it is not clear how this proposal would
explain the correlation between finiteness and object drop. It also cannot
account for such dramatic crosslinguistic differences in terms of overall rates
of object drop. Why would there be any differences across languages if
missing elements are simply the result of processing? Most children have the
same processing capacities. That leaves three analyses: the topic drop
hypothesis, the perfectivity hypothesis and the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis.
On the bases of these three proposals and with the conclusions drawn in
§2.5, we formulate several specific research questions for this study.
3.4

Research Questions

The literature on object drop in child language, and more specifically child
Dutch, presents us with several basic research questions. Answering these
questions will provide us with a more complete picture of object drop.
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Questions arising from the discussion in this chapter are included with the
initial list of (renumbered) questions posed in §2.5.
The first two questions provide us with a context in which to place
object drop in child Dutch. The first compares object drop and subject drop
in the child data to ascertain whether or not object drop is occurring at rates
similar to that of subject drop. As we saw in §2.2.4, the rates of object drop
(16%) are approximately three times the rate of subject drop in adult Dutch
(5%) (Jansen 1981). The second question deals with whether or not object
drop in child language is simply an overgeneralization of the optionally
transitive verb structure to obligatorily transitive verbs. Data from Krämer
(1995) indicate that this is not the case.
Q1:
Q2:

Does object drop occur at rates similar to subject drop in child
Dutch?
Does object drop occur at similar rates in obligatorily and optionally
transitive verbs?

The position of dropped objects is a major issue for two theories
discussed in this chapter, as well as the questions posed in §2.5. The
assumptions outlined in §1.2.2 entail that the child does not have access to
CP at the early stages. We would not expect object drop to occur sentenceinitially (§2.5). On the other hand, if the child has the CP structure available
to him/her, we would expect sentence-initial object drop to be possible. The
PRO-Adjunction hypothesis also predicts that object drop is likely to appear
in a position lower in the clause (§3.3.4).22 An empty variable is basegenerated in the position associated with the object. De Haan and Tuijnman
(1988) argue that the strongest characteristic of object drop is that it occurs
sentence-initially (§3.3.3). Their study is based on a small corpus of 272
utterances from a single child. Their assumption must be explored with
multiple children across several transcripts.
Q3:

Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial
position?

As we saw in Chapter 2, the topic drop cannot occur without
discourse-linking (§2.5). Ideally, we could observe whether or not dropped
direct objects are discourse-linked.
22
We use the term ‘appears’ here because in the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis, the empty object
is adjoined to IP, on the left-periphery of the clause. However, if the subject and verb appear
in SpecIP and I0, respectively, the direct object would look as though it were missing from a
postverbal position.
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Does object drop in child Dutch obey discourse-linking?

The relationship between object drop and finiteness requires further
examination. The topic drop analysis predicts that object drop will occur
more frequently in finite clauses. Only finite clauses permit topicalization,
and if the dropped objects are adult-like topics, they must be in finite clauses
(§3.3.3). Krämer (1995) expects object drop to occur more in nonfinite
clauses because, according to her, nonfinite clauses represent events which
have yet to occur. Therefore, TP and AspPem are not projected and objects
are not optional (§3.3.5). Finiteness is the third factor investigated in Chapter
5.
Q5:

Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one another?
Do nonfinite clauses undergo higher rates of object drop than finite
clauses?

The relationship between object drop and perfectivity requires further
exploration. This question derives directly from what we saw in §3.3.5 on
Krämer’s (1995) model, the perfectivity hypothesis. Krämer (1995) argues
that this model accounts for the higher rates of object drop in modal
constructions (i.e. those with a modal verb and infinitival lexical verb). We
would predict these rates to be higher in comparison to other clauses, for
example, past constructions (i.e. constructions with an auxiliary and past
participle) and telic predicates where the event has a culmination point.
Rates of object drop with past, modal and future constructions will be
investigated specifically in the following chapter. We also look at the rates
of object drop with the particle verbs. Many of these verbs are associated
with a perfective clause, so under her hypothesis, we predict that object drop
will be lower with these verbs.
Q6:

Does object drop occur more frequently in non-perfective clauses?
Does object drop occur less often in perfective clauses?

Chapter 4 describes the data, its collection and the methodology used
to test the hypotheses discussed in this chapter. Each of these predictions is
tested and the questions posed at the end of this chapter are answered in
Chapter 5.

4

Methodology

4.1

Introduction

To understand and interpret the results of any study, it is crucial to know
how the data were organized and analyzed. The main goal of this chapter is
to present how the data for this study were selected and structured to answer
the research questions presented in §3.4.
To address those research questions, spontaneous, longitudinal data
were required, preferably from several children. These data allow us to
determine the extent to which object drop occurs in natural speech.
Longitudinal data shows us if there are any developmental patterns emerging
over time. Using several children who proceed through the same
developmental stages permits the analysis of individual development, as well
as broader generalizations about what takes place during acquisition. This is
not as easily done with one or two children. For these reasons, the study was
based on the transcripts of six children collected over a two-year period.
Background information, along with the MLUs and ages of the subjects are
described in §4.2.
As mentioned above, longitudinal data was preferred over a crosssectional study. We want to investigate how Dutch children develop from
dropping a high proportion of direct objects in their speech to achieving the
adult target of dropping only 15% of topicalized objects. While looking at a
cross-section provides a snapshot of what several children are doing at a
given time, it does not provide insight into the developmental stages passed
through to reach the adult target. Language data was therefore sought in the
CHILDES database.
The transcripts contain a massive amount of data, but not all of it is
useful or relevant to this study. The initial body of utterances has to be pared
down to only include those clauses we need to answer the research
questions, in this case, clauses with obligatorily transitive verbs. The process
of elimination used to reach the group of obligatorily transitive verbs is
outlined in §4.3. For each question, the data from the obligatorily transitive
verbs had to be spliced in a different manner. The selection criteria to
address the questions dealing with sentence-initial object drop, finite and
nonfinite object drop and perfective clauses are presented in §4.4. Reliability
of coding and the statistical analysis applied to the results in Chapter 5 are
discussed in §4.5 and §4.6, respectively.
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Subjects

The subjects for this study are taken from the Schaerlaekens corpus in the
CHILDES database (MacWhinney & Snow 1991, Schaerlaekens 1973,
Schaerlaekens & Gillis 1987). Part of the motivation for selecting these
transcripts is that they were already coded and checked by native speakers.
Many of the other available transcripts did not have syntactic information
coded or involved children with developmental disfluency, or both. The
second reason for using the Schaerlaekens corpus is that it comes from a
longitudinal study, allowing us to view developmental patterns over a
considerable period of time. Schaerlaekens (1973) documents the method for
recording and collecting the data thoroughly; this information is not always
available for other transcript material.
Schaerlaekens collected the data from two sets of monolingual Dutch
triplets in 1969 and 1970. To encourage spontaneous speech, the children
were wearing aprons with microphones sewn in to allow the recording of
speech even when the children were not in the immediate vicinity of the
researcher. Both sets of non-identical triplets included two boys and one girl.
During and after the time of data collection, all the triplets were administered
the Gesell developmental scales. None showed significant differences with
respect to psychomotor development (Schaerlaekens 1973). After the
recordings, the children received a non-verbal IQ test yielding an above
average IQ in all children (Schaerlaekens 1973). Gijs, Joost and Katelijne
were recorded between the ages of 1;10.18 and 3;01.17 at monthly intervals
(Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5). Diederik, Arnold and Maria, the second set of
triplets, were also recorded at monthly intervals, from 1;06.17 until 2;10.23
(Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6). This provides us with 12 transcripts for each child
in the first set of triplets, and 13 transcripts for each child in the second set.1
A growing body of literature on multiple birth children indicates that
there are differences in language acquisition as compared to singleton
children. Although little work has been done on triplets, several studies have
been conducted on twins. The Schaerlakens corpus consists only of triplets,
so it is important to understand the issues surrounding language development
in multiple birth children.
Researchers find that, in twins and triplets, linguistic development
starts later and progresses more slowly than in singleton children (Van
Amstel 1999, Mogford 1993, Savic 1980). Not only does their speech
progress more slowly, but there may be qualitative differences, as well. The
speech of twins has been characterized as emerging later, having lower MLU
scores, being less syntactically complex, and exhibiting less variation, when
1

For a detailed discussion of the similarities in development within and between the two sets
of Schaerlaekens triplets see Gillis and Verhoeven (1992).
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compared to singleton speech development (Savic 1980). However, these
distinct characteristics have also been described as transitory in nature. Most
twins catch up with their singleton counterparts reasonably quickly, given
the right environmental stimuli (Mogford 1993). Studies of the
Schaerlaekens triplets do not indicate any linguistic developmental delays
(Gillis & Verhoeven 1992, Schaerlaekens 1973, Schaerlaekens & Gillis
1987). As a result, these data may be considered representative of normal
linguistic development.
The main advantage to using spontaneous data is that such data are not
susceptible to extraneous factors in the same way that experimental data are
(Stromswold 1998). Several studies indicate that children frequently produce
objects with various verbs, but may drop the same object with the same verb
in another utterance (De Haan & Tuijnman 1988, Krämer 1995). Perhaps in
an experimental setting, the child would be more inclined to produce the
utterance with an object. The goal of this study is to determine when and
where children license object drop in their natural speech. After determining
the general rules children seem to follow, experimental studies would be
useful in resolving and refining answers to questions arising from the
spontaneous data.
The transcripts in the Schaerlaekens corpus had been coded in CHAT
format by Gillis and Schaerlaekens after the original study (Schaerlaekens
1973, Gillis & Schaerlaekens 1987). The coding includes verbs (finite or
nonfinite), subjects, (in)direct objects, and adverbials. Unfortunately, only
the child utterances were included in each transcript. Many contextual cues
provided by the caregiver speech, or interactions with other children, are
missing. The inability to look at pragmatic factors is a disadvantage when
looking at object drop in early Dutch. As was shown in Chapter 2, discourselinking (i.e. linguistic copresence) plays a significant role in topic drop in
adult Dutch. Since the discourse context of the child’s speech is unknown in
these transcripts, answering Q4 from §2.5 will be problematic. We cannot
address this question directly, but instead rely on previous research regarding
the development of mutual knowledge in general (§1.3). This places
significant restrictions on our study.
In order to group the children developmentally, we decided to use
Mean Length of Utterance (MLU). Data can also be grouped in terms of age.
The main problem with using age is that children of the same age may be at
different stages of linguistic development. Individual variation in language
development is common. To help counteract this effect, Brown (1973)
suggested that children’s linguistic development be measured by the number
of grammatical morphemes they produce in their utterances. The Mean
Length of Utterance (MLU) is calculated by averaging the number of
grammatical morphemes per utterance in a child’s speech sample. This
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allows us to compare children at similar developmental stages without the
data being skewed by a child who may be particularly advanced or delayed.
Mean Length of Utterance may be calculated on the basis of the number of
grammatical morphemes in an utterance, or on the number of words in an
utterance (MLUw). MLU based on grammatical morphemes was used in this
study because some of the research questions investigated involve factors,
such as finiteness, which are indicated by the presence of the grammatical
morphemes. Note that the use of MLU in studies exploring missing
constituents is somewhat circular - the shorter the MLU, the fewer
morphemes appear, and often this means constituents are missing. So, in this
study, a shorter MLU will more than likely be associated with missing
objects.
When grouping the results into developmental stages, there were some
cases in which a mean MLU across two or more transcripts had to be used. If
a child showed an MLU that dipped in consecutive sessions, the mean across
sessions was calculated. For example: diederik10.cha has an MLU of 5.53,
diederik11.cha has an MLU of 5.14 and diederik12.cha has an MLU of 5.66.
Although Diederik’s MLU is lower in transcript 11, we would not want to
say that it should be rated at a lower developmental level than the earlier
transcript. All three transcripts are assigned the average MLU value of 5.44.
This allows them to be treated as part of the same stage. Tables 4.1 - 4.6 list
the transcripts for each child, with the corresponding MLU and revised MLU
(indicated in the shaded boxes).
All transcripts were included in this analysis, with the exception of the
last Gijs transcript (gijs12.cha). This transcript was left out because it was
short and had a considerably longer MLU (8.00) than the next highest
transcript (arnold13.cha with an MLU of 6.92). A list of transcripts, in
alphabetical order, is provided below, along with the MLU (based on
morphemes per utterance). The MLU was calculated using the MLU
program available with the CHILDES database, running MLU on the
morpheme line. Unintelligible utterances were excluded from the MLU
calculations; unintelligible words were counted as a single morpheme.
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Arnold’s Age & MLU
File

Age

MLU

arnold01.cha
arnold02.cha
arnold03.cha
arnold04.cha
arnold05.cha
arnold06.cha
arnold07.cha
arnold08.cha
arnold09.cha
arnold10.cha
arnold11.cha
arnold12.cha
arnold13.cha

1;10.18
2;00.19
2;01.02
2;01.23
2;03.02
2;04.14
2;05.18
2;06.22
2;08.01
2;08.28
2;09.19
2;10.28
3;01.07

1.70
2.61
3.45
3.64
3.12
3.73
3.73
4.31
4.89
5.84
6.05
6.24
6.92

Revised
MLU
1.70
2.61
3.45
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.73
4.31
4.89
5.84
6.05
6.24
6.92

Diederik’s Age & MLU
File

Age

MLU

diederik01.cha
diederik02.cha
diederik03.cha
diederik04.cha
diederik05.cha
diederik06.cha
diederik07.cha
diederik08.cha
diederik09.cha
diederik10.cha
diederik11.cha
diederik12.cha
diederik13.cha

1;10.18
2;00.19
2;01.02
2;01.23
2;03.02
2;04.14
2;05.18
2;06.22
2;08.01
2;08.28
2;09.19
2;10.28
3;01.07

1.65
2.73
3.62
3.18
3.74
3.55
4.15
4.46
4.86
5.53
5.14
5.66
6.23

Revised
MLU
1.65
2.73
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.55
4.15
4.46
4.86
5.44
5.44
5.44
6.23
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Gijs’ Age & MLU
File

Age

MLU

gijs01.cha
gijs02.cha
gijs03.cha
gijs04.cha
gijs05.cha
gijs06.cha
gijs07.cha
gijs08.cha
gijs09.cha
gijs10.cha
gijs11.cha

1;08.29
1;09.24
1;10.24
1;11.05
1;11.27
2;00.12
2;02.18
2;05.24
2;06.23
2;07.19
2;08.19

1.38
2.28
2.73
3.19
3.94
3.84
3.94
4.71
5.51
6.56
6.44

Revised
MLU
1.38
2.28
2.73
3.19
3.91
3.91
3.91
4.71
5.51
6.50
6.50

Joost’s Age & MLU
File

Age

MLU

joost01.cha
joost02.cha
joost03.cha
joost04.cha
joost05.cha
joost06.cha
joost07.cha
joost08.cha
joost09.cha
joost10.cha
joost11.cha
joost12.cha

1;08.29
1;09.24
1;10.24
1;11.05
1;11.27
2;00.12
2;02.18
2;05.24
2;06.23
2;07.19
2;08.19
2;10.23

1.44
1.67
2.00
2.23
2.48
2.36
2.68
3.83
3.62
4.35
4.65
5.80

Revised
MLU
1.44
1.67
2.00
2.23
2.51
2.51
2.51
3.93
3.93
3.93
4.65
5.80
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Katelijne’s Age & MLU
File

Age

MLU

kat01.cha
kat02.cha
kat03.cha
kat04.cha
kat05.cha
kat06.cha
kat07.cha
kat08.cha
kat09.cha
kat10.cha
kat11.cha
kat12.cha

1;08.29
1;09.24
1;10.24
1;11.05
1;11.27
2;00.12
2;02.18
2;05.24
2;06.23
2;07.19
2;08.19
2;10.23

1.16
1.20
2.12
2.60
2.62
2.93
3.33
4.06
5.45
5.71
5.56
6.71

Revised
MLU
1.16
1.20
2.12
2.60
2.62
2.93
3.33
4.06
5.45
5.99
5.99
5.99

Maria’s Age & MLU
File

Age

MLU

maria01.cha
maria02.cha
maria03.cha
maria04.cha
maria05.cha
maria06.cha
maria07.cha
maria08.cha
maria09.cha
maria10.cha
maria11.cha
maria12.cha
maria13.cha

1;10.18
2;00.19
2;01.02
2;01.23
2;03.02
2;04.14
2;05.18
2;06.22
2;08.01
2;08.28
2;09.19
2;10.28
3;01.07

1.70
2.74
3.46
3.29
3.29
4.03
4.12
4.46
4.52
6.29
5.70
5.63
6.72

Revised
MLU
1.70
2.74
3.52
3.52
3.52
3.52
4.12
4.46
4.52
6.09
6.09
6.09
6.09

The data cover a wide range of development. The MLU ranges from
1.16 to 8.00. For the analysis, the data were divided into 8 MLU levels, as
shown in Table 4.7. This provides us with the opportunity to view the data
per level to trace any developmental patterns.2

2

Jakubowicz et al (1997b) divide early child German into two main stages when investigating
object drop. Previous studies on child German indicate that at MLUw 3.00, the C-system is
used more extensively, and this is where Jakubowicz et al (1997b) divide their data. This
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Division of Data into MLU Levels
MLU
Levels
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

MLU Range
1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50

Age Range
1;08.29
1;09.24
1;10.24
1;11.27
2;05.18
2;08.01
2;06.23
2;07.19

1;09.24a
1;11.19
2;00.17
2;02.14
2;06.18
2;09.15
2;09.22
2;10.13

1;10.18
2;00.19
2;02.18
2;06.23
2;08.19
2;10.28
3;01.07
3.01.07

The age in bold indicates the mean age of children at the given MLU Level.

Each group covers an MLU range of 0.75 with the exception of MLU LEvel
VIII, where there were few transcripts. In this case, the MLU range covers
1.25. The last transcript from Gijs was excluded as its MLU was 8.00 and
the speech sample was too small to make any generalizations possible. These
groupings should be viewed only as a means of breaking the data into
smaller groups along a continuum. They are not actual stages in
development. In all examples provided, the child’s age and (revised) MLU
are provided.
4.3

Analysis Procedure

The procedure used for analyzing the data in this study is presented in the
following sections. Classification initially took place at the level of the
utterance, then at the clausal level. Figure 4.1 summarizes the procedure
used to include or exclude utterances and clauses.

results in a large grouping within the Dutch data being studied here, and may mask smaller
developmental steps, so we did not use the same division.
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Hierarchy of Classification of Utterances and Clauses for
Object Drop Analysis

Linguistic Utterances
qp
Unanalyzeable
Analyzeable
Utterances
Utterances
unintelligible
qp
no verb
Unanalyzeable
Analyzeable
Clauses
Clauses
copular constructions
wo
intransitive verbs
optionally obligatorily
modal verbs alone
transitive transitive
imperatives
questions (main clause)
ambiguous

4.3.1

Unanalyzeable Utterances

Initially, unanalyzeable utterances had to be removed from the large corpus
of data. The first utterances to be eliminated were those marked as
unintelligible, indicated by ‘xxx’ in the CHILDES transcripts.
Utterances lacking a verb were also culled from the transcripts.
Without a verb, the presence or absence of an object cannot be determined
(1-3).
(1)

dat ook van Arnoldje
that also from Arnold-DIM
Diederik 2;08.28 (5.44) 3

NO VERB

(2)

nog veel boten
PRT many boats
Gijs 2;05.24 (4.71)

NO VERB

(3)

voor Joost nie voor Gijs
for Joost not for Gijs
Joost 2;08.19 (4.65)

NO VERB

Some researchers argue that particles are a form of proto-verb in child
Dutch, before children begin to produce true verbs (Bennis, Den Dikken,
Jordens, Powers & Weissenborn 1995, Verhulst-Schlichting 1985). While
this may be the case, this study focuses on object drop with obligatorily

3

The revised MLU is in brackets.
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transitive verbs, so particle constructions such as the one in (4) were
excluded as no verb utterances.
(4)

kindeke op
child-dim up
Arnold 2;01.02 (3.53)

NO VERB

All intelligible utterances containing a verb, amounted to 8140 utterances.

4.3.2

Unanalyzeable Clauses

After excluding the unanalyzeable utterances, utterances were judged at the
clausal level. To be considered a clause, an utterance had to have a subjectpredicate type relationship. In some cases, a single utterance may include
two clauses (5):
(5)

[als de kindjes niet meer knoeien]Clause 1
if the children not more make-a-mess
[dan moeten dat kindjes het wegbergen]Clause 2
than must those children it away-put
Gijs 2;08.19 (6.50)

Those clauses were excluded that contained constructions not relevant for
this analysis. These included clauses with: copular constructions, an
intransitive verb, imperatives, modals (alone), as well as main clause
questions and ambiguous clauses.
Within the verbal clauses, copular constructions, like those in (6-7),
were common. Since copulas are not transitive verbs, they are not
analyzeable with respect to object drop and were excluded.
(6)

Moeke was kindeke
Moeke was child-DIM
Arnold 2;00.19 (2.61)

COPULA

(7)

brr auto is weg
car is away
Katelijne 1;10.24 (2.12)

COPULA

Intransitive verbs were also eliminated because they never occur with
a direct object. A verb was considered intransitive if it could not take an NP
or DP direct object. This was checked with a reference grammar (Geerts,
Haeseryn, de Rooij & van den Toorn 1984). The following verbs, among
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others, were included: komen ‘to come’, gaan ‘to go’ and staan ‘to stand’ (89).4
(8)

buiten ga
outside go
Katelijne 1;10.24 (2.12)

INTRANSITIVE

(9)

nee Gijs komt thuis
no Gijs comes home
Gijs 2;05.24 (4.71)

INTRANSITIVE

Imperative utterances were not included in the counts because
imperatives often undergo grammatical object drop in adult Dutch. While
this is an interesting issue, it is outside the scope of this study. The most
prevalent imperative forms in the child data were the finite forms kijk ‘look’
and zie ‘see’. In (10), the verb zie is in its imperative form, and is not
included in the count. The same applies to kijk in (11). Imperative forms
were coded in the original transcripts.5
(10)

zie Maria doet dat kapot
see Maria does that broken
Arnold 2;08.28 (5.84)

IMPERATIVE

(11)

kijk een vierkantje
look a square-dim
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

IMPERATIVE

Clauses containing only a modal verb (i.e., no lexical verb was
present) were also excluded from the counts. Included in the group of
modals were the following verbs: willen ‘to want’, hoeven ‘to need’, kunnen
‘can’, zullen ‘should’, moeten ‘must’ and mogen ‘may’. These verbs take a
variety of complements. For example, the modal willen ‘to want’ may take
one of several different argument structures, as shown in (12-13). The modal
verb may appear with a main verb, as in (12). The modal willen may also
appear with a PP as its complement, shown in (13). Direct object NPs appear
with the modal willen, as well (14).
4

Some of these verbs optionally subcategorize for PPs. For example, Ik ga naar huis ‘I’m
going to-home’.
5
Imperatives can also appear as infinitivals. Sometimes, these were clear from the transcripts,
indicated by the coding. Certain expressions, such as even wachten ‘wait a moment’ or even
kijken ‘let’s see’ where the infinitival is used extensively in adult Dutch speech were excluded
from the counts. The remaining infinitivals were included.
(i)
Diederik even
wachten
Diederik for-a-moment wait-INF
Maria 2;08.01 (4.52)
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(12)

Marie wil
komen.
Marie wants come-INF
‘Marie wants to come.’

MODAL + MAIN VERB

(13)

Marie wil naar
huis.
Marie wants towards home
‘Marie wants to go home.’

MODAL + PP-COMPLEMENT

(14)

Marie wil een appel.
Marie wants an apple
‘Marie wants an apple.’

MODAL + DIRECT OBJECT

When a child says Ik wil, it is not always clear whether he/she intends to say,
Ik wil een appel eten ‘I want to eat an apple’, Ik wil naar huis ‘I want to go
home’, or Ik wil een appel ‘I want an apple’. The syntactic category of the
dropped element in a child utterance with willen, such as Ik wil ‘I want’ is
therefore difficult to determine. Since we are interested only in NP direct
objects, we exclude these utterances.
Questions were also excluded. Wh-questions require knowledge about
movement and are more complex constructions than simple declarative
clauses. The requirement for movement may interfere with the child’s ability
to produce an object. For example, in the question Wat doet mama? ‘What is
Mommy doing?’, the wh-word undergoing movement is the direct object,
wat ‘what’. A child may produce Doet mama? ‘Mommy doing?’, omitting
wat. We cannot be sure if this is a result of object drop, or due to difficulty in
mastering wh-movement (15-16).
(15)

doet Joost?
does Joost
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

WH-DROP

(16)

doen de konijnen op de fiets?
do
the rabbits on the bike
Gijs 2;07.19 (6.56)

WH-DROP

Main clause questions marked with rising intonation were also excluded.
These clauses were marked with a question mark in the transcripts. In these
V2 clauses, objects may be left out at the end of the sentence to indicate that
the listener may respond by ‘filling in the blank’ (17). Object drop in these
questions may be grammatical in adult Dutch (see (17)) and since we are
trying to determine the rates of ungrammatical object drop, these were
excluded.
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Diederikje doet?
Diederik does
Maria 2;08.28 (6.09)
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Clauses in which there was ambiguity as to whether or not an NP was
the subject or direct object were excluded. Examples of this type were quite
rare, since the transcripts had already been coded for subjects and objects.
After removing the clauses not relevant to our analysis, we look at the
analyzeable clauses and determine which transitive verbs were obligatorily
and optionally transitive.
4.3.3

Analyzeable Clauses

To analyze the data, it was necessary to determine which verbs should be
coded as obligatorily transitive or optionally transitive. Krämer (1995) also
investigated these triplets and classified the verbs into obligatorily transitive
and optionally transitive on the basis of two tests. First, if a transitive verb
could appear without its object in the present tense, it was considered
optionally transitive (18).
(18)

Jan eet.
Jan eats
‘Jan eats.’

Anouk leest.
Anouk reads
‘Anouk reads.’

OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE

Second, if a verb could not appear without an object, it was then tested to
determine if it could appear object-less with the adverb altijd ‘always’. If the
verb was grammatical when appearing with altijd and without an object, it
was classed as optionally transitive (19). This indicates that the verb may
take an implied, phonetically empty direct object. Otherwise, the verb was
listed as obligatorily transitive (20).
(19)

*Jaap kijkt.6
Jaap looks
‘Jaap looks.’

Jaap kijkt altijd.
Jaap looks always
‘Jaap always looks.’

OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE

(20)

*Anna maakt.
Anna makes
‘Anna makes.’

*Anna maakt altijd.
Anna makes always
‘Anna always makes.’

OBLIGATORILY TRANSITIVE

6

In many cases, an intransitive reading can be forced for a particular context. If this were
taken into account for all transitive verbs, then almost none would be considered obligatorily
transitive. However, most of the time, a verb such as maken ‘to make’ requires an object, so it
was grouped with the obligatorily transitive verbs.
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A complete list of the verbs from the transcripts and their respective
classifications is provided in Appendix 3. Verbs were coded as obligatorily
or optionally transitive, and for the presence or absence of a direct object.
The presence of objects was reasonably easy to determine as they had
already been coded as such in the transcripts.
Other factors such as the position of the dropped object, finiteness,
and perfectivity were taken into account when addressing specific research
questions, and are discussed in §4.4.
4.4

Addressing the Research Questions: Specific
Criteria and Analysis Procedure

At the end of the preceding chapter, several fundamental questions were
posed to look at the data in child Dutch (§3.4). Below is a revised list of
research questions. Q4 from §3.4 is excluded because we do not have
enough conversational context to address discourse-linking in the transcripts.
Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
Q5:
Q6:

Does object drop occur at rates similar to subject drop in child
Dutch?
Does object drop occur at similar rates in obligatorily and optionally
transitive verbs?
Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial
position?
Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one another?
Does object drop occur more frequently in non-perfective clauses?

In the sections below, the criteria applied to the data are presented and
discussed. Different subsets of clauses are investigated to address each
hypothesis and test its predictions.
4.4.1

Subject Drop in Child Dutch

Knowing the rates of subject drop in child Dutch provides us with a context
or general basis for comparison with object drop. While we do not focus on
this question in any detail, it is useful to compare the rates of object and
subject drop and illustrate that, at least in child Dutch, they are comparable.
Also, we can determine if the rates of object drop and subject drop are close
to rates of drop in adult Dutch (§2.5).
To count subject drop clauses, the data were initially classified in a
manner highly similar to the analysis for objects (Figure 4.2).
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Hierarchy of Classification of Utterances and Clauses for
Subject Drop Analysis

Linguistic Utterances
qp
Unanalyzeable
Analyzeable
Utterances
Utterances
unintelligible
qp
no verbs
Unanalyzeable
Analyzeable
Clauses
Clauses
imperatives
questions

Imperatives were excluded because they often do not include a subject.
Questions were also excluded, for the same reasons that they were excluded
from object drop (§4.3.2). The rate of subject drop in obligatory contexts is
compared to the rate of object drop in obligatory contexts.
4.4.2

Optionally Transitive versus Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs

A second factor we look at, to provide some context in terms of object drop
in child Dutch, is the number of dropped objects from optionally transitive
verbs compared to obligatorily transitive verbs. Using the classification
system presented in §4.5.3, we can take the clauses grouped into optionally
transitive and obligatorily transitive, and look at the numbers with and
without objects (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3

Hierarchy of Classification for Optional & Obligatory
Transitives

Optionally Transitive
3
+object
-object

Obligatorily Transitive
3
+object
-object

The results compare the proportion of optionally transitive verbs lacking
objects with the proportion of obligatorily transitive verbs missing objects.
4.4.3

Sentence-Initial Object Drop

Two hypotheses presented in Chapter 3 made predictions regarding the
position of object drop in child Dutch. First, the topic drop analysis predicts
that object drop should occur primarily in sentence-initial position (§3.3.3).
Second, the PRO-Adjunction model predicts that object drop should occur
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non-sentence-initially in non-V2 finite clauses and nonfinite clauses (§3.3.4).
Given our assumptions outlined in §1.2.2 and §2.5, we expect object drop to
occur from a position lower in the clause.
Only clauses with obligatorily transitive verbs were included in this
count. The data were grouped into three separate categories: sentence-initial
object drop, lower (in the clause) object drop and ambiguous.
To qualify for sentence-initial object drop, a finite verb must appear
sentence-initially in the clause. The object had to be missing. The subject
had to be overt and in postverbal position, as it would be in a structure with a
topicalized direct object. Otherwise, the positions of the subject and object
were unclear. Examples of sentence-initial object drop are presented in (2122).
(21)

heeft mevrouw De Wachter gemaakt.
has Mrs.
De Wachter made
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

SENTENCE-INITIAL OBJECT DROP

(22)

doe Joost kapot
does Joost broken
Joost 2;08.19 (4.65)

SENTENCE-INITIAL OBJECT DROP

Lower object drop included finite and nonfinite clauses. Finite clauses
had to be lacking an object and have a sentence-initial overt subject (23).
(23)

Diederikske pak
Diederik
take
Diederik 2;04.14 (3.52)

NON-SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP

Nonfinite clauses were also included, with or without a subject (2425). It might seem that nonfinite verbs alone (25) should be classified as
ambiguous, since both the subject and object are missing and we cannot
ascertain from which position each was dropped. However, the hypothesis is
that children are using adult-like topic drop, from topic position. We assume
that children may have access to CP in finite clauses, therefore, only adultlike topic drop will occur in finite clauses (§1.2.2). There is no SpecCP in
the infinitival clauses, so the object must have been dropped from a position
lower in the clause.
(24)

Maria ook zien
Maria also see-INF
Maria 2;03.02 (3.35)

NON-SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP
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opendoen
open-do-INF
Maria 2;04.14 (4.20)
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OBJECT DROP

Finite clauses lacking both a subject and an object were placed in the
ambiguous group. This is because we cannot conclusively state whether or
not an element was dropped from sentence-initial position at all. We also
cannot argue which element, subject or object, would have been dropped
sentence-initially. This is illustrated in (26-27):
(26)

moet uitdoen
must out-do-INF
Maria 2;05.18 (4.20)

AMBIGUOUS OBJECT DROP
POSITION

(27)

mag nie doodschieten
may not dead-shoot-INF
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

AMBIGUOUS OBJECT DROP
POSITION

The classification system is shown in Figure 4.4:
Figure 4.4

Hierarchy of Classification for Sentence-Initial Object Drop

Obligatorily Transitive Verbs [-object]
q
g
p
Sentence-initial
Lower
Ambiguous
VFIN S7
VINF S
VFIN [-S]
S VINF
VINF [-S]

We can also look at the rates of sentence-initial object drop in
comparison to the numbers of topicalized objects. Extending the topic drop
hypothesis, we would expect that children are overapplying the adult
discourse rule, allowing them to drop objects more frequently from sentenceinitial position than adults would. Proportionally then, this hypothesis
predicts that children will initially drop a high number of those objects
which they topicalize. This proportion should decrease over development as
they master the discourse rule.
To determine what proportion of objects children are dropping from
topic position, we have to not only look at the objects missing from
sentence-initial position, but also the number of overt objects in topic
position. We begin with the group of obligatorily transitive verbs with an
7

The following abbreviations are used throughout this chapter: S = Subject, [-S] = no subject,
VFIN = Finite Verb, VINF = Infinitival Verb, VPAST = Past Participle Verb, VCOP = Copular Verb,
O = Direct Object, AUX = Auxiliary, MOD = Modal, Prt = Particle, Prt-V = Particle Verb.
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object. We divided this group into two subgroups: topicalized overt objects
and non-topicalized overt objects.
For a clause to be classed as having a topicalized object, it required an
object sentence-initially, a finite verb in second position and a postverbal
subject, or other postverbal material, indicating that the verb had moved to
V2 position.8 These criteria ensured that only those object tokens that could
have undergone topicalization are included. Examples of the utterances
counted are in (28-30):
(28)

dat kan Arnold wel opendoen
that can Arnold PRT open-do-INF
Arnold 2;08.01 (4.89)

TOPICALIZED
DIRECT OBJECT

(29)

dat heeft Tante Lieve ook
that has Aunt Lieve also
Gijs 2;07.19 (6.50)

TOPICALIZED
DIRECT OBJECT

(30)

toren mag niet kapot doen
towers may not break do-INF
Joost 2;05.24 (3.83)

TOPICALIZED
DIRECT OBJECT

All other clauses with overt objects were grouped into the non-topicalized
object group (Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5

Hierarchy of Classification for Topicalized Objects

Obligatorily Transitive Verbs [+object]
qp
Topicalized Objects
Non-Topicalized Objects
O VFIN S
all others

8

Usually, the appearance of the negative marker niet ‘not’ following the verb indicates that the
verb has raised out of the VP into CP, as shown in (30). Examples of this type were
infrequent.
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The rate of object drop from sentence-initial position is compared with the
rate of object drop from other sentential positions. We also look at the
proportion of all object drop that is associated with sentence-initial position,
by comparing the total number of objects dropped with the total number of
objects dropped sentence-initially. We now look at the criteria applied to the
data when addressing the second research question relating object drop and
finiteness.
4.4.4

Object Drop and Finiteness

We have three hypotheses to evaluate in terms of the relationship between
object drop and finiteness. The topic drop analysis predicts that object drop
will occur primarily in finite clauses, because these are the clauses with a
topic position (§3.3.3). The PRO-Adjunction hypothesis predicts that object
drop will occur with approximately equal frequency in finite and nonfinite
clauses (§3.3.4). According to the perfectivity hypothesis, nonfinite verbs
should show higher rates of object drop because they lack AspPem (§3.3.5).
Only obligatorily transitive clauses were considered in these counts. The
clauses were grouped into three classes: finite, nonfinite and ambiguous.
To count as finite, a clause had to either have a finite lexical verb, or
have a finite auxiliary/modal (and lexical transitive verb) (31-33). A finite
lexical verb had an overt morphological ending, or was the stem without the
infinitival marker –en. The presence of a tensed auxiliary or modal indicates
that the child has produced a finite clause. We are interested in whether or
not object drop occurs in finite clauses or root infinitivals. A clause with a
finite modal or auxiliary and infinitival lexical transitive verb is not a root
infinitival, but is finite.
(31)

dat doet konijneke
that does rabbit-DIM
Katelijne 2;07.19 (5.57)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(32)

Joost maak vlees
Joost makes meat
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(33)

Katelijne moet koffie hebben
Katelijne must coffee have-INF
Katelijne 2;05.24 (4.06)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

Nonfinite clauses were only those clauses in which the verb bore the
-en infinitival marker.
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(34)

een anderen koffie maken
an other coffee make-INF
Katelijne 2;07.19 (5.57)

NONFINITE WITH OBJECT

(35)

wegdoen
away-do-INF
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

NONFINITE WITHOUT OBJECT

(36)

papfles
ik pakken
milk-bottle I take-INF
Arnold 2;08.01 (4.31)

NONFINITE WITH OBJECT

The infinitival marking -en in Dutch is identical to plural agreement on the
verb. In cases where the verb bore the -en marker, the subject was plural and
the verb was in second position, we counted the verb as finite (37-38).
(37)

de koeien moeten gras hebben
the cows must grass have-INF
Arnold 3;01.07 (6.92)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(38)

de eenden doen kwak-kwak
the ducks do quack-quack
Katelijne 2;07.19 (5.57)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

Two types of clauses fell into the ambiguous group. Clauses with only
a past participle form were excluded from these counts, as they do not fall
into either the finite or nonfinite forms (39-40).9
(39)

dat kapot gemaakt
that broken made-PAST
Arnold 2;05.18 (3.73)

PAST PARTICIPLE

(40)

Min ook omgekapt
Min also down-cut-PAST
Diederik 2;05.18 (3.52)

PAST PARTICIPLE

In some cases, the child may have tensed both an auxiliary and the main verb
within the same clause, or two main verbs (41). These were also excluded.

9
Often children simply use the past participle form in a clause without an auxiliary. Some
researchers choose to interpret these forms as nonfinite and group them with the infinitival
verbs. However, we chose not to class these forms with the nonfinite group or the past
constructions. Their exact nature is ambiguous. The child is using past inflection, but not
using the form appropriately with the auxiliary. It is possible that, at least in the early stages,
these are memorized forms, not true past tense constructions.
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Joost ga nog koffie bijmaak
Joost goes PRT coffee by-makes
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)
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The classification is summarized in Figure 4.6:
Figure 4.6

Hierarchy of Classification for Finite and Nonfinite
Clauses

Obligatorily Transitive
q
g
p
Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
VFIN
VINF
VPAST
AUXFIN VINF
VFIN VFIN
MODFIN VINF
AUX/MODFIN VFIN

The results will compare the proportion of all finite clauses undergoing
object drop with the proportion of all nonfinite clauses missing objects.
4.4.5

Object Drop and Perfectivity

Krämer’s perfectivity hypothesis (1995) predicts that object drop is more
likely to occur in sentences representing incomplete events.10 This argument
is partly based on data indicating that object drop in ‘embedded clauses’
takes place more often. According to her theory, object drop should occur
more frequently in future and modal constructions because they represent
events yet to occur. This should contrast with the rate of object drop in past
constructions, which refer to events having already taken place. Krämer’s
hypothesis (1995) predicts lower rates of object drop in past clauses when
compared to the future and modal clauses. We also expect lower rates of
object drop with particle verbs, because these verbs are often associated with
telic predicates (i.e. events with a culmination point).
Working from the group of obligatorily transitive verbs, clauses were
grouped into three classes: perfective/telic, non-perfective and undetermined.

10

To be able to compare our data with Krämer’s predictions (1995), we adopt Krämer’s
classification (1995) of verbs here, although we saw in §3.3.5 that in her definition of the
class of ‘perfective’ verbs, two different notions of aspect are mixed: telicity and perfectivity.
In §5.8, we will explicitly distinguish these two notions in the presentation and discussion of
our data.
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Past constructions and particle verbs fell into the perfective group. Future
and modal constructions appear in the non-perfective group.11
PERFECTIVE/TELIC CLAUSES
Under Krämer’s formulation (1995), past perfect tense falls under the
definition of perfective aspect. Past constructions included clauses with an
auxiliary verb (hebben ‘to have’ or zijn ‘to be’) and a past participle, as
shown in (41).12 To qualify as a past participle, the verbal form had to
include ge- and take either -t, -d or -en as its inflectional ending.13 In the case
of irregular verbs, the past participle could look like a regular past form.14 In
cases where the morphological marking was not clear, the coder usually

11

We follow Krämer (1995) here to allow a comparison with her work, although we
acknowledge that labeling these constructions is debatable. In our view, however, modal and
future constructions should be disregarded in the present context because they constitute
complex predicates and therefore, present a more complex picture of aspectual composition
than the other verb clusters investigated in this study.
12
Some constructions appeared with the auxiliary verb zijn ‘to be’ followed by an infinitive or
past participle form of the embedded verb. If the embedded verb was an infinitive or a past
participle that did not normally take the zijn auxiliary, the construction did not fall into any of
the above groupings, and so was not counted.
(ii)
oo het is blokken opsteken
it is blocks up-put-INF
Gijs 2;00.12 (3.91)
(iii)

(iv)

is nog toeke_toeke doen
is PRT toeke-toeke do-INF
Gijs 2;01.18 (3.91)

dat outo is gemaakt
that car is made-PAST
Diederik 2;08.28 (5.44)
Dutch children frequently use the verb doen ‘to do’ as a dummy auxiliary during linguistic
development. These utterances were also excluded from the counts (v). In examples such as
(v), it is not clear whether the child intended for doen ‘to do’ to act as an auxiliary or, if doen
was the main verb, and maken ‘to make’ was added as an afterthought.
(v)
kijken meneer doet straat maken
look-INF mister does street make-INF
Gijs 2;01.18 (3.91)
13
Dutch past participles are formed through the prefixation of ge- and the inflectional endings
–t, -d, or -en. For example, the past form of komen ‘to come’ is gekomen ‘came’ or maken ‘to
make’ becomes gemaakt ‘made’.
14
If a child incorrectly used regular past tense rules on an irregular verb, this counted as a past
participle as well. For example, the past tense of doen ‘to do’ is gedaan ‘done’. If the child
formed gedoet or gedoen, these were counted as past participles.
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indicated that a form was in the past tense (e.g. heeft (g)emaakt ‘has made’
or heeft maakt ‘has made’). These were counted as past tense.15
(42)

Arnold heeft gemaakt
Arnold has made
Arnold 2;08.28 (5.84)

PERFECTIVE WITH OBJECT

The second set of clauses in the perfective/telic group was the particle
verbs (43-44). This group included clauses in which the particle verb was the
only verb. Particle verbs appearing in past constructions were grouped with
the past constructions, and those appearing in future or modal constructions
were placed in the non-perfective group.16 In finite clauses, the particle
remains in sentence-final position (43). Otherwise, in root infinitival
constructions, the particle and verb form a unit (44). Errors regarding the
placement of the particle and verb were rare.
(43)

muis eet soldaat op
mouse eats soldier up
Arnold 2;08.01 (4.89)

PERFECTIVE WITH OBJECT

(44)

appelsienen opeten
oranges
up-eat-INF
Katelijne 2;05.24 (4.06)

PERFECTIVE WITH OBJECT

In some clauses, the particle appeared to take a complement, indicating that
the verb is not a particle verb, but simply a verb with a prepositional phrase.
These utterances were placed in the undetermined group (45-46).
(45)

buik
op broek zetten
stomach on pants place-INF
Arnold 2;05.18 (3.73)

UNDETERMINED

(46)

daar in zetten
there in place-INF
Diederik 2;05.18 (4.15)

UNDETERMINED

Other verbs counted with the particle verbs were kapot doen ‘to break’ (47),
kapot maken ‘to break’ (48) and terug maken ‘to put back together’ (49).

15

Simple past tense verbs were very rare in the data and no occurrences of obligatory
transitive simple past verbs were observed.
16
Krämer (1995) argues that it is the modal or future interpretation provided by the auxiliary
or modal which gives the clause its non-perfective reading. A particle verb in such a clause
should receive a non-perfective reading.
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These predicates also refer to a completed event and are obligatorily
transitive.
(47)

doe Joost kapot
do Joost break
Joost 2;08.19 (4.65)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT OBJECT

(48)

madam De Wachter terug maken
Madam De Wachter back make-INF
Maria 2;09.19 (6.09)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT OBJECT

(49)

hij maakt de berg
kapot
he makes the mountain break
Gijs 2;07.19 (6.50)

PERFECTIVE WITH OBJECT

These were the only clauses considered perfective/telic. When we refer to
perfective clauses only, we are referring to the past tense clauses in this
group. Telic predicates are the particle verbs and the kapot maken-type
verbs. In Chapter 5, we refer to the entire group as the perfective clauses.
NON-PERFECTIVE CLAUSES
Future and modal constructions were classed as non-perfective. Future
constructions were formed with an auxiliary (i.e. gaan ‘to go’) and infinitival
form of the obligatorily transitive verb, as seen in (50).
(50)

Gijs gaat verdelen
Gijs goes share-INF
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

FUTURE WITHOUT OBJECT

Modal constructions are formed with a modal and infinitival form (51). As
mentioned in §4.3.2, the modals included: kunnen ‘can’, willen ‘to want’,
hoeven ‘to need’, zullen ‘should’, mogen ‘may’, and moeten ‘must’.
(51)

dat kan Katelijne niet uitpakken
that can Katelijne not out-take-INF
Katelijne 2;06.23 (5.57)

MODAL WITH OBJECT

UNDETERMINED
Single nonparticle verb clauses, with finite or nonfinite verbs, were placed in
the undetermined group because it is not clear from the clause itself whether
or not the child is referring to a specific or non-specific event (52-53).
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(52)

een fles geef
a bottle give
Gijs 2;00.12 (3.91)

UNDETERMINED

(53)

trein maken
train make-INF
Gijs 2;00.12 (3.91)

UNDETERMINED

Clauses where tense appeared to have been marked twice were also
placed in the undetermined group (see example (41)). The classification
system used is presented in Figure 4.7:
Figure 4.7

Hierarchy of Classification for Perfectivity

Obligatorily Transitive Verbs
q
g
p
Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
wo
wo
VFIN
Past
Particle
Future
Modal
VINF
Constructions Verbs
Constructions Constructions VFIN VFIN
VFIN Prt AUXFIN VINF
MODFIN VINF
VCOP
AUXFIN VPAST
[Prt-V]INF

4.5

Reliability of Coding

Coding had been completed on all of the transcripts by a native speaker of
Dutch, Steven Gillis. All relevant parts of speech were indicated (subject,
object, verb, etc). The only additional coding required for this study was for
null objects. This was done by using the classification system provided by
Krämer (1995). Any verbs grouped under obligatorily transitive and lacking
objects were coded as missing an object. The same applied to the optionally
transitive verbs. Any verbs appearing in the transcripts but absent from
Krämer's list (1995) underwent the same grammaticality tests as the others
and were grouped accordingly (§4.3.3). Since context was not provided in
these transcripts, the coding was based on the verb classification system.
Pragmatic considerations could not be taken into account. Very few
utterances were problematic due to unclear coding. However, if that were the
case, the problematic utterance was discussed with a native speaker and
either discarded or kept (see also §4.3.2). For example, a noun may not have
been assigned a subject or direct object code, possibly due to error. If the
status of the noun phrase could be determined easily by a native speaker, the
utterance was kept, otherwise, it was considered ambiguous and set aside.
No recoding was done by a second researcher.
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Statistical Analysis

Most of the research questions outlined require the comparison of two sets of
data to determine if a given factor is associated with object drop. We want to
compare the frequencies in two samples of data and assess whether or not
the distribution is close to what is expected. We want to know if the
observed set of frequencies is close to or different from the expected set of
frequencies. The working hypothesis is the null hypothesis: no difference in
the distribution of the expected and observed values is found. To determine
whether or not these differences are statistically significant, we apply the chi
square test (54).
(54)

F2 = Ȉ (O - E)2
E

O = observed frequency
E = expected frequency

The results in the next chapter are based on a non-directional chi square test
applied to a 2X2 table. When the expected cell frequency was less than 5,
Fisher's exact correction test was applied. Results were only considered
significant at the 5 percent level (or lower).
4.7

Summary

A longitudinal study of the spontaneous speech of six monolingual Dutch
children forms the basis of the study presented in the following chapter. The
six children are two sets of triplets. In order to address any concerns
regarding developmental delay associated with multiple birth children, the
data is organized by MLU, rather than by age. The transcripts have been
organized into eight MLU Levels. Dividing them in this way allows us to
trace development over time. Since several children are part of this study, we
can also look at individual and group development. Separating the data out
child-by-child, and tracing development within a single child provides us
with the opportunity to determine which trends are applicable to all children.
Sometimes what appears to be a group development may be attributable to
the linguistic behaviour of only one or two children. At the same time, we
are able to make reasonably solid generalizations in terms of the
developmental patterns that may emerge because we are looking at several
children.
The analysis procedure was used to pare the data set down to only the
relevant clauses. Irrelevant utterances or factors interfering with the
calculation of accurate rates of obligatory object drop were removed. The
clauses to be investigated have been precisely specified. Research questions
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Q1-Q5 require different information to be extracted from the data set. The
selection process outlined in §4.4 illustrates how the data are divided and
analyzed to answer each question. The following chapter presents the results
of the study, on the basis of the criteria described in this chapter.

5

Object Drop, Sentential Position, Finiteness
and Perfectivity

5.1

Introduction

This chapter seeks answers to the questions laid out in §3.4. The predictions
of each hypothesis are evaluated against child data. The questions posed
earlier are restated below:
Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
Q5:
Q6:

Does object drop occur at rates similar to subject drop in child
Dutch?
Does object drop occur at similar rates in obligatorily and
optionally transitive verbs?
Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial
position than other sentential positions?
Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one
another?
Does object drop occur more frequently in non-perfective clauses?

The data are discussed from two perspectives. First, we look at the
group data. The raw number of tokens for individual children is often too
small to make satisfactory conclusions in many cases. A larger set of tokens,
especially when looking at the various MLU Levels, is useful. Second, each
child is looked at individually in order to determine the extent to which
certain factors play a role in object drop in their speech. We can then
determine which factors, if any, appear to be consistent with the group data,
as well as across most or all of the children.
In the following sections, data are presented on the distribution of
object drop with respect to three main factors (Q3-Q6). First, the position of
object drop -- is it primarily sentence-initial or postverbal? De Haan and
Tuijnman (1988) argue that object drop is primarily sentence-initial (§3.3.3).
The second factor investigated is the occurrence of object drop with
finiteness. According to the topic drop hypothesis, object drop occurs more
often with finite verbs, while Krämer’s perfectivity proposal (1995) predicts
high object drop rates with nonfinite verb forms (§3.3.5). Third, we look at
the rate of object drop in perfective and non-perfective clauses. Krämer
(1995) predicts that perfectivity plays a role (§3.3.5): only perfective
utterances require objects. Those utterances representing events which are
not located in time or space will undergo object drop because they lack the
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AspPem projection, so more object drop should occur in the non-perfective
clauses.
The first part of this chapter looks at the rates of subject and object
drop in the data overall (§5.2). The rates of optional drop are also provided
(§5.3). This provides a context with regard to obligatory object drop and
other missing arguments. The specific research questions are then addressed
individually in §5.4 – 5.7: the position of object drop (§5.4), the rates of
object drop in finite and infinitival clauses (§5.5), and the relationship
between object drop and perfectivity (§5.6).
5.2

Subject Drop and Object Drop in Child Dutch

As discussed in §3.2.6, null arguments are characteristic of child language.
However, subject drop has received the most attention in the literature (Bol
1996, Krämer 1995 for Dutch, and many others for crosslinguistic data). The
reason given for this is that subject drop exists at high rates in many
languages. Frequently, subject drop is documented as occurring at many
times the rate of object drop (Hyams & Wexler 1993). We saw in Chapter 2
that adult speakers tend to drop objects more often than subjects (§2.2.4), so
we want to determine if children mirror their input in this respect. This
section addresses the first research question (Q1) which is whether or not
object drop occurs at rates comparable to subject drop.
The data illustrate that while subject drop (1-2) is more frequent in the
Dutch data, the rates of object drop (3-4) are certainly higher than 10%, and
cannot simply be attributed to performance errors (§3.2.6).
(1)

Arnold zingt
Arnold sings
Diederik 2;03.02 (3.52)

SUBJECT PRESENT

(2)

is weg
is away
Joost 1;10.24 (2.00)

SUBJECT DROP

(3)

jas
aandoen
jacket on-do-INF
Gijs 2;02.18 (3.91)

OBJECT PRESENT

(4)

Arnold niet hebben
Arnold not have-INF
Maria 2;06.22 (4.20)

OBJECT DROP

Subjects are initially missing at rates as high as 92%. There is a sharp
decrease until MLU Level V where the subject drop stabilizes at around
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24%-27% (for a breakdown of MLU Levels, refer to Table 4.7).1 By MLU
Level VIII, subject drop occurs in only 13% of potential utterances. The
obligatory object drop rate in the earliest transcripts is 79% and subsequently
decreases for MLU Levels II-IV (Table 5.1). Although the rates are not quite
as high as subject drop, with the exception of MLU Levels V and VI, they
are higher than what can be attributed to mere performance errors. These
facts are consistent across children.
Table 5.1

MLU Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

1

Average Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in All
Utterances in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU Level
Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
55/60
92%2
99/161
61%
350/711
49%
499/1421
35%
251/945
27%
96/362
27%
350/1464
24%
48/365
13%
1748/5489
32%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
15/19
79%
32/54
59%
95/266
36%
151/586
26%
146/438
33%
62/228
27%
123/648
19%
9/110
8%
633/2349
27%

The counts for subject and obligatory object drop for each child are provided in Appendix 4.
In cases where the total number of tokens was less than 10, percentages were not calculated
(n.c.).

2
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Average Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in All
Utterances in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU Level
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MLU Level

As the data in Table 5.1 show and Figure 5.1 illustrates, object drop and
subject drop occur at high rates in child Dutch. These data indicate that
children do not simply mirror their input. Object drop cannot be dismissed as
a minor phenomenon in child Dutch.
5.3

Object Drop in Optionally and Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs

The second research question (Q2) deals with the distribution of object drop
in constructions with optionally and obligatorily transitive verbs. One
possible explanation for the occurrence of object drop with obligatorily
transitive verbs is that children initially treat them as optionally transitive
verbs. If this is the case, we expect that rates of object drop with optionally
and obligatorily transitive verbs will be similar. Earlier studies have
indicated that this is not the case (§3.2.6).
Initially, in the first two MLU Levels, obligatory object drop occurs
more frequently than optional object drop (Table 5.2).3 At subsequent MLU
Levels, this pattern is reversed. Appendix 5 lists the numbers for obligatory
and optional object drop for each child. Examples for each type of token are
presented in (5-8).

3

‘Stat. Sig.’ in the tables refers to statistical significance. The asterisks indicate the
statistically significant differences: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.
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(5)

friet eten
fries eat-INF
Gijs 2;02.18 (3.91)

OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE
WITH OBJECT

(6)

madam ook lezen
madam also read-INF
Arnold 2;04.14 (3.53)

OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

(7)

Katelijne brug maken
Katelijne bridge make-INF
Katelijne 2;07.19 (5.57)

OBLIGATORILY TRANSITIVE
WITH OBJECT

(8)

Maria gaat terug maken
Maria goes back make-INF
Maria 2;09.19 (6.09)

OBLIGATORILY TRANSITIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

Table 5.2
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Average Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in All
Utterances in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU Level
Optionally Transitive
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Objects
1/7
n.c.
10/23
43%
49/116
42%
138/222
62%
58/93
62%
7/26
27%
55/123
45%
12/20
60%
330/630
52%

Obligatorily Transitive
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Objects
15/19
79%
32/54
59%
95/266
36%
151/588
26%
146/438
33%
62/228
27%
123/648
19%
9/110
8%
633/2349
27%

Stat.
Sig.

***4
*** 5
*** 6
*** 7

At four MLU Levels, the difference between object drop in optionally and
obligatorily transitive verbs is statistically significant. The difference in
object drop between obligatorily and optionally transitive verbs at MLU
Level II is statistically significant. A shift comes after MLU Level III; MLU
Levels IV, V and VIII show highly statistically significant differences

4
5

MLU II: F2 = 18.143, df =1, two-tailed p < 0.001

MLU IV: F2 = 93.462, df = 1, two-tailed p< 0.001
MLU V: F2 = 27.330, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
7
MLU VIII: F2 = 33.549, df = 1, two tailed p < 0.001
6
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between optionally and obligatorily transitive object drop. The trends are
consistent across most of the children, during all stages of development.8
Figure 5.2

Average Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in All
Utterances in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU Level
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This distinction indicates that children are not treating all transitive verbs
identically. In other words, the obligatorily transitive verbs are not being
treated as though they were optionally transitive verbs. The children seem to
recognize the grammatical differences between types of transitive verbs and
treat them distinctly. We look only at the obligatorily transitive verbs in our
study (§4.4.2).
5.4

Sentence-Initial Object Drop

The third research question (Q3) asks whether object drop occurs more
frequently from sentence-initial position. De Haan and Tuijnman (1988)
argue that children have adult-like topic drop structures from the earliest
stages of development. Children misapply the pragmatic licensing condition
on object drop, but once they have learned it correctly, object drop occurs
sentence-initially at rates similar to adult object drop (from SpecCP). As we
saw in §2.2.4, topicalized objects are omitted at a rate of approximately 15%
in adult Dutch. The prediction for the child data is that object drop in
sentence-initial position will appear at higher rates than that for adult Dutch
speakers (i.e. > 15%), and then will gradually decrease as children learn the
appropriate pragmatic constraints.
8

See Appendix 5.
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We look at the rates of object drop from sentence-initial position
compared to the rate of object drop from non-sentence-initial position, as
well as the number of overt objects appearing in sentence-initial position.
The data for individual children is presented first, followed by the group
data. We also look at the data across MLU Levels to determine if any
developmental patterns emerge.9
5.4.1

Group Results

Most objects in child Dutch are not dropped from sentence-initial position
(Table 5.3). Object drop does not appear to be associated with a particular
position in the clause. No sentence-initial object drop tokens, as defined in
§4.4.3, appear until MLU Level V (Table 5.4).
Table 5.3

Average Rate of Object Drop in All Utterances in Young
Dutch Children (n=6) by Sentence Position

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

29
2262
58
2349

25
1691
n/a
1716

4
571
58
633

% of Null
Objects
14%
25%

The difference between the dropping objects from sentence-initial or nonsentence initial position in all utterances is not statistically significant.
Sentence-initial object drop makes up a small proportion of the object
drop clauses in the data. Less than 1% of all cases of object drop occur from
sentence-initial position (Table 5.4). This holds throughout all MLU Levels
under discussion here.

9

Counts for transcripts with sentence-initial objects are provided in Appendix 6.
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Average Rate of Object Drop from Sentence-Initial Position as
a Proportion of All Object Drop in Young Dutch Children
(n=6) by MLU Level

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Rate of Object Drop from Sentence-Initial Position
out of All Null Objects
Raw Numbers
% of Null Objects in SentenceInitial Position
0/15
0%
0/64
0%
0/90
0%
0/139
0%
1/158
< 1%
0/208
0%
3/641
< 1%
0/117
0%
4/633
< 1%

The number of objects in sentence-initial position is low. This remains
constant across MLU Levels. After looking at the data from the group
perspective, it is clear that object drop bears no relationship to sentenceinitial position.
5.4.2

Individual Results

ARNOLD
Arnold never drops objects from sentence-initial position (Table 5.5).
Table 5.5

Rate of Object Drop by Sentence Position for Arnold

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

4
426
4
434

4
330
n/a
334

0
96
4
100

% of Null
Objects
n.c.
23%

The rate of object topicalization is also very low, only four examples appear
in his data (9).
(9)

dat kan Arnold wel opendoen
that can Arnold PRT open-do-INF
Arnold 2;08.01 (4.89)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT
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His first object topicalization does not appear until he reaches MLU 4.89.10
Object drop does not consistently occur in sentence-initial position in
Arnold’s language.
DIEDERIK
Sentence-initial object drop never occurs in Diederik’s speech.11
Table 5.6

Rate of Object Drop by Sentence Position for Diederik

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

4
395
2
401

4
282
n/a
286

0
113
2
115

% of Null
Objects
n.c.
29%

Four clauses show a topicalized object structure, all appear after MLU Level
4.86 (10) (Table 5.6).12
(10)

dat moet Diederik opzetten
that must Diederik on-put-INF
Diederik 2;10.28 (5.44)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT

Clearly, Diederik’s language does not license object drop from sentenceinitial position.
GIJS
Gijs exhibits low rates of sentence-initial object drop (Table 5.7). In one
transcript, he has two examples of null objects in sentence-initial position.13

10

See Tables A6.1-A6.3.
Recall from §4.4.3 that the ambiguous utterances are those lacking a direct object and
subject. Therefore, we include the ambiguous utterances here under [-object] column.
12
See Tables A6.4-A6.5.
13
See Table A6.6.
11
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Rate of Object Drop by Sentence Position for Gijs

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

5
358
15
378

3
280
n/a
283

2
78
15
95

% of Null
Objects
n.c.
28%

The rate of object topicalization is modest; Gijs begins producing these
structures at MLU 2.73 (11).14
(11)

dat heeft Tante Lieve ook
that has Aunt Lieve also
Gijs 2;07.19 (6.50)

SENTENCE-INITIAL OBJECT

The two sentence-initial object drop clauses are provided in (12-13):
(12)

heeft Mevrouw De Wachter gemaakt
has Mrs.
De Wachter made
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP

(13)

heeft de auto gedaan
has the car done
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP

There is no significant relationship between object drop and sentence-initial
position when a chi square test is applied. This may be due to the small
numbers.

14

See Tables A6.7-A6.8.
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JOOST
Joost does not exhibit high rates of null objects in sentence-initial position
(Table 5.8). Only one of his object drop tokens matches the criteria for topic
drop.15
Table 5.8

Rate of Object Drop by Sentence Position for Joost

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

6
214
23
243

5
180
n/a
185

1
34
23
58

% of Null
Objects
n.c.
15%

Joost produces six topicalized object tokens (14).16
(14)

toren mag nie kapot doen nee
towers may not break do-INF no
Joost 2;05.24 (3.83)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT

The example in (15) is the only case of sentence-initial object drop in his
data:
(15)

doe Joost kapot.
does Joost break
Joost 2;08.19 (4.65)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP

No relationship seems to exist between object drop and sentence-initial
position.
KATELIJNE
Katelijne produces no examples of objects dropped from sentence-initial
position (Table 5.9). All object drop is from a position lower in the clause.

15

See Table A6.11.
See Table A6.9-A6.10, Table 6.12.

16
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Rate of Object Drop by Sentence Position for Katelijne

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

7
425
11
443

7
322
n/a
329

0
103
11
114

% of Null
Objects
n.c.
24%

She also produces few instances of object topicalization – only seven – in
her data (16).
(16)

dat heeft Moeke meegebracht
that has Moeke with-bring-PAST
Katelijne 2;06.23 (5.45)

SENTENCE-INITIAL OBJECT

The topicalization structure is more frequently used from MLU 5.45.17
MARIA
One example of sentence-initial object drop appears in Maria’s data, making
up less than 1% of the total object drop (Tables 5.10).18 Object
topicalizations are relatively rare in Maria’s data.19 Topicalized objects begin
to appear at MLU 6.09 (17).
(17)

dat kan ik ook maken
that can I also make-INF
Maria 2;10.28 (5.63)

Table 5.10

Rate of Object Drop by Sentence Position for Maria

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

17

See Tables A6.13-A6.15.
See Table A6.16.
19
See Table A6.16.
18

SENTENCE-INITIAL OBJECT

Total

+Object

-Object

3
444
3
450

2
297
n/a
299

1
147
3
151

% of Null
Objects
n.c.
33%
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The single example of sentence-initial object drop is provided in (18):
(18)

heeft madam gemaakt
has madam made
Maria 2;10.28 (6.09)

SENTENCE-INITIAL
OBJECT DROP

As with the preceding five children, due to the small numbers, no significant
relationship exists between object drop and the position of the object.
5.4.3

Summary and Conclusions

Applying these data to the topic drop hypothesis, we see that children
acquiring Dutch are not likely to be using adult-like topic drop. The first part
of the prediction was that the majority of dropped objects would be
sentence-initial (§3.3.3). Virtually no objects are dropped from sentenceinitial position. In the individual data and group data, no statistically
significant difference exists between object drop in sentence-initial position
and object drop elsewhere in the clause (Tables 5.3-5.10). Sentence-initial
object drop makes up only a small percentage of the total number of object
drop cases we see in the child data because of the small number of objects
appearing sentence-initially. The small numbers of objects appearing
sentence-initially makes it difficult to ascertain whether the difference
between sentence-initial and sentence-internal object drop is actually
statistically significant. A larger sample size may provide a different picture.
The second part of the prediction was that the rate of dropped
sentence-initial objects would be higher than the rates observed in adult
speakers because children have yet to master the pragmatic constraints on
topic drop. Proportionally, we would predict that the number of sentenceinitial objects dropped would be higher than 15%. However, the group data
clearly illustrate that a small percentage of topicalized objects are dropped,
at around 14% (Table 5.5). The topic drop hypothesis is not consistent with
the data in this study.
5.5

Object Drop and Finiteness

The fifth research question (Q5) asks if object drop is related to finiteness.
According to the topic drop hypothesis, object drop is predicted to occur in
finite clauses or V2 clauses which allow topicalization (and hence, topic
drop). The perfectivity hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts that object
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drop is more frequent in infinitival clauses. Data from each child is
presented, followed by a summary of the group data.20
5.5.1

Group Results

The data for the group as a whole indicate that the difference between object
drop in finite and nonfinite clauses is highly significant.21 Overall, the rate of
infinitivals undergoing object drop is higher than the rate of finite clauses
lacking objects (Table 5.11).
Table 5.11

Average Rate of Object Drop in All Utterances in Finite and
Nonfinite Clauses in Young Dutch Children (n=6)

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

782
1441
126
2349

619
1026
71
1716

163
415
55
633

% of Null
Objects
21%
29%

In terms of development over MLU Levels, object drop is higher in the
earliest stages, until MLU Level III. Infinitival clauses undergo higher rates
of object drop from MLU Level IV (Table 5.12, Figure 5.3). Object drop
gradually decreases in both finite and infinitival clauses as MLU increases.

20

Detailed counts for each child are in Appendix 7.
Group overall (object * finiteness): F2 = 19.434, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

21
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MLU
Level

Average Rate of Object Drop in All Utterances in Finite and
Nonfinite Clauses in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU
Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Objects
4/6
n.c.
5/16
31%
78/221
35%
130/491
26%
98/300
33%
41/112
37%
54/262
21%
5/33
15%
415/1441
29%

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Figure 5.3
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Finite Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Objects
8/10
80%
27/38
71%
12/31
39%
14/66
21%
27/105
26%
13/97
13%
58/359
16%
4/76
5%
163/782
21%

Stat.
Sig.

**22

*** 23

***

Average Rate of Object Drop in All Utterances in Finite and
Nonfinite Clauses in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU
Level

100
90
80
70
Percentage with 60
50
Object Drop
40
30
20
10
0

II

III

IV

V

VI VII VIII

MLU Level
Root Infinitivals
Finite Constructions

22
MLU II: F2 = 7.388, df =1, p < 0.01. Note that this statistical significance is in the opposite
direction from what we are looking for. The number of dropped objects at MLU II is
associated with finite verbs, not nonfinite verbs.
23
MLU VI: F2 = 14.608, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
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Overall, we see that nonfinite clauses undergo higher rates of object drop
when compared to finite clauses, in the group as a whole.
5.5.2

Individual Results

ARNOLD
Arnold’s individual data also indicate that finiteness plays a role in object
drop. The proportion of object drop tokens that are nonfinite is high. Almost
one third of his infinitival clauses are lacking an obligatory object, while
only 10% of his finite clauses lack direct objects (Table 5.13). Taken as a
whole, the difference in object drop between finite and infinitival clauses is
statistically significant in Arnold’s data.24 However, when we look at the
data subdivided into MLU Levels, the difference is statistically significant at
only MLU Level VII.25
Table 5.13

Rate of Object Drop in Finite and Nonfinite Clauses for
Arnold

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

150
261
23
434

135
184
15
334

15
77
8
100

% of Null
Objects
10%
30%

Examples are presented of finite (19-20) and nonfinite clauses (21-22) with
objects and also without objects.
(19)

nu moet Arnoldje maken
auto
now must Arnold-DIM make-INF car
Arnold 2;09.19 (6.05)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(20)

Maria doet
Maria does
Arnold 2;08.28 (5.84)

FINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

nog iets
aansteken
something on-put-INF
Arnold 2;09.19 (6.05)

NONFINITE WITH
OBJECT

(21)

PRT

24

Arnold overall (object * finiteness): F2 = 20.852, two-tailed p < 0.001
See Table A7.1.

25
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Arnold maken
Arnold make-INF
Arnold 2;09.19 (6.05)
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NONFINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

Arnold’s data indicate that infinitival verbs undergo higher rates of object
drop, particularly at MLU Level VII.
DIEDERIK
Diederik’s data also indicate that object drop may be affected by finiteness.
Infinitival forms undergo object drop in 33% of the cases, compared to only
15% of finite forms (Table 5.14). The difference is significant.26
Developmentally, the difference is statistically significant at MLU Level
VI.27
Table 5.14

Rate of Object Drop in Finite and Nonfinite Clauses for
Diederik

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

121
252
28
401

103
169
14
286

18
83
14
115

% of Null
Objects
15%
33%

Examples (23-26) show finite and nonfinite clauses where the object is
present and cases where the object is missing.
(23)

ik heeft niet stoeleke
I have not chair-DIM
Diederik 2;09.19 (5.44)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(24)

klein boeleke heeft niet
has not
little
-DIM
Diederik 2;08.28 (5.44)

FINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(25)

Diederikske pap geven
Diederik-DIM pap give-INF
Diederik 2;06.22 (4.46)

NONFINITE WITH
OBJECT

26

Diederik overall (object * finiteness): F2 = 13.504, df =1, two-tailed p < 0.001
See Table A7.12.

27
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terug maken
back make-INF
Diederik 2;06.22 (4.46)
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NONFINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

Finiteness, according to Diederik’s data, appears to be associated with object
drop, particularly at MLU Level VI.
GIJS
Unlike Arnold and Diederik, the rate of object drop in infinitival clauses is
lower than that in finite clauses (Table 5.15). The difference is not
statistically significant.28
Table 5.15

Rate of Object Drop in Finite and Nonfinite Clauses for
Gijs

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

126
234
18
378

88
184
11
283

38
50
7
95

% of Null
Objects
30%
21%

Examples of finite and infinitival clauses with and without objects are
presented in (27-30).
(27)

en Sinterklaas kan Gijs ook maken
and Santa-Claus can Gijs also make-INF
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

FINITE WITH
OBJECT

(28)

zo doen de mensen
so do the people
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

FINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(29)

een boek opschrijven
a book up-write-INF
Gijs 2;05.24 (4.71)

NONFINITE WITH
OBJECT

(30)

Gijs ook hebben
Gijs also have-INF
Gijs 2;05.24 (4.71)

NONFINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

Contrary to what we saw in Arnold and Diederik, finiteness does not appear
to play a role in object drop in Gijs’ data.
28

See Table A7.13.
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JOOST
Joost drops at the same rates in finite and infinitival clauses - 24% (Table
5.16).
Table 5.16

Rate of Object Drop in Finite and Nonfinite Clauses for
Joost

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

124
100
19
243

94
76
15
185

30
24
4
58

% of Null
Objects
24%
24%

The examples presented in (31-34) are taken from Joost’s data, and show
object drop with finite and infinitival clauses, as well as examples where the
object is present.
(31)

en kaas opeet
and cheese up-eat
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(32)

mij
nog haal
me(SUBJ) PRT get
Joost 2;08.19 (4.65)

FINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(33)

Joost nog koffie indoen
Joost PRT coffee in-do-INF
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

NONFINITE WITH
OBJECT

(34)

opendoen
open-do-INF
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

NONFINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

As with Gijs, finiteness and object drop do not appear to be related in Joost’s
data.29
KATELIJNE
Katelijne’s data show that the rate of object drop is higher at 29% with
infinitival verbs than finite verbs where object drop occurs in 17% of cases
29

See Table A7.4.
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(Table 5.17). This difference is statistically significant overall and at MLU
Level VII.30, 31
Table 5.17

Rate of Object Drop in Finite and Nonfinite Clauses for
Katelijne

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

119
314
10
443

99
223
7
329

20
91
3
114

% of Null
Objects
17%
29%

Examples of infinitival and finite clauses from Katelijne’s data are in (3538).
(35)

dat kan nie Katelijne uitpakken
that can not Katelijne out-take-INF
Katelijne 2;06.23 (5.45)

FINITE WITH
OBJECT

(36)

terug insteek
back in-put
Katelijne 2;06.23 (5.45)

FINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(37)

een streep maken
a strip make-INF
Katelijne 2;07.19 (5.99)

NONFINITE WITH
OBJECT

(38)

Katelijne ook hebben
Katelijne also have-INF
Katelijne 2;07.19 (5.99)

NONFINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

Katelijne’s data illustrate that finiteness may play a role in object drop,
especially at MLU Level VII.

30

Katelijne overall (object * finiteness): F2 = 6.709, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.05
See Table A7.5.

31
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MARIA
Object drop in finite and infinitival clauses occur at similar rates in Maria’s
data, 30% and 32%, respectively (Table 5.18). The relationship between
object drop and finiteness is not significant in her overall data. However, at
MLU Level V, the difference between finite object drop and infinitival
object drop is significant.32
Table 5.18

Rate of Object Drop in Finite and Nonfinite Clauses for
Maria

Finite
Nonfinite
Ambiguous
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

142
280
28
450

100
190
9
299

42
90
19
151

% of Null
Objects
30%
32%

The examples in (39-42) are taken from Maria’s transcripts.
(39)

Maria heeft ook paard
Maria has also horse
Maria 2;08.28 (6.09)

FINITE WITH OBJECT

(40)

Maria kan niet maken
Maria can not make-INF
Maria 2;08.28 (6.09)

FINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(41)

Moeke dat uithalen
Moeke that out-get-INF
Maria 3;01.07 (6.09)

NONFINITE WITH
OBJECT

(42)

Mariake ook doen
Maria-DIM also do-INF

NONFINITE WITHOUT
OBJECT

Maria 2;10.28 (6.09)
Maria’s data indicate that object drop and finiteness are not strongly
associated with one another. This relationship is not maintained overall in
her language.

32

See Table A7.6.
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Summary and Conclusions

Regarding the research question posed at the beginning of this chapter, Q5,
‘Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one another?’, the data
are not entirely clear. We see that in three children, Arnold, Diederik and
Katelijne as overall association between object drop and finiteness appears.
In four children, Arnold Diederik, Katelijne and Maria, an association
between object drop and finiteness appears only at certain MLU Levels. This
relationship does not hold across all six children (Gijs and Joost showed no
significant differences), nor across all eight MLU Levels. When the group
data are taken as a whole, differences in object drop are significant, but this
does not apply to all MLU Levels. MLU Levels V-VII show the most
significant differences in terms of finite and infinitival object drop - in the
individual data and the group data.
Krämer (1995) predicts that infinitivals will exhibit higher rates of
object drop because they lack tense, and, as a result, cannot be perfective
(§3.3.5). In turn, we would expect object drop to decrease over time as finite
clauses are used more frequently by children. While far from conclusively
proving this prediction, the results tend to favour her analysis. Infinitival
clauses undergo higher rates of object drop than the finite clauses. In some
cases, the difference is statistically significant. Developmentally, we see that
object drop decreases over time, as well. Since finiteness does not seem to
play a decisive role in object drop, however, any explanation cannot solely
rely on the absence of the tense projection in the child’s grammar (§3.3.5).
At the same time, an account for object drop has to be compatible with the
fact that it occurs more often in infinitival clauses. At this point, we conclude
that finiteness may be a factor in object drop.
5.6

Perfectivity and Object Drop

The last research question is based on Krämer’s perfectivity hypothesis
(1995) which predicts that object drop is less likely to occur in sentences
representing perfective events (i.e. completed events) and more likely in
non-perfective clauses (i.e. modal and future constructions). Her analysis
makes no specific developmental predictions. Presumably, however, as
children begin to use AspPem more frequently, they will drop fewer objects.
In all the children, the number of complex verb constructions is relatively
small. This is not surprising; other studies show that these structures emerge
relatively late in child Dutch (Wijnen & Verrips 1998). Since this part of the
study investigates the past perfective, future and modal constructions, the
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number of tokens overall is small. At the same time, the number of
undetermined cases is relatively high in all the children.33
5.6.1

Group Results

When we look at the group data in its entirety, perfective clauses lack an
obligatory object more frequently than the non-perfective clauses (Table
5.19, Figure 5.4). Overall, that is the case in five of the six children, this
difference is highly significant.34, 35
Table 5.19

Average Rate of Object Drop in all Utterances in Perfective
and Non-perfective Clauses in Young Dutch Children (n=6)

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
462
292
1583
2337

+Object
268
239
1202
1709

-Object
194
53
381
628

%
42%
18%

This difference is also significant at three MLU Levels: V, VI and VII
(Table 5.20).

33

For counts for each child, see Appendix 8.
Group overall, (object * perfectivity): F2 = 46.167, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
35
See Appendix 8.
34
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MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Figure 5.4
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Average Rate of Object Drop in All Utterances in Perfective
and Non-Perfective in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by MLU
Level
Perfective
Clauses
Raw
% with
Numbers
Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
3/5
n.c.
26/49
53%
52/119
44%
49/94
52%
27/55
49%
35/115
30%
2/24
8%
194/462
42%

Non-Perfective
Clauses
Raw
% with
Numbers
Null
Objects
-36
5/10
50%
8/29
28%
6/31
19%
32/183
17%
2/39
5%
53/292
18%

Stat.
Sig.

* 37
** 38
** 39
***

Average Rate of Object Drop in All Utterances in Perfective
and Non-Perfective Clauses in Young Dutch Children (n=6) by
MLU Level

100
90
80
70
Percentage with 60
50
Object Drop 40
30
20
10
0
III IV V
Perfective Clauses

VI VII VIII

MLU Level

Non-Perfective Clauses

36

The – indicates that no tokens (e.g. no non-perfective tokens in this case) were present.
MLU V: F2 = 5.368, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.05
38
MLU VI: F2 = 7.413, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01
39
MLU VII: F2 = 6.794, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01
37
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The data indicate that overall perfective clauses are associated with higher
rates of object drop than their non-perfective counterparts (Table 5.21,
Figure 5.4).
5.6.2

Individual Results

ARNOLD
Arnold’s data show that, overall, the difference in object drop in perfective
and non-perfective clauses is significant.40 Table 5.21 illustrates that object
drop in perfective clauses is much higher, 26%, than object drop in nonperfective clauses at 10%.
Table 5.21

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-perfective Clauses for
Arnold

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
106
61
267
434

+Object
78
55
201
334

-Object
28
6
66
100

%
26%
10%

Examples of perfective and non-perfective constructions from Arnold’s data
are presented in (43-46).
(43)

40

Arnold heeft iets
gemaakt
Arnold has something made
Arnold 2;10.28 (6.24)

PERFECTIVE WITH
OBJECT

Arnold overall (object * perfectivity): F2 = 8.030, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01
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(44)

madam toedoen
madam close-do-INF
Arnold 2;06.22 (4.31)

PERFECTIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

(45)

alles indoen Moeke
all in-do-INF Moeke
Arnold 2;08.01 (4.89)

PERFECTIVE WITH
OBJECT

(46)

Arnold gaat de zindop pakken
Arnold goes the bottle-cap take-INF
Arnold 2;08.01 (4.89)

NON-PERFECTIVE
WITH OBJECT

Perfective clauses undergo object drop more frequently than non-perfective
clauses in Arnold’s data, and this difference is statistically significant.41
DIEDERIK
As is the case in Arnold’s data, Diederik’s rates of object drop appear to be
much higher in perfective clauses than in the non-perfective clauses. Object
drop occurs in 53% of his perfective clauses but in only 14% of his nonperfective clauses (Table 5.22). This difference is significant.42 A significant
difference exists at MLU Level VI in Diederik’s data.43
Table 5.22

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-perfective Clauses for
Diederik

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
85
42
274
401

+Object
40
36
210
286

-Object
45
6
64
115

%
53%
14%

Several examples of perfective and non-perfective clauses, both with and
without obligatory objects are taken from Diederik’s data and shown in (4750).
(47)

41

ik heb dat uitgedoet (= uitgedaan)
I have that out-done
Diederik 2;10.28 (5.44)

PERFECTIVE WITH
OBJECT

See Table A8.1.
Diederik overall (object * perfectivity): F2 = 14.162, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
43
See Table 8.2.
42
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(48)

Diederikske heeft gedaan
Diederik-DIM has done
Diederik 2;08.28 (5.44)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(49)

Diederik kan niet maken
platte wieleke
Diederik can not make-INF flat
tire-DIM
Diederik 2;08.28 (5.44)

NON- PERFECTIVE
WITH OBJECT

(50)

en Diederikske moet niet pakken
and Diederik-DIM must not take-INF
Diederik 2;06.22 (4.46)

NON- PERFECTIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

Like Arnold, Diederik shows a tendency to drop objects more often in
perfective clauses than in non-perfective clauses.
GIJS
Gijs’ data do not indicate the presence of any relationship between
perfectivity and object drop. Object drop in perfective clauses occurs at a
rate of 30% and non-perfective clauses undergo object drop at a similar rate
of 36% (Table 5.23). The difference between types is not significant.
Table 5.23

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-perfective Clauses for
Gijs

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
58
45
276
378

+Object
40
29
214
283

-Object
18
16
62
95

%
31%
36%

The examples are taken from Gijs’ data and demonstrate what types of
clauses, perfective (51-52) and non-perfective (53-54) were counted.
(51)

hij heeft de berg
kapot gemaakt
he has the mountain broken made
Gijs 2;07.19 (6.56)

PERFECTIVE
WITH OBJECT

(52)

aftrekken
off-pull-INF
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

PERFECTIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

(53)

Gijs gaat dat in het nestje leggen
Gijs goes that in the nest-DIM PUT
Gijs 2;08.19 (6.44)

NON-PERFECTIVE
WITH OBJECT
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(54)

Gijs gaat verdelen
Gijs goes divide-INF
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

120
NON-PERFECTIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

Unlike the other children in this study, Gijs’ data do not show any
relationship between object drop and perfectivity.44
JOOST
Joost drops objects at high rates in perfective clauses. Half of his perfective
clauses show object drop, while only 14% of the non-perfective clauses
undergo object drop (Table 5.24). The difference is significant.45
Table 5.24

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-perfective Clauses for
Joost

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
39
44
160
243

+Object
19
38
128
185

-Object
20
6
32
58

%
51%
14%

Examples of perfective and non-perfective constructions from Joost’s
transcripts are presented in (55-58).
(55)

kijk Joost gedaan heeft
look Joost done has
Joost 2;10.23 (5.80)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT OBJECT

(56)

wegdoen
away-do-INF
2;07.19 (4.35)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT OBJECT

(57)

Joost ga nog koffee bijmaak
Joost goes PRT coffee by-make-INF
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

NON-PERFECTIVE WITH OBJECT

(58)

mag nie doodschieten
may not dead-shoot-INF
Joost 2;07.19 (4.35)

NON-PERFECTIVE WITHOUT
OBJECT

44

See Table A8.3.
Joost overall (object * perfectivity): F2 = 11.817, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

45
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Like Arnold and Diederik, Joost’s data show that a significant difference
between object drop in perfective and non-perfective clauses exists.46
Perfective clauses undergo much higher rates of object drop.
KATELIJNE
Katelijne’s data show a relationship between perfectivity and object drop.
Object drop occurs in almost half of her perfective clauses, whereas 11% of
non-perfective clauses are lacking obligatory objects (Table 5.25). This
difference is significant in her overall data and is also significant at MLU
Level VII (Table A8.5).47, 48
Table 5.25

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-perfective Clauses for
Katelijne

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
112
37
295
443

+Object
57
33
239
329

-Object
55
4
56
114

%
49%
11%

The examples are taken from Katelijne’s transcripts and illustrate the
perfective and non-perfective clauses included in these counts (59-62).
(59)

dat heeft Moeke meegebracht
that has Moeke with-brought
Katelijne 2;06.23 (5.45)

PERFECTIVE WITH
OBJECT

(60)

kapot ook maken zeker
break also make-INF certainly
Katelijne 2;00.12 (2.93)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT
OBJECT

(61)

ik ga de trein pakken
I go the train take-INF
Katelijne 2;08.19 (5.99)

NON-PERFECTIVE
WITH OBJECT

(62)

neen Katelijne moet daar insteken
no Katelijne must there in-put-INF
Katelijne 2;06.23 (5.45)

NON-PERFECTIVE
WITHOUT OBJECT

46

See Table A8.4.
Katelijne overall (object * perfectivity): F2 = 17.054, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
48
See Table A8.5.
47
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Katelijne’s data show trends similar to those present in the data of Arnold,
Diederik and Joost, where object drop occurs at high rates in perfective
clauses.
MARIA
Maria’s data demonstrate the same patterns with respect to perfectivity as
Arnold, Diederik, Joost and Katelijne. Object drop occurs at much higher
rates in perfective clauses than non-perfective clauses. Like the other
children, object drop appears in almost half of her perfective clauses whereas
only one quarter of her non-perfective clauses undergo object drop (Table
5.26). The difference is significant in her overall data.49
Table 5.26

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-perfective Clauses for
Maria

Perfective
Non-Perfective
Undetermined
Total

Total
76
63
311
450

+Object
41
48
210
299

-Object
35
15
101
151

%
46%
24%

Examples of perfective (63-64) and non-perfective clauses (65-66) appearing
in Maria’s data are provided.
(63)

koppeke afdoen
head-DIM off-do-INF
Maria 2;09.19 (6.09)

PERFECTIVE WITH OBJECT

(64)

heeft madam gemaakt
has madam made
Maria 2;10.28 (6.09)

PERFECTIVE WITHOUT OBJECT

(65)

Maria moet deze nog hebben
Maria must this PRT have-INF
Maria 2;08.28 (6.09)

NON-PERFECTIVE WITH
OBJECT

(66)

Maria gaat terug maken
Maria goes back make-INF
Maria 2;09.19 (6.09)

NON-PERFECTIVE WITHOUT
OBJECT

Once again, perfective clauses appear to undergo higher rates of object drop
than the non-perfective clauses (Table A8.6).50
49

Maria overall (object * perfectivity): F2 = 7.399, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01
See Table A8.6.

50
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Summary and Conclusions

These data do not support Krämer’s perfectivity hypothesis (1995). Her
hypothesis predicts that objects would be more likely dropped from nonperfective than perfective clauses (§3.3.5). However, the data from five of
the children (Tables 5.21-5.22, 5.24-5.26) and the group data (Tables 5.195.20) show that the opposite is true. Perfective clauses actually undergo
much higher rates of object drop than the non-perfective clauses. This
directly contradicts the prediction that non-perfective clauses undergo more
object drop, compared to other structures. The perfectivity hypothesis cannot
account for object drop in child Dutch, according to the data from these six
children.
Developmentally, non-perfective clauses do not appear until relatively
late in the data, MLU Level IV, which makes a direct comparison of the
groups difficult until this stage. In addition, the total number of nonperfective clauses is low until MLU Level V. However, at this stage, the rate
of object drop in perfective clauses is significantly higher. Children are
treating the perfective and non-perfective clauses distinctly between MLU
Levels V and VII.
5.7

Interactions between Perfectivity and Finiteness

As we see in the data presented in the preceding sections, two factors play a
role in object drop: finiteness and perfectivity. The topic drop and
perfectivity hypotheses must be rejected. Infinitival verbs undergo higher
rates of object drop, as do perfective verbs. Finiteness and eventivity are
known to be related in child language (§3.3.5). Several researchers have
shown that infinitival verbs in early child language, such as child Dutch or
German, are verbs which usually represent events (Hoekstra & Hyams 1998,
Wijnen 1998). In contrast, finite verbs in child language are often stative.
This characteristic of the Optional Infinitival stage is often referred to as the
Eventivity Constraint (Wijnen 1998). Since the verbs grouped in the
perfective class often represent events, not states, it would not be surprising
if they were to occur more frequently in their infinitival forms. On the basis
of these facts about child language and the distribution of root infinitivals, it
is not clear whether the high rates of object drop are actually related to
finiteness. Rather, the high rates of object drop with perfective forms may be
an epiphenomenon of the fact that eventive verbs are frequently nonfinite in
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child Dutch.51 Therefore, we will analyze further the relationship between
the two variables and object drop to determine which is dominant.
5.7.1

Analysis

Many of the criteria applied to the data to study the relationship between
perfectivity and finiteness are based on the requirements used previously in
this study. Perfective clauses had to meet the criteria outlined in §4.4.5 and
finite and nonfinite clauses had to fall into the groups described in §4.4.4.
The obligatorily transitive verbs were first grouped into perfective clauses
and other clauses. Perfective clauses had to meet the requirements outlined
in §4.4.5. Other clauses included non-perfective clauses and the
undetermined clauses as described in §4.4.5. Undetermined clauses are
included here with the non-perfective clauses because we want to determine
if the clearly perfective clauses undergo higher rates of object drop than all
other clauses. It is possible that clauses placed in the undetermined class may
be referring to perfective events. However, we are trying to determine if the
verbs overtly marked as perfective behave any differently from verbs not
clearly marked as such. In the previous study, we were only concerned with
how clearly perfective clauses contrasted with clauses that were definitely
not perfective. If perfectivity plays a role in object drop, we expect that the
perfective clauses will undergo higher rates, overall, of object drop than
other verbs, regardless of finiteness.
After being divided into perfective and other transitive verbs, the
clauses were grouped into finite and nonfinite, according to the criteria set
out in §4.4.4.52 The organization of the data is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5

Hierarchy of Classification for Perfective Infinitival and
Finite Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs

Perfective
qp
Perfective [-object]
Perfective [+object]
ei
ei
Finite
Nonfinite
Finite
Nonfinite

51

We address this further in Chapter 6.
Note that this results in the exclusion of clauses which only have a past participle form,
because they do not fall into the finite or nonfinite group (see §4.4.4).
52
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Other Verbs
(Non-perfective Verbs, Undetermined Verbs)
qp
Other [-object]
Other [+object]
ei
ei
Finite
Nonfinite
Finite
Nonfinite

A hierarchical loglinear analysis of perfectivity (i.e. the presence of an
endpoint), finiteness and object drop (as the dependent variable) is used to
determine which relationship, object drop and perfectivity or object drop and
finiteness, is stronger in the data.
5.7.2

Group Results

The group data indicate that perfectivity is more strongly associated with
object drop than finiteness (Table 5.27). In addition, we find a significant
association between nonfiniteness and perfectivity. Given what we know
regarding the Eventivity Constraint, this result is not surprising. The data are
tested in two ways to determine which factor, perfectivity or finiteness, is
more strongly associated with object drop. A chi square test is applied to the
rates of object drop with infinitival perfective clauses and other infinitival
clauses; the same test is applied to their finite counterparts. This test
determines whether or not the difference in object drop rates within each
group was significant. A hierarchical loglinear or logit analysis is also
applied to the data to ascertain the degree of interaction between the three
variables: object drop, finiteness and perfectivity.53 The results of this
analysis will tell us which of the independent variables, finiteness or
perfectivity, is more strongly associated with the dependent variable, object
drop.
A chi square analysis of the overall data indicates that the difference
in object drop between nonfinite perfective clauses (45%) and other
nonfinite clauses (22%) is statistically significant (Tables 5.27, 5.28).
However, this is not the case for the difference between finite perfective
clauses (25%) and other finite clauses (20%) (Tables 5.27, 5.28).
53

The hierarchical loglinear analysis allowed us to determine if the interaction was the result
of a three-way interaction, object * perfectivity * finiteness, or if it was the result of one or
more two-way interactions in the data. If the interaction was the result of a two-way
interaction, we then looked at the partial associations between the object (dependent variable)
and perfectivity and the object and finiteness. The chi square for each of the partial
association were compared to determine which variable, perfectivity or finiteness, was more
strongly associated with the status of the object.
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Group Data: Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs (n=6)
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

474
1749
2223

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
220
181
808
232
1028
413

Finite
+Object
-Object
55
18
564
145
619
163

The difference is significant at five MLU Levels: III, IV, V, VI and VII
(Table 5.28).
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Table 5.28

MLU
Level

I
II
III

Average Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs
and Other Infinitival Verbs by MLU Level (n=6)
Infinitival
Perfectives
Raw
% with
Numbers
Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
4/6
n.c.
23/43
53%

Other Infinitival
Verbs
Raw
% with
Numbers
Null
Objects
2/5
n.c.
15/27
56%
41/161
25%

IV

52/114

46%

78/377

21.%

V

47/88

54%

51/212

24%

VI

26/51

51%

15/61

25%

VII
VIII

27/87
2/11

31%
18%

27/175
3/22

15%
14%

Total
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181/401

45%

232/1040

22%

Stat.
Sig.

**,P**, 54
***,P***,
** 55

O

*,P***,
*** 56

O

**,P***,
*** 57

O

**,P**,
*** 58

O

***,P***,
* *** 59
F ,O

The difference between object drop rates in finite perfective clauses
and other finite clauses is only significant at MLU Level VI.

54

MLU III: F2 = 8.916, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 10.499, df = 1,
p < 0.01
55
MLU IV: F2 = 27.934, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfectivity); F2 = 22.540, df =
1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 9.556, p < 0.05, df = 1
56
MLU V: F2 = 4.170, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.05; (object *perfectivity) F2 = 25.895, df = 1, p
< 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 22.171, p< 0.001, df = 1
57
MLU VI: F2 = 8.336, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 18.443, df = 1,
p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 32.935, p < 0.001, df = 1
58
MLU VII: F2 = 8.649, df = 1, p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 7.392, df = 1, p < 0.01;
(perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 51.122, p < 0.001, df = 1
59
Group overall : F2 = 73.772, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001; (object*perfectivity) F2 = 63.959,
df = 1, p < 0.001; (object * finite) F2 = 4.904, df = 1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity*finiteness) F2 =
102.931, df = 1, p < 0.001
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MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
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Average Rate of Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and
Other Finite Verbs by MLU Level (n=6)
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% with
Numbers
Null
Objects
2/5
n.c.
0/5
n.c.
4/8
5/6
7/35
0/14

20%
0%

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% with
Numbers
Null
Objects
8/10
80%
27/38
71%
10/26
40%
14/61
23%
23/97
24%
8/91
51/324
4/62

25%
16%
6%

Stat.
Sig.

P

** 60

,O* *61
*** 62
P ,O
***,
*** *** 63
P ,O
** *** 64
P ,O
P

***

***

***

Total

18/73

25%

145/709

20%

*

P ,F ,
*** 65
O

The hierarchical loglinear analysis shows that the association between
the direct object and perfectivity (p < 0.001) is stronger than the relationship
between the direct object and finiteness (p < 0.05) in the overall data (Table
5.27). The association between the direct object and finiteness is statistically
significant, but only marginally so (Tables 5.28, 5.29). Perfectivity and
finiteness are very strongly associated overall; many perfective clauses are
nonfinite (Tables 5.28, 5.29).
The strong association between perfectivity and object drop is
maintained at MLU Levels III – VII under the hierarchical loglinear analysis
(Tables 5.28, 5.29). Object drop and (non)finiteness are only associated at
MLU Level II (Table 5.28). Perfectivity and finiteness are strongly
associated in MLU Levels II and IV – VII (Tables 5.28, 5.29). Conducting

60

MLU III: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 10.499, df = 1, p < 0.01
MLU IV: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 22.540, df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2
= 9.556, p < 0.05, df = 1
62
MLU V: (object *perfectivity) F2 = 25.895, df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 =
22.171, df = 1, p< 0.001
63
MLU VI: F2 = 26.949, df = 1, Fisher’s exact two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfectivity) F2
= 18.443, df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 32.935, p < 0.001, df = 1
64
MLU VII: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 7.392, df = 1, p < 0.01; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 =
51.122, p < 0.001, df = 1
65
Group overall: (object*perfectivity) F2 = 63.959, df = 1, p < 0.001; (object * finite) F2 =
4.904, df = 1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity*finiteness) F2 = 102.931, df = 1, p < 0.0001
61
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the loglinear analysis allows us to see that the link between perfectivity and
finiteness contributes to the association between finiteness and object drop.
While the chi square analysis shows that the rates in object drop are
significantly different between the perfective clauses and other clauses, the
loglinear analysis shows us definitively that perfectivity is more strongly
associated with object drop (p < 0.001) than finiteness (p < 0.05). In fact, the
relationship between object drop and finiteness is only marginally
significant. We also find that perfective verbs are strongly associated with
nonfinite verb forms (p < 0.001). We now look at the data from individual
children to determine whether or not the group trend applies to each child.
5.7.3 Individual Results
ARNOLD
We test Arnold’s data using the chi square analysis and the loglinear
analysis, as we did with the group data. Note first that the difference in rates
of object drop in nonfinite perfective clauses (33%) and other nonfinite
clauses (28%) is not statistically significant (Table 5.30), except at MLU
Level IV.66 The difference between finite clause types (5% in perfective
finite clauses and 12% in other finite clauses) is not significant (Table 5.31).
Table 5.30

Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs
for Arnold
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

106
305
411

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
56
27
128
50
184
77

Finite
+Object
-Object
22
1
113
14
135
15

Object drop and perfectivity are not significantly associated in a
loglinear analysis of Arnold’s overall data, except at MLU Level IV.67 The
results of the loglinear analysis indicate that the association between object
drop and finiteness is significant (Table 5.30).68 This association is also
significant at MLU Level VII.69 Perfectivity and finiteness are strongly

66

See Table A9.1.
See Tables A9.1, A10.1.
68
Arnold, loglinear (object * finiteness): F2 = 24.343, df = 1, p < 0.001
69
See Tables A9.1, A10.1.
67
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related in his overall data (Table 5.30), as well as at Levels VI and VII.70, 71
In Arnold’s data, finiteness is more strongly associated with object drop (p <
0.001) than perfectivity in contrast to the group results presented in §5.7.2.
DIEDERIK
The chi square analysis of the difference in object drop rates in perfective
and other clauses are significant in the nonfinite and finite clauses.
Perfective nonfinite clauses undergo object drop in 52% of tokens, whereas
the other nonfinite clauses show object drop in only 25% of cases (Table
5.31). The difference is statistically significant overall.72 Perfective finite
clauses have object drop rates of 63% whereas finite clauses only have
object drop rates of 13% (note, however, that the number of finite perfective
clauses is extremely small) (Table 5.31). This difference is statistically
significant overall as well as at MLU Level VI.73, 74
Table 5.31

Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs
for Diederik
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

85
288
373

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
37
40
132
43
169
83

Finite
+Object
-Object
3
5
100
13
103
18

The hierarchical loglinear analysis indicates that object drop is
strongly associated with perfectivity and finiteness in Diederik’s language.
Perfectivity and object drop are more strongly associated than object drop
and finiteness (Table 5.31)75. Perfectivity and finiteness are also strongly
associated in Diederik’s speech (Table 5.31).76 All three associations are
apparent at MLU Level VI in Diederik’s language.77 Diederik’s overall

70

Arnold, loglinear (perfectivity * finiteness): F2 = 15.401, df = 1, p < 0.01
See Tables A9.1, A10.1.
72
Diederik (nonfinite perfective vs. nonfinite other): F2 = 18.144, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
73
Diederik (finite perfective vs. finite other): F2 = 15.543, df = 1, two-tailed, Fisher’s exact p <
0.01
74
See Table A10.2.
75
Diederik, loglinear: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 25.445, p < 0.001, df = 1;
(object*finiteness): F2 = 5.552, p < 0.05, df = 1
76
Diederik, loglinear (perfectivity * finiteness): F2 = 22.288, df= 1, p < 0.001
77
See Tables A9.2, A10.2.
71
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results indicate that perfectivity is more strongly associated with object drop
(p < 0.001) than finiteness (p < 0.05).
GIJS
Gijs’ data show that object drop in perfective nonfinite clauses occurs at a
rate of 38% overall, whereas other nonfinite clauses have object drop
occurring at a rate of 18%. The difference is statistically significant in Gijs’
language overall (Table 5.32), and at MLU Level VIII.78, 79 The difference in
object drop between perfective finite and other finite clauses is not
significant (Table 5.33). Perfective finite verbs undergo object drop in 12%
of tokens, while other finite verbs exhibit object drop at a rate of 33% (Table
5.32).
Table 5.32

Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs
for Gijs
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

57
303
360

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
25
15
159
35
184
50

Finite
+Object
-Object
15
2
73
36
88
38

The hierarchical loglinear analysis, however, indicates that the
association between object drop and perfectivity is not significant. Rather,
finiteness and object drop have a significant association overall (Table 5.32)
and at MLU Level III.80, 81 While, perfectivity and finiteness do not have a
statistically significant association in Gijs’ speech overall (Table 5.32), they
are associated at MLU Level V.82 Gijs’ data indicate that finiteness is more
strongly associated with object drop (p < 0.05) than perfectivity.
JOOST
Applying a chi square analysis to the data from Joost, we see that the
difference in object drop rates for perfective and other clauses is statistically
significant – in both the finite and nonfinite clauses. Object drop rates of
78

Gijs (nonfinite perfective vs. nonfinite other): F2 = 7.888, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01

79
80

See Table A9.3.

Gijs, loglinear (object * finiteness): F2 = 3.863, p < 0.05, df = 1
81
See Tables A9.3, A10.3.
82
See Tables A9.3 and A10.3.
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47% are observed in Joost’s nonfinite perfective clauses, while only 13% of
his other nonfinite clauses lacked objects (Table 5.33). The difference is
statistically significant.83 His finite perfective clauses lacked objects in 71%
of tokens and the other finite clauses underwent object drop at a rate of 21%
(Table 5.33). This difference was also statistically significant, although the
overall number of tokens was quite small.84
Table 5.33

Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs
for Joost
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

39
185
224

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
17
15
59
9
76
24

Finite
+Object
-Object
2
5
92
25
94
30

The hierarchical loglinear analysis provides a clearer picture of the
interaction between object drop, perfectivity and finiteness. Object drop and
perfectivity are strongly associated in Joost’s overall data, as well as at MLU
Levels III and V.85, 86 Object drop and finiteness are not associated with any
statistical significance overall (Table 5.34), but are strongly associated at
MLU Levels IV and V.87 Perfectivity and finiteness are strongly associated
in Joost’s language overall (Table 5.33) and at MLU Levels IV and V.88, 89
Joost’s data indicate that perfectivity is more strongly associated with object
drop (p < 0.001) than finiteness.
KATELIJNE
The chi square analysis applied to Katelijne’s data indicates that a
statistically significant difference is observed between perfective clauses and
other clauses in the nonfinite group.90 This trend is strong in Katelijne’s data,
where the difference is significant at MLU Levels III, IV, V and VII. No
significant difference is observed between the finite perfective and other
finite clauses (Table 5.34). The rate of object drop in the perfective nonfinite
83

Joost (nonfinite perfective vs. nonfinite other): F2 = 13.500, df = 1, p < 0.01
Joost (finite perfective vs. finite other): F2 = 9.025, df = 1, two-tailed, p < 0.01
85
Joost, loglinear (object * perfectivity): F2 = 20.052, df = 1, p < 0.001
86
See Tables A9.4, A10.4.
87
See Tables A9.4, A10.4.
88
Joost, loglinear (perfectivity * finiteness): F2 = 31.092, df =1, p < 0.001
89
See Tables A9.4, A10.4.
90
Katelijne (nonfinite perfective vs. nonfinite other): F2 = 36.636, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
84
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clauses is 51% while the rate in other nonfinite clauses is much lower at 18%
(Table 5.34). Finite perfective clauses have object drop at a rate of 20%,
while other clauses are lacking objects in 17% of tokens (Table 5.34).
Table 5.34

Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs
for Katelijne
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

111
322
433

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
49
52
174
39
223
91

Finite
+Object
-Object
8
2
91
18
99
20

The hierarchical loglinear analysis of the interaction of the three
factors in the overall data indicates that perfectivity is significantly
associated with object drop (Table 5.34).91 This relationship is evident at
MLU Levels III, IV, V, and VII.92 Finiteness is not associated with object
drop in Katelijne’s overall data (Table 5.34). Perfectivity and finiteness are
strongly associated in Katelijne’s overall data, and at MLU Levels II and
VII.93, 94 Katelijne’s data show that perfectivity is much more strongly
associated with object drop (p < 0.001) than finiteness.
MARIA
The chi square analysis conducted on Maria’s data shows a statistically
significant difference in object drop rates within the groups of nonfinite
clauses, but not the finite clauses. Object drop in nonfinite perfective clauses
occurred at a significantly higher rate of 47%, while object drop in the other
nonfinite clauses was only 27% (Table 5.35).95 This difference is also
significant at MLU Level V.96 Finite perfective clauses exhibited object drop
rates of 38%, while other finite clauses lacked objects in 29% of tokens
(Table 5.35); this difference is not statistically significant in the overall data
or at any MLU Levels.

91

Katelijne, loglinear (object * perfectivity): F2 = 32.753, df = 1, p < 0.001
See Tables A9.5, A10.5.
93
Katelijne, loglinear (perfectivity * finiteness): F2 = 24.077, df = 1, p < 0.001
94
See Tables A9.5, A10.5.
95
Maria (nonfinite perfective vs. nonfinite other): F2 = 9.161, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01
96
See Table A9.6.
92
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Rates of Object Drop with Infinitival and Finite
Perfective Verbs and Other Infinitival and Finite Verbs
for Maria
Total

Perfective
Other
Total

76
346
422

Nonfinite
+Object
-Object
36
32
154
58
190
90

Finite
+Object
-Object
5
3
95
39
100
42

The loglinear analysis of the overall data indicates that perfectivity is
significantly associated with object drop overall as well as at MLU Level V
(Tables 5.36).97, 98 Object drop and finiteness are not associated in Maria’s
data, with the exception of MLU Level V.99 Perfectivity and finiteness are
associated in Maria’s overall data and at MLU Levels V and VII (Tables
5.36).100, 101 Maria’s data show that perfectivity is more strongly associated
with object drop (p < 0.01) than finiteness.
5.7.4

Summary and Conclusions

The analyses based on the group as a whole indicate that while both
perfectivity and finiteness appear to be significant factors in object drop,
perfectivity has a stronger association with object drop (p < 0.001) than
finiteness (p < 0.05). This observation holds across MLU Levels III, IV, V,
VI and VII. We also find that perfectivity and finiteness are strongly
associated with one another (p < 0.001). Based on the group results, it seems
that perfectivity plays the strongest role in object drop. Since most perfective
clauses are in fact nonfinite, it stands to reason that many of the object drop
tokens are nonfinite.
Looking at the individual data, we see that four of the six children
show the same trends as the group data. Perfectivity plays a stronger role
than finiteness in object drop; perfectivity and finiteness are strongly
associated as well. However, two of the six children Arnold and Gijs, do not
follow this pattern. In fact, for neither child is perfectivity a significant factor
overall, and it is only significant for Arnold at MLU Level IV.102 Both Gijs
and Arnold show an association between finiteness and object drop in the
loglinear analysis. While perfectivity and finiteness are strongly associated
97

Maria, loglinear (object * perfectivity): F2 = 8.700, df = 1, p < 0.01
See Tables A9.6, A10.6.
99
See Tables A9.6, A10.6.
100
Maria, loglinear (perfectivity * finiteness): F2 = 25.719, df = 1, p < 0.001
101
See Tables A9.6, A10.6.
102
See Tables A9.1, A10.1.
98
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in Arnold’s language, they are not in Gijs’ language. In this respect, Gijs is
the exception in this group of children because perfectivity is neither
associated with finiteness nor object drop.
5.8

Telicity versus Perfectivity

We have determined that the clauses we classed as perfective undergo higher
rates of object drop than other clauses in the child data. However, we
grouped two types of clauses as perfective in Chapter 4 (§4.6.5): past
perfective clauses and particle verbs (i.e. telic-marked verbs). This was due
to the prediction by Krämer (1995) that clauses with a completion point
would undergo lower rates of object drop. As we have mentioned in §3.3.5
and §4.4.5, in doing so, Krämer (1995) collapsed two different notions of
aspect which are usually distinguished in the literature: telicity and
perfectivity. Past perfective clauses have an external completion point, while
the telic verbs have in internal completion point.103
We will split the groups of verbs classed as perfective into two groups
to determine whether or not it is the presence of an external completion point
(“perfectivity”, as in the past perfective utterances), or an internal
completion point (“telicity”, as in the particle verb clusters), or both, that
is/are associated with object drop. This will provide us with further
information on the structure of constructions in which object drop rates are
high. We look at the rates of object drop in three groups of verbs counted as
perfective: the particle verbs, past perfective clauses, and other telic verb
clusters. The particle verbs and past perfective clauses are self-explanatory.
The other verbs include kapot doen ‘to break’, kapot maken ‘to break’ and
terug maken ‘to put back together’, which are telic but are not particle verbs.
Table 5.36 indicates that the vast majority of the ‘perfective’ clauses used by
the children are particle verbs and other verbs. Only 35 of 474 perfective
clauses are past perfective clauses. Approximately one-third of the past
perfective clauses undergo object drop, while between 40% and 58% of the
telic-marked clauses lack obligatory objects. The telic-marked clauses have
the highest rates of object drop.

103

We did not test every particle verb for its telicity (see §6.2.1 for a discussion of the telicity
tests). However, looking at the list in Appendix 3, the vast majority of these verbs are telic. In
fact, most early particles are telic in child Dutch (cf. §6.3.1 for further discussion).
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Object Drop with Past Perfective Clauses, Particle Verbs and Other
Telic Verb Clusters

Particle Verbs
Past Perfective
Other
Total

Total

+Object

-Object

363
35
76
474

219
24
32
275

144
11
44
199

% of Null
Objects
40%
31%
58%

This differentiation is maintained throughout development, as indicated in
Table 5.37. Past perfective clauses do not even emerge in the child data until
MLU Level VI.104
Table 5.37
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Past Perfective
Clauses in All Children by MLU Level
Particle Verbs
Raw
% with Null
Numbers
Objects
0/1
n.c.
3/5
n.c.
12/26
46%
39/100
39%
41/85
41%
36/54
67%
14/78
18%
0/14
0%
145/363
40%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% with Null
Numbers
Objects
4/4
n.c.
7/26
27%
0/5
n.c.
11/35
31%

Based on this distribution within the group of clauses we originally classed
as perfective, we assume that the high rates of object drop are related to
particle or telic-marked verbs in child Dutch. High rates of object drop are
not strongly associated with the past perfective clauses before MLU Level
VI. From this point forward, we refer to telicity, rather than perfectivity, as
being a strong factor in object drop. Note that in this discussion telicity
refers only to the particle verbs and other telic verb clusters.

104

For individual development and totals, see Tables A11.1-A11.6.
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Conclusions

The goal of this chapter was to test the hypotheses and questions laid out in
Chapters 2 and 3 and to determine if current proposals for object drop in
child Dutch account for the data. While the analyses put forth until now do
not adequately explain the data presented in this chapter, several general
trends in the data have surfaced that would not have been detected without
applying these models. The initial paragraphs of this chapter illustrate that
object drop is a true syntactic process in child Dutch (§5.2). Rates of object
drop in the data indicate that it cannot simply be attributed to performance
errors or memory restrictions (Table 5.1). Obligatory object drop also
behaves differently from object drop with optionally transitive verbs (Table
5.2). Optionally transitive verbs show consistently higher rates of object
drop. These results confirmed the findings of Krämer (1995). We now turn
to the three major research questions this chapter set out to address.
Q3:

Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial
position?

The position of object drop is relevant to the topic drop theory proposed in
De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) (§3.3.3). Their proposal predicted that the
vast majority of object drop tokens should be in verb-initial utterances.
However, the results presented in §5.4, demonstrate clearly that most cases
of object drop do not occur in structures of the type De Haan and Tuijnman
(1988) would expect. Few objects were dropped sentence-initially. On the
basis of these data, it is reasonable to conclude that object drop is not
directly related to a sentence-initial position. This also maintains our
expectations regarding the acquisition of CP its relationship to the position
of object drop as outlined in §2.5. Our theoretical assumptions, in contrast to
De Haan and Tuijnman (1988), predicted that children would not produce
sentence-initial object drop.
Q5:

Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one another?

The second point of research investigated the relationship between object
drop and finiteness (§5.5). The topic drop analysis predicted higher rates of
object drop with finite verbs, while the perfectivity hypothesis predicted
more object drop with infinitival verbs. Finiteness does appear to play a role
in object drop. In two of the six children, Arnold and Katelijne, overall rates
of object drop were higher with infinitival forms. Maria showed similar
effects at MLU Level VI. Taken as a whole, the group data also indicated a
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relationship between finiteness and object drop where infinitival clauses
underwent higher rates of object drop. On the other hand, data from two
children, Gijs and Joost, did not show any relationship between finiteness
and object drop. Clearly, however, the data prove that object drop does not
occur more often in finite clauses. Infinitival clauses show higher rates of
object drop. In this respect, Krämer's perfectivity hypothesis (1995) is
accurate.
Q6:

Does object drop occur more frequently in non-perfective clauses?

The third major research question asked what the role of perfectivity could
be in the object drop structures in child Dutch. Krämer (1995) predicts that
objects are optional in non-perfective or imperfective clauses in the child’s
grammar (§3.3.5). Completed events will include AspPem in their
representation and this projection requires the presence of an object.
Otherwise, AspPem is not projected and objects are optional. She argues that
modal and future constructions, which represent incomplete events, would
exhibit higher rates of object deletion. However, the data showed that this
was not the case. In comparison to the perfective constructions, which
included past constructions and particle verbs, the modal and future
constructions actually had less object drop (§5.6). Five of the six children
dropped objects significantly more often in perfective constructions than in
non-perfective construction. The group as a whole also showed this trend,
particularly at the MLU Levels V-VII (4.01 – 6.25). On the basis of these
data, it is impossible to maintain the perfectivity hypothesis.
Five developmental stages emerged when we investigated the data;
these stages are summarized in Table 5.38.105 The first stage is characterized
by object drop occurring across-the-board, with respect to sentential
position, finiteness and telicity. This stage is represented at MLU Levels I
and II. The second stage of development is marked by the increasing
importance of telicity. Object drop occurs at slightly higher rates with the
telic verbs at MLU Levels III and IV. During the third stage of development,
telicity and finiteness play significant roles. Object drop rates with nonfinite
verbs are significantly higher than with finite verbs. The same relationship
exists between the telic and non-telic verbs. These factors appear to play a
role at MLU Levels V through VII. The fourth stage appears is marked by a
decrease in the rates of overall object drop (MLU Level VIII). Research with
older children (i.e. four years and older) indicates a fifth stage where object

105

These percentages were calculated by adding the raw numbers of obligatory object drop
for each MLU Level and then determining the percentage.
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Stages, MLUs, Ages and Rates of Object Drop in Child Dutch
Stage

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5

MLU
Levels
I, II
III, IV
V, VI, VII
VIII
n/a

Ages
1;08.29 - 2;00.12
1;10.24 - 2;05.18
2;05.18 - 3;01.07
2;07.19 - 3;01.07
t 4;00

Rate of
Object Drop
67%
29%
15%
8%
5%106

In the process of finding answers to the research questions outlined
above, we find patterns occurring in child object drop which cannot be
explained by the analyses presented in Chapter 3. We find that telicity and
finiteness play a significant role in object drop in child Dutch (§5.7 - §5.8).
Upon further investigation, telicity has the stronger association with object
drop as compared to finiteness. A high number of telic-marked predicates
undergo object drop. We also find that the telic-marked predicates show a
strong tendency to appear in their infinitival forms. These facts about object
drop in child Dutch leave us with three new questions, Q7-Q9.
Q7:
Q8:
Q9:

Why is object drop significantly higher in telic clauses?
Why does object drop not occur sentence-initially?
Why is object drop significantly higher in nonfinite clauses than
in finite clauses?

Each of these questions is addressed individually in Chapter 6. In Chapter 6,
we attempt to explain the high rates of object drop in the telic-marked
predicates in these children, as well as the developmental stages uncovered
in the data.

106

Based on Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming).
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The Aspect Phrase Hypothesis: Explaining Object
Drop in Child Dutch

6.1

Introduction

Chapter 5 identified three main patterns associated with object drop in child
Dutch: object drop rates are higher in perfective/telic clauses, object drop
does not occur from sentence-initial position and object drop rates are higher
in nonfinite clauses. These associations provide us with three specific
questions, which we attempt to address in this chapter:
Q7:

Why is object drop significantly higher in telic clauses?

Q8:

Why does object drop not occur sentence-initially?

Q9:

Why is object drop significantly higher in nonfinite clauses than in
finite clauses?

This chapter endeavours to explain the findings with respect to object drop
in child Dutch as well as the developmental stages associated with it. Earlier
analyses for object drop in child Dutch were tested in the preceding chapter
and the data indicate that these proposals do not satisfactorily account for
object drop. We now present a possible explanation for object drop, focusing
on syntactic and cognitive development. First, we look specifically at the
relationship between the direct object and telicity, where object drop rates
are highest (§6.2). We then address the syntactic development of specificity
and telicity in child Dutch (§6.3). We present the Aspect Phrase hypothesis
to account for the syntactic licensing of object drop in telic predicates (§6.4§6.5) (Q7). This analysis explains non-sentence-initial object drop in telic
clauses and the higher rate of object drop in nonfinite clauses (Q8, Q9). We
also discuss the impact of cognitive development on identification of the null
object. Empirical evidence for our hypothesis is presented in §6.6. Individual
variation is addressed in §6.7.
6.2

Telicity and the Direct Object in Adult Dutch

We wish to find an explanation for why object drop is significantly higher in
telic clauses in child Dutch. As a starting point, we must determine what
information the direct object contributes to the telic predicate. We briefly
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discussed telicity and the particle verbs in §3.3.5, but the following sections
will explore their properties in-depth. We look first at the adult language and
then the consequences for child language.
6.2.1

The Definition of Telicity

Telicity is an aspectual property of a predicate. The aspect of a predicate
refers to the internal temporal structure of a given event or action, not
necessarily in relation to when the event or action actually occurred (Klein
1994). Aspect is expressed in a variety of ways crosslinguistically, but is
usually indicated by verb morphology, adverbials, or particles (Klein 1994).
Telicity is the presence of a potential culmination moment in the event
denoted by the predicate (§3.5).
When we talk about the telicity of a predicate, there are two ways in
which a predicate may be telic. First, the verb may be telic by virtue of its
semantics; this type of lexical aspectual specification is often referred to as
Aktionsart (Klein 1994). For example, the verb die is inherently telic because
the event of dying requires an endpoint. These verbs are set aside for the
remainder of this discussion, since no obligatorily transitive inherently telic
verbs appeared in the data collected in this study. Generally, we would
expect them to follow the same patterns as the particle verbs. Second, a verb
may receive a telic or atelic reading compositionally through the
characteristics of the predicate as a whole. The interpretation can be
expressed in a variety of ways: the specification of the direct object, the
tense of the verb, or other morphosyntactic markings (Van Hout 1996,
2000). In the study presented in Chapter 5, perfective past tense clauses and
particle verbs were grouped together under the heading ‘perfective’ (§3.3.5,
4.4.5).
In Dutch, the telic value of a predicate may be indicated by the
morphosyntactic context of the verb (e.g. the presence of a telic particle, or
resultative construction), by the semantics of the direct object or both (Van
Hout 2000, Verkuyl 1972). Many verbs in Dutch receive a telic reading
based only on the semantics of the direct object. These verbs are often
referred to as incremental. Verbs in this group include: eten ‘to eat’, drinken
‘to drink’ and lezen ‘to read’. To illustrate the importance of the direct object
in determining the aspectual properties of a clause, we look at how the
telicity of these predicates changes, on the basis of the semantics of the
direct object, in particular the specificity of the direct object.1

1

Later, we discuss how these semantic differences are represented in the syntax, so we may
attribute the telic differences to syntax. However, for the present discussion, we refer to the
semantics of the direct object.
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Specified objects usually appear in a definite or indefinite Determiner
Phrase (DP) (§6.3). They refer to a unique member of a class, that is, they
are referential (Fodor & Sag 1982, Van Hout 1996). The noun phrases listed
in (1) are specified nominal expressions.
(1)

de appel
the apple
‘the appel’

het meisje
the girl
‘the girl’

een koekje
a cookie
‘a cookie’ (non-generic reading)
zijn boek
his book
‘his book’

twee tafeltjes
two tables
‘two tables’

deze vrouw
this woman
‘this woman’

dat huis
that house
‘that house’

In all cases, the determiner/quantifier/possessor/demonstrative serves to
indicate a particular member(s) of a class or group.
Generally speaking, the presence of a specified (or quantized) direct
object in a predicate results in a telic reading (Tenny 1994, Verkuyl 1972)
(2). The presence of a non-specified (or non-quantized) direct object (e.g. a
mass noun) results in a non-telic reading of the predicate, in a sentence with
exactly the same verb and tense (Van Hout 1996, 2000) (3).2
(2)

(3)

2

Het meisje heeft een/de appel gegeten.
the girl
has an /the apple eaten
‘The girl has eaten a/the apple.’
Het meisje heeft appels gegeten.
the girl
has apple eaten
‘The girl ate apples.’

SPECIFIFED OBJECT
TELIC READING
NON- SPECIFIED OBJECT
NON-TELIC READING

Unrealized objects may be specific or non-specific with optionally transitive verbs (Hans den
Besten, p.c.). The telicity readings still depend upon the interpretation of the null direct object.
(i)
Ik heb urenlang
gegeten.
NON-TELIC READING
I have hours-long eaten
‘I have eaten for hours.’ (= I have been eating over the last few hours)
(ii)
Ik had in een uur gegeten.
TELIC READING
I had in an hour eaten
‘I ate in an hour.’ (= I ate in an hour)
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The critical difference between (2) and (3) is the specificity of the direct
object. The specified object ‘measures-out’ the event, while the nonspecified object does not. The event in (2) takes place with a countable
number of entities, a particular apple. As a result, the event of eating has a
definite endpoint, it does not continue indefinitely. If the direct object is
countable, the event has a clear completion point. The sentence in (3) refers
to an undetermined quantity of apples. The event does not have a clear
endpoint, but may continue over an unspecified period of time. We can test
whether or not predicates are telic by applying a set of tests as proposed in
Dowty (1979).
Dowty (1979) argues that we can ascertain whether or not a predicate
is telic by adding the adverbial phrases urenlang ‘for hours’ and in een uur
‘in an hour’. The grammatical addition of urenlang ‘for hours’ indicates that
the event denoted by the predicate is ongoing.3 If the resulting sentence is
ungrammatical, we can reasonably assume that the event is not ongoing, but
has an endpoint. The tests with in een uur ‘in an hour’ apply in a similar
fashion. If the addition of in een uur ‘in an hour’ is grammatical, then the
predicate is likely to be telic because the event occurs within a specified
period of time. Ungrammatical addition of in een uur ‘in an hour’ shows that
the predicate does not denote an event with an endpoint. Examples (4-5)
demonstrate the tests:
(4)

Het meisje heeft *urenlang /in een uur een/de appel gegeten.
the girl
has hours-long/in a day an /the apple eaten
‘The girl ate a/the apple *for hours/in an hour.’
Æ TELIC READING

(5)

Het meisje heeft urenlang/ *in een uur taart gegeten.
the girl
has hours-long/ in an hour apples eaten
‘The girl has eaten apples for hours/*in an hour.’
Æ NON-TELIC READING

In example (4), with the specified direct object, the event is not ongoing, as
the ungrammaticality of urenlang ‘for hours’ shows. The addition of in een
uur ‘in an hour’, however, is grammatical. In (5), the non-specified direct
object forces an atelic reading. Hence, urenlang ‘for hours’ is added without
causing ungrammaticality. In een uur ‘in an hour’ cannot be added because it
requires the event to have an endpoint. As in (2) and (3), the only difference
between the two sentences in (4) and (5) is the semantics of the direct object.
3

This test is not foolproof. The adverb urenlang ‘for hours’, for example, sometimes appears
with a telic event. However, the reading in this case is iterative (i.e. a series of repeated,
completed events). As long as these readings are excluded, the test is applicable.
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The specified direct object in (4) forces the telic reading of the predicate,
while the non-specified direct object in (5) results in a non-telic reading.
Syntactically, the distinction between telic and non-telic predicates is
represented by the projection of a functional head, Aspect Phrase (Borer
1994). AspP is located below IP (i.e. TP and AgrP) and above the VP (Borer
1994) (6).4
(6)

…
3
TP
3
Spec
T'
subjecti 3
T0
AspP
3
verbk
Spec
Asp'
specified direct objectj 3
Asp0
VP
3
tk
Spec
V'
ti
3
tj
V

Telic clauses require the full projection of AspP. The telic feature on the
verb (or particle) is checked in Asp0. The specificity of the direct object is
checked in SpecAspP, so the specific direct object raises into SpecAspP
(Borer 1994, Van Hout 2000, Johnson 1990).
To summarize, the semantics of the direct object is related to the
aspectual specification of the predicate as a whole. Specified direct objects
provide a telic reading whereas non-specified direct objects result in a nontelic reading with the incremental transitive verbs. We now turn to the
relationship between the telic particle and direct object.
6.2.2

Particle Verbs and Direct Objects in Adult Dutch

The direct object is not the only element contributing to the aspectual
interpretation of a predicate. In §3.3.5, we saw that Dutch has a set of verbs
which are prefixed with a particle; these are often referred to as particle
verbs. The particle does not contribute qualitatively to the meaning of the
verb, that is, the lexical entry of the verb itself is not altered. However, the
4

Van Hout (1996, 2000) uses a similar structure, but refers to this projection as AgrOP
(Object Agreement Phrase) instead. The basic mechanics are the same.
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particle may affect the aspectual value of the predicate as a whole. The
general assumption is that, in cases where aspect is affected, the particle
itself is specified as telic or atelic in the lexicon (Van Hout 1996, 2000).
When a telic particle is prefixed to an activity verb, the predicate has a
telic reading (Van Hout 1996, 2000).5 Examples (7) and (8) illustrate that the
presence of the particle results in a telic reading. These verbs were included
in the counts of telic clauses and, in fact, make up the majority of this group
(Table 5.37).
(7)

(8)

Het meisje eet urenlang /*in een uur brood.
the girl eats hours-long/in an hour bread
‘The girl eats cookies for hours/*in an hour.’

NO PARTICLE

Het meisje eet *urenlang/ in een uur het brood op.
the girl eats hours-long/in an hour the bread up
‘The girl eats up *for hours/in an hour the bread.’

TELIC PARTICLE

NON-TELIC RDG.

TELIC RDG.

Not only does the predicate take a telic reading, but the verb becomes
obligatorily transitive, in many cases (Van Hout 1996:96). The direct object
must be a specified noun phrase (see contrast between (10) and (11)). In fact,
using a bare plural (9) or a mass noun (10) with a particle verb is
ungrammatical. However, the use of a specified direct object is grammatical
(11).
(9)

*Het meisje eet koekjes op.6
the girl
eats cookies up
‘The girl eats up cookies.’

BARE PLURAL

(10)

*Het meisje eet brood op.
the girl
eats bread up
‘The girl eats up bread.’

MASS NOUN

(11)

Het meisje eet het brood op.
the girl
eats the bread up
‘The girl eats up bread.’

SPECIFIED NOUN

Pragmatically, it does not make sense to refer to a non-specific direct object
when discussing a completed event. Often, the direct object represents the
member of a group being acted upon by the subject. Referring to an action
5
The addition of a particle does not always result in an event-type shift. Van der Putten (1997)
addresses the types of particle verbs in Dutch which do not necessarily result in events with
inherent endpoints. Verbs of motion, such as gaan ‘to go’, do not undergo event-type shifting
(e.g., doorgaan ‘to continue’).
6
Some speakers find the examples in (9) and (10) marginally acceptable under a progressive
reading (Hans den Besten, p.c.).
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that has either an internal endpoint (particle verbs), or one which has been
completed by virtue of having taken place in the past (past tense clauses),
implies that a particular individual performed an activity on a particular
theme or patient. If we discussed the event using non-specific arguments,
this would make no sense. For example, in *John ate apples up, it makes no
sense to us to talk about a completed action, like eating up, occurring with a
non-specified referent. In order for an action to have been completed, it had
to affect a particular entity.
Briefly summarizing, a telic particle verb is always associated with a
specific direct object. This association is necessary; we cannot talk about a
completed event having taken place with an unspecified referent. The
specific/non-specific status of the direct object in Dutch is represented
morphosyntactically in Dutch by a definite or indefinite determiner (§6.2.1,
(1)). In the following paragraphs, we address the role of the determiner in
adult Dutch, as well as the corresponding DP-structure.
6.2.3

Specificity in Adult Dutch

The definite determiner agrees in number and gender with its noun in adult
Dutch (12). Dutch has two genders: common and neuter.7 The gender
distinction is not reflected in the indefinite determiner een (13).
(12)

(13)

Definite Determiners in Adult Dutch (Specific)
NEUTER, SINGULAR

het huis

‘the house’

NEUTER, PLURAL

de huizen

‘the houses’

COMMON, SINGULAR

de hond

‘the dog’

COMMON, PLURAL

de honden

‘the dogs’

Indefinite Determiners in Adult Dutch (Non-Specific and
Specific)
NEUTER, SINGULAR

een huis

‘a house’

COMMON, SINGULAR

een hond

‘a dog’

In Dutch, the determiner signals the specificity of the nominal
expression. In other words, the determiner indicates whether a particular
entity or a class of entities is being referred to. The definite determiners het
‘the’ and de ‘the’ indicate that a particular referent (or group of referents) is
being named (14).
7

The determiner de ‘the’ is used with the plural forms of both common and neuter nouns, so
the distinction between common and neuter is only apparent in the singular.
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(14)

Het kind heeft zijn avondeten niet gegeten.
the child has his dinner
not eaten
‘The child hasn’t eaten his dinner.’
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DEFINITE, SPECIFIC
READING

The indefinite determiner een ‘a’ can refer to a particular entity or to a nonspecific or generic group (15-16) (Fodor & Sag 1982, Van Hout 1996,
Verkuyl 1972, 1999). The specificity of the indefinite nominal is determined
by context. In (15), we know that the speaker is referring to a particular dog,
the dog who bit him/her. Example (16) does not necessarily refer to a
particular cat, but may refer to cats in general. The absence of a determiner
altogether may also indicate non-specificity, as shown in (17). In (17), the
speaker is referring to all or most cats in general – a class reading.
(15)

Een hond heeft mij gisteren gebeten.
a dog has me yesterday bitten
‘A dog bit me yesterday.’

INDEFINITE, SPECIFIC
READING

(16)

Een poesje
houdt niet van water.
a cat-FEM-DIM loves not of water
‘A cat doesn’t like water.’

INDEFINITE, GENERIC
READING

(17)

Katten houden niet van water.
cats
love
not of water
‘Cats don’t like water.’

Ø DETERMINER,
CLASS READING

For the child, this means that he/she must recognize the role of specificity
and its associated determiner in Dutch.
The definite determiners het ‘the-NEUTER’ and de ‘the-COMMON’
signal to the listener that the referent is a part of mutual knowledge, via
linguistic copresence, physical copresence, or community membership
(§1.3). The use of the indefinite een ‘a’ indicates the introduction of a new
referent. Thus, the determiner system is used to indicate the status of a given
referent, in terms of mutual knowledge, as well as its specificity.
The Dutch child must acquire the interaction of specificity and mutual
knowledge. Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationship between specificity and
mutual knowledge in a hierarchical form. This figure is not intended to
imply a particular theoretical structure regarding the DP in adult Dutch, but
is for expository purposes only.
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Determiner Selection in Adult Dutch

qp
specific
non-specific
qp
een/Ø
Mutual
Non-Mutual
Knowledge
Knowledge
de/het
een

The syntactic structure we assume for the DP in adult Dutch accounts
for the specific/non-specific distinction. Specific nominals project up to DP
(18), while non-specific nominals project only to NumP (19). We assume the
DP structure in (18) for specific nominal expressions in Dutch (based on
Abney (1987), Barbiers (1992), Ritter (1991), Schaeffer (1997) and Zwarts
(1993)).8 Nominal expressions referring to specific entities have an overt
determiner, such as het ‘the’ or een ‘a’. The overt determiner is the
morphosyntactic expression of referentiality on the noun phrase (Longobardi
1994, Schaeffer 1997). These expressions project the full structure up to DP
and are marked as [+specific].9, 10, 11
(18)

SPECIFIC NOMINAL EXPRESSION

[DP [D' Het kind] heeft zijn avondeten niet gegeten.
the child has his dinner
not eaten
‘The child hasn’t eaten his dinner.’
[DP [D' Een hond]] heeft mij gisteren gebeten.
a dog has me yesterday bitten
‘A dog bit me yesterday.’

8

Barbiers (1992) does not include NumP as such in his tree, but instead has the projection
Q(uantifier)P. This projection fulfills a similar function but is also used for indefinites.
9
Various functional projections have been proposed between DP and NP, we only include
NumP in our discussion (Ritter 1991, Valois 1991).
10
Proper names and pronouns are analyzed using the same structure. Proper names are
generated in N0 and, because they are inherently referential (and specific), raise to D0
(Longobardi 1994, Schaeffer 1997). Pronouns are also inherently referential; they refer to
particular entities (Koopman 1993, Schaeffer 1997). We assume that pronouns are basegenerated in N0 and raise to D0 to realize their referentiality (Koopman 1993, Zwarts 1993).
11
Note that we are referring to the class of strong pronouns in Dutch. The status of weak
pronouns is not relevant to the current discussion. For the reader’s information, however,
weak pronouns and clitics are not DPs in this analysis, but project only to an intermediate
functional projection such as NumP (Cardinaletti & Starke 1994, Haegeman 1993, Zwarts
1993).
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DP
3
Spec
D'
3
D0

NumP
u
[+specific]
Num'
het
3
een
Num0
NP
u
N'
u

N0
g
kind
hond

Like Schaeffer (1997), we assume that indefinite, specific nominal
expressions fit into the same structure. The indefinite determiner is generated
in D0 and the noun is generated in N0 (19). Non-specific nominal expressions
project only to NumP, not DP, as shown in (19) (Ritter 1991, Schaeffer
1997).
(19)

NON-SPECIFIC NOMINAL EXPRESSION

houdt niet van water.
[NumP [NUM' Een poesje]]
a cat-FEM-DIM loves not of water
‘A cat doesn’t like water.’
NumP
u
Num'
3
Num0
NP
g
u
een
N'
u

N0
g
poesje

Not only does the determiner indicate the specificity of a given nominal
expression, but it also provides the addressee with information about the
referential status of the expression. In §6.2.1, we saw that the use of the
definite determiner indicated that a specific referent was known to the
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speaker and addressee. Use of the indefinite determiner (in the specific
sense) points out that the referent is new information for the addressee.
We have outlined our assumptions regarding the structure of the DP in
adult Dutch. In particular, we have an account for how specificity is
represented syntactically. Specificity versus non-specificity is distinguished
by the projection up to DP in specific nominal expressions, while nonspecific nominal expressions project only to NumP. Since specified direct
objects are required in telic predicates, we know that DPs appear in telic
predicates whereas NumPs do not.
6.2.4

Conclusion

The preceding sections illustrate that the direct object plays a crucial role in
the aspectual value of a predicate. A specified direct object used with an
incremental verb results in a telic reading of the predicate, while a nonspecified direct object results in an atelic reading with the same verb.
Specification of the direct object is indicated by the presence of a definite or
indefinite determiner with the nominal expression. Bare plural nouns or mass
nouns are often non-specified arguments. Telic predicates in adult Dutch
include the AspP projection. In adult Dutch, these predicates only take
specified direct objects. The verb raises into Asp0 to check its telic feature,
while the direct object raises into SpecAspP.
We assume that UG provides the child with the information that
specific direct objects are required in telic predicates. Several theories of
telicity rely on this implicational relationship to be available in UG
(Gavruseva, forthcoming, Verkuyl 1999).12
To determine whether or not the relationship between telicity (i.e.
particles in child Dutch) and the direct object plays a role in child object
drop, we need to know if children recognize telicity and specificity. We look
first at whether children distinguish between telic and atelic predicates
(§6.3.1). This may provide us with (counter-) evidence for the projection of
AspP in child Dutch. We also investigate the acquisition of the telic particles
themselves. We then look at whether or not children differentiate the
specific/non-specific distinction. Three possibilities present themselves.
First, children may not make the specific/non-specific distinction.
Consequently, specificity will not be related in any way to the higher rates of
object drop in the telic clauses. In this case, an external, undetermined factor
is playing a significant role. The second option, again based on the absence
12

Children must still learn which morphosyntactic elements indicate telicity in their target
language. For example, a Dutch child must learn that particles in Dutch may be used to
indicate telicity. Once he/she recognizes this group, he/she knows, from UG, that only
specified direct objects occur with the particles.
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of the specific/non-specific distinction, is that a property of the particle verbs
themselves permits high rates of object drop during these stages of
development (independent of the direct object).13 Third, the strongest claim
would be that children make the specific/non-specific distinction in their
grammar. If this is the case, then specific direct objects are undergoing high
rates of drop in telic clauses.14 We explore these possibilities in §6.3.2.
6.3

Telicity and Specificity in Child Dutch

6.3.1

The Acquisition of Telicity

To determine whether or not the telic structure of the particle verb plays a
role in direct object drop, we require evidence that children in this age group
recognize telicity.
Studies of child language indicate that children differentiate between
telic and atelic verbs. Crosslinguistic research shows that lexically telic verbs
are frequently marked with the past tense, while activity verbs appear in the
present tense, or with a progressive marker (Wagner 1999). Table 6.1
summarizes several studies from a wide variety of languages, cited in
Wagner (1999:85-97).
Table 6.1

Child Languages in Which Telicity Effects Were Found (based on
Wagner 1999:85-97)
Language
English

Italian
Brazilian Portuguese
Catalan
Polish
German
Turkish
Hebrew
Mandarin Chinese
13

Age
1;11 – 2;04
1;04 – 5;01
1;06 – 4;09
1;06 – 2;05
0;08 – 2;05
1;09 – 2;01
1;07 – 2;02
1;03 – 2;08
1;09 – 2;06
2;00
1;07 – 2;04
3;00 – 6;00

Study
Bloom, Lifter & Hafitz (1980)
Olsen, Weinberg, Lilly, &
Drury (1998)
Shirai & Anderson (1995)
Antinucci & Miller (1976)
de Lemos (1981)
Llinas i Grau (1997)
Bloom & Harner (1989)
Behrens (1992)
Aksu-Koç (1988)
Berman (1983)
Armon-Lotem (1997)
Li (1990)

For example, Sawyer (1999) proposes that high rates of object drop in verb adverbial
constructions (a type of verb particle construction) are the result of the object appearing as the
subject in a theme-predicate relation with the particle-element.
14
Recall from §3.2.5 that Jakubowicz et al (1997b) state that the most dropped objects in child
German are non-specific; this contradicts the conclusions we reach here for Dutch. However,
in their study, the criteria and statistical evidence for their conclusions is not presented, so we
will not address this issue further.
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We see from these data that children are indeed sensitive to the telicity
distinction, regardless of their target language. In child Dutch, de Haan
(1986, 1987) and Wijnen (1995b) find that verbs in their nonfinite form tend
to “denote action or change” (Wijnen & Verrips 1998:233), while “finite
verbs express time or modality” (Wijnen & Verrips 1998:233). We assume
that the telic verbs fall into the group of nonfinite verbs, since they often
refer to an action or change of state. So, Dutch children do appear to
distinguish between verb types, on the basis of their event structure.
However, a study looking specifically at the verb marking on telic versus
atelic verbs in child Dutch is lacking. Based on the extensive crosslinguistic
evidence, we argue that Dutch children are likely to be sensitive to and
producing a distinction between telic and atelic verbs. The next question is:
while Dutch children may recognize telicity, do they recognize the role that
the particles play in telicity? We look at evidence indicating that they do from very early in linguistic development.
Jordens (2000) investigates the emergence of particles in child
Dutch in children between the ages of 1;08 and 3;01. Particles begin to
appear in two-word utterances (Jordens 2000, Wijnen & Verrips 1998).
Often these particles are taken to act as independent predicates (Bennis et al
1995, Jordens 2000, Wijnen & Verrips 1998). Jordens (2000) finds that the
particles only “refer to a Result State of a Causative action” (Jordens 2000:7)
before the age of 1;09 – 1;10. As the particles begin to be used with verbs,
they behave much like resultative adverbs (Jordens 2000). Resultatives are
by their very nature telic predicates (i.e. they refer to events which have been
completed). These data indicate that children know from an early stage that
the particles indicate the completion of a given event. Van Hout (1996,
2000) presents evidence indicating that Dutch-speaking children recognize
the role of particles in telicity by the age of three. In an experiment where
the task involved differentiating event types using the specification of the
direct object or the presence of a particle, children were more likely to
interpret a predicate as telic if a particle were present. Children interpreted
clauses as telic at a rate of 17%, based on the (non-) specificity of the direct
object. In contrast, they interpreted similar clauses with a telic particle as
telic in 50% of cases. This indicates that particles are relevant cues used by
children to determine the telicity value of a given predicate. They interpret
telic particles as imparting a telic interpretation.
Based on the crosslinguistic data, as well as the Dutch data, we assume
that children are recognizing the telic value of particles from an early age
(i.e. at least from 1;09). These facts, in addition to the distribution of tense
marking by verb type, provide direct and indirect evidence for the projection
of AspP from 1;09 in Dutch children. Once they acquire the telic/non-telic
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distinction, they use AspP. This follows from the weak continuity
assumptions we outlined in §1.2.2. We look at how children acquire
specificity in the next section.
6.3.2

The Acquisition of Specificity

Based on the structure we assume for adult Dutch, three pieces of knowledge
are necessary for the child to learn how to produce adult-like nominal
expressions. The child must recognize the structural differences between
specific and non-specific nominals. He/she must also recognize that the
selection of the determiner is partly based on whether the referent is
mutually known. Note that specificity is not equivalent to mutual
knowledge. Mutual knowledge involves the perspectives of multiple
participants and refers to what is commonly known between them.
Specificity refers only to whether or not a nominal expression refers to a
unique individual.
Crosslinguistic evidence that children are capable of producing the
specific/non-specific distinction from an early age is overwhelming. Studies
on several languages, including English, French and Russian, indicate that
children are sensitive to the specific/non-specific distinction as young as two
years old (Russian: Avrutin & Brun 2001, English: Brown 1973, Maratsos
1976, French: Karmiloff-Smith 1981, see Cziko 1986 for a survey of several
studies). Generally, children use the definite determiner to refer to specific
nominals, while the indefinite determiner is used for non-specifics (Brown
1973, Karmiloff-Smith 1979). While many of these studies are based on the
acquisition of the determiner system, the specific/non-specific distinction is
also manifested in children acquiring languages without determiners, such as
Russian (Avrutin & Brun 2001).
Errors in child language indicate that children use the definite
determiner to mark specificity, regardless of the mutual knowledge status of
the referent (Bresson 1974, Brown 1973, Garton 1983, Maratsos 1976,
Karmiloff-Smith 1979). Non-specific nominals consistently appear with the
indefinite determiner. Cziko (1986), in his survey of several studies on the
emerging determiner system, concludes: “children may simply be using the
definite article for +S [=specific] referents and the indefinite article for –S
[=non-specific] referents, without the slightest suspicion that the listener’s
perspective has anything to do with the choice of articles” (Cziko 1986:896).
Evidence for this strategy is present across languages (Avrutin & Brun 2001,
Clancy 1993, 1997, Guerriero et al 2001).
Summing up the crosslinguistic data, children use determiners, at least
initially, to mark specificity only. Either the child does not yet recognize the
role of mutual knowledge in selecting the determiner, or he/she is not yet
cognitively capable of taking his/her listener’s perspective into account.
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Although no direct research has been done to test the hypothesis that
Dutch children use determiners to mark specificity, indirect evidence
indicates that they do have the specific/non-specific distinction. Schaeffer
(1997) shows that at two years old, children begin to make this distinction.
She finds that three-year old Dutch children use the specific/non-specific
distinction in object scrambling structures. They scramble direct objects
appropriately (i.e. specific direct objects are scrambled while non-specific
direct objects are not). They could not do this without recognizing
specificity. Based on Schaeffer’s study (1997) and the crosslinguistic data,
we assume that Dutch children start to comprehend and produce specific and
non-specific direct objects around the age of two. This evidence indicates
that children are differentiating between specific and non-specific nominals.
6.3.3 Conclusion
The discussion in §6.2 looked at the relationship between telicity and the
specificity of direct objects in telic clauses. We saw in §6.3.1 that previous
research indicates that children are sensitive to aspectual distinctions. Dutch
children, in particular, acquire the aspectual meaning attached to the
particles. Based on these data, we assume that Dutch children, between the
ages of 1;08 and 3;01 have access to AspP. Knowing that AspP appears to
play a role in their grammar, we turned to the question of whether or not
specificity is recognized.
We were left with three possibilities with respect to specificity in the
child data (§6.2.3). First, children will not produce the specific/non-specific
distinction. In this case, specificity is not related to higher rates of object
drop in the telic clauses. Second, children will not produce the specific/nonspecific distinction, but another property of the particle verbs is associated
with higher levels of object drop. Object drop would not be related to either
specificity or telicity, but to another property of the particle verbs. Neither of
these claims is upheld in the preceding discussion. Earlier literature indicates
clearly that children have the specificity distinction from an early age. Based
on this, we can argue that children produce the specific/non-specific
distinction. Thus, the third claim, proposing that children are making the
specificity distinction, appears to be upheld. The early ability to differentiate
between specific and non-specific nominals, paired with evidence that
children assign telic values to particles indicates that children are dropping
high numbers of specific direct objects in telic clauses.
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The Syntactic Licensing of Object Drop in Child Dutch:
The AspP Hypothesis

The data from child Dutch, as presented in Chapter 5, indicate that object
drop rates are higher in telic-marked clauses. When we further investigate
the role of the direct object in telic/particle clauses in adult Dutch, we find
that the direct object must be specific. Independent data from language
acquisition indicate that children in this age group are sensitive to the
specific/non-specific distinction, as well as the telic value of particles
(§6.3.2). UG provides them with the information that telicity and specificity
are closely related. Therefore, children understand the relationship between
specificity and telicity. Telic predicates require specific direct objects.
We assume that children project AspP in their telic predicates.15 The
evidence shows that children associate a telic meaning with the particles
from an early age. Thus, when they start producing particle verbs (i.e. telic
predicates), they project AspP. The (finite or nonfinite) verb raises out of the
VP and into Asp0 to check its telicity feature (20). Based on evidence
indicating that children distinguish specific and non-specific nominals, we
argue that they move specific direct objects to SpecAspP (20).
(20)

…
3
TP
3
Spec
T’
subjecti 3
T0
AspP
3
Spec
Asp’
direct objectj/ 3
ec
Asp0
VP
verbk
3
Spec
V’
ti
3
tj
V
tk

As stated in §1.2.2, we adopt the weak continuity approach whereby TP is
available in nonfinite clauses. However, T0 is interpreted discursively in
nonfinite clauses (Hoekstra & Hyams 1998). In infinitival clauses, the verb
15

The following analysis, the Aspect Phrase hypothesis, is based in large part on a proposal
presented initially in Thrift and Hyams (2001).
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remains in Asp0. Spec-head agreement between the telic feature of the verb
(Asp0) and the specificity of the direct object (SpecAspP) (20) closely
resembles the Spec-head relationship between the (overt or null) topic
operator and finite verb in adult Dutch topic drop structures (§2.2.3).16 We
argue that, like topic drop in adult Dutch, this configuration syntactically
licenses direct object drop. In adult Dutch, null objects are grammatically
licensed in this configuration only. The child consistently hears dropped
objects in a Spec-head relationship with an overt verb. We believe that they
apply this licensing relationship to AspP, where the nonfinite verb and direct
object are in a Spec-head relationship. We have a possible answer to Q8
“Why does object drop not occur sentence-initially?”.17 Object drop is
licensed within AspP in the child’s grammar. AspP is located clauseinternally, therefore objects are dropped clause-internally, not from
sentence-initial position.
Object drop is also licensed in nonfinite nonparticle verbs, if they have
a telic interpretation (i.e. a specific direct object is required). The telic
particle is not necessary for the projection of AspP. AspP may be projected
in other telic clauses, resulting in the same Spec-head configuration between
the verb and direct object. The nonparticle verb raises to Asp to check
telicity, just as a particle verb would. The direct object raises to SpecAspP to
check its specificity. Thus, object drop is grammatically licensed in these
clauses.
In finite telic clauses, the verb raises out of Asp0 into T0 (§1.2.2). We
argue that the licensing relationship between the verb and direct object (for
object drop) is no longer available once the verb moves out of AspP. The
verb leaves a trace behind, and is no longer overt in the relevant head
position.18 The child only hears object drop in the input with the verb overtly
realized in the head position. The verb must appear in C0 in order for the
appropriate feature-checking relationship with the direct object drop to be
possible (e.g. topic and finiteness features, §2.4). We expect little or no
object drop in finite telic clauses where the verb precedes the direct object.
Given our assumptions regarding the representation of specificity in
child Dutch the dropped object must be an empty DP. We may choose
between: PRO, pro, or an empty variable. Since the dropped direct object is
16
As mentioned in Chapter 2, our definition of government relies on m-command (Chomsky
1986) (Chapter 2, footnote 37).
17
If object drop were to occur in finite telic clauses, at this stage, we expect to be from
sentence-initial position (i.e. CP) rather than clause-internally (i.e. AspP).
18
This creates an issue in terms of case assignment, in particular, how it is possible for the
trace of a verb to assign accusative case to the direct object, but no longer able to participate
in a Spec-head agreement relationship with the direct object. This requires further research
and thought, but we acknowledge that this analysis is not unproblematic.
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properly governed by the verb (i.e. receives accusative case from the verb), it
cannot be PRO. This leaves us with a choice between pro and an empty
variable. Pro must be licensed by a governing head (Rizzi 1986); in this
structure, the verb may serve as the licensing lexical head.19 Identification of
pro occurs through an A-binding relationship with features on the licensing
head (Huang 1984). Rich verb-object agreement morphology may function
as the licensing head (Jaeggli & Safir 1989). Alternatively, a nominal
expression may act as an antecedent, identifying pro (Huang 1984, 1989).
We know that Dutch does not have rich verb-object agreement morphology,
so pro cannot be identified this way in child Dutch. Pro also cannot be
identified by the matrix subject because it would result in an incorrect
interpretation. Therefore, the empty direct object cannot be pro.
We are left with only one possibility: the empty direct object is an
empty variable. Empty variables must be governed, like pro, but are
identified via Ɩ-binding (Huang 1984). Using the same machinery as in
adult Dutch (and other adult languages), we argue that the empty variable is
generated in the direct object position and identified by a zero topic, external
to and adjoined to the clause (21-22). This parallels the structure we saw in
adult Dutch in which a zero topic serves to identify the empty topic operator.
Under this analysis, empty direct objects in child Dutch mirror empty topics
in adult Dutch. Not only do they appear in a similar Spec-head
configuration, but they are identified by a zero topic, as well.20, 21
(21)

[Topic Øi ] [TP madam [AspP eci toedoen
[VP …]]]
madam
close-do-INF
Arnold 2;06.22 (4.31)

(22)

[VP …]]]
[Topic Øi ] [TP [AspP eci aftrekken
off-pull-INF
Gijs 2;06.23 (5.51)

19

Rizzi (1986) argues that languages may select which, if any, lexical heads permit pro. The
Dutch child encounters evidence in the input (i.e. topic drop structures) that the verb licenses
direct object drop.
20
This discussion outlines arguments similar to those laid out in the PRO-Adjunction
hypothesis (§3.3.4). The PRO-Adjunction Hypothesis relies on the empty variable
transforming into PRO when it adjoins to IP. However, our analysis treats the antecedent as a
zero topic, much as it would be in adult Dutch. This results in a grammar more closely
aligned with the adult system.
21
Given this structure, we expect the null topic to also be overtly realized. Although we
determined that topicalization is rare in finite clauses in §5.4, we did not investigate the order
of constituents in nonfinite clauses. Further research would explore whether direct objects
precede subjects in nonfinite clauses.
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The empty variable replacing the specific direct object appears in a DP. As
discussed in §6.3.2, children are making the specific/non-specific distinction
from an early age. We would expect them to make this distinction
syntactically. Specific nominals appear in DP constructions, so the empty
variable is base-generated in D0.
Identification of the zero topic in child Dutch is highly flexible. This is
a result of their (low level of) cognitive development at this age (§1.3).
Recall that the direct object drop in child language occurs at rates much
higher than those in adult Dutch (8% - 67% versus 15%) (Table 5.38). The
formal licensing mechanism we presented above addresses why object drop
occurs in telic clauses, not why the rates are consistently higher than for
adult Dutch. The consistently higher rates of object drop indicate that
children may apply different, less restrictive identification criteria. We know
that under the age of three, children work from a highly egocentric
perspective because they have not yet developed a Theory of Mind (§1.3).
At this stage, we believe that the child identifies empty elements freely,
according to his/her own perspective. Therefore, high rates of object drop are
observed, even within the formal licensing mechanism we discussed. In this
sense, cognitive development directly impacts the child’s linguistic
development.
We summarize the analysis briefly to this point. The particle verbs are
overtly marked as telic by the particle. Children recognize this relationship
between the particle and its telic meaning from as young as 1;08 (Jordens
2000). We argue that they project AspP in their grammar when producing a
telic predicate. Children also know that telic predicates require a specific
direct object (from UG). Evidence from child language acquisition indicates
that children are making the specific/non-specific distinction from around
the age of two years old (Cziko 1986, Schaeffer 1997). On the basis of these
two sets of facts, we can reasonably assume that children are not only
projecting AspP, but they are raising the verb to Asp0 and the direct object to
SpecAspP. The resulting Spec-head relationship licenses direct object drop.
The direct object may appear as an empty variable, identified by a zero topic
external to the clause. Direct object drop in child Dutch structurally parallels
topic drop in adult Dutch. The syntactic account addresses why object drop
occurs clause-internally in nonfinite telic clauses. High rates of object drop
are observed because the child uses a less restrictive set of identification
constraints on null elements. We must now address why children eventually
stop dropping objects in AspP (i.e. clause-internally) as well as the overall
decrease in object drop.
Syntactically, we predict that object drop will decrease with the
activation of CP in the child’s language and the disappearance of root
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infinitival forms in the child’s grammar. As children move out of the
Optional Infinitival stage, they will produce fewer and fewer nonfinite telic
verbs. The verbs will raise from Asp0 to T0 (and C0). The trace the verb
leaves in Asp0 is no longer able to participate in licensing the null object; the
Spec-head relationship is no longer available in AspP. As CP is used more
frequently, the verb and direct object appear in this Spec-head configuration,
and object drop occurs sentence-initially. The relevant feature-checking
relationship is between the topic (i.e. direct object) and finiteness (i.e. verb),
not telicity and specificity (§2.4). Syntactic development, according to our
analysis, affects the grammatical licensing of object drop.
Identification of the empty direct object is affected by cognitive
development. We know that Dutch children stop producing non-sentenceinitial object drop between the ages of 2;07 and 3;01 (Table 5.38). Based on
what we know of cognitive development under the age of three, children are
likely to overuse zero topics in their language (§1.3). Not only must they
achieve a certain level of cognitive development to appropriately assess
mutually known information, but they must also require language-specific
restrictions on what (if anything) may appear as a zero topic. Once children
develop a Theory of Mind, they are capable of determining mutually known
information. Direct object drop will decrease because children will begin to
differentiate between mutually known and new information. Later, we
expect that children will recognize that mutual knowledge is also not a
sufficient condition for identification, but that adult Dutch requires
discourse-linking (§2.4).
We now address the last question from Chapter 5, Q9 “Why is object
drop significantly higher in nonfinite clauses than in finite clauses?”. The
numbers indicate that the rates of object drop in nonfinite clauses are
proportionally higher than the rates of object drop in finite clauses (§5.5,
Table 5.19). We believe that the higher rates of object drop in the nonfinite
verbs may be an epiphenomenon related to the types of verbs produced in
their infinitival forms in child Dutch, as we alluded to in §5.7. Nonfiniteness
and object drop are associated because object drop is licensed in clauses
where the verb does not raise higher than Asp0. As such, the association is
not a direct result of finiteness, but is related to the tendency for a certain
class of verbs to appear in their nonfinite forms in child Dutch (i.e. eventive
verbs).
Wijnen (1998) finds a strong, consistent trend in child Dutch whereby
the majority of infinitival clauses are eventive or dynamic verbs. In contrast,
the finite verb forms are overwhelmingly non-eventive. This effect is often
referred to as the Eventivity Constraint (Wijnen 1998). In Wijnen’s
terminology (1998), eventive verbs include activities, accomplishments and
achievements (e.g. hit, kiss, eat). They “have inherent temporal
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characteristics, in that they denote eventualities with a specific onset…
and/or a duration… and/or a definite end point” (Wijnen 1998:385). Noneventive verbs include stative verbs (e.g. know and love). Specifically,
Wijnen (1998:393) shows that 93% or more of the root infinitivals are
eventive verbs. Approximately 51% of the finite verb forms in Wijnen’s
study are non-eventive verbs. Table 6.2 shows that virtually all the transitive
particle verbs are in their infinitival form (for the rates for individual
children, see Appendix 13).
Table 6.2

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Average Rates of Infinitival Clauses in Transitive Particle Verbs and
Transitive Non-Particle Verbs in All Utterances by Young Dutch
Children (n=6) by MLU Level
Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers Nonfinite
Clauses
1/1
n.c.
5/5
n.c.
11/26
42%
94/100
94%
79/85
93%
52/54
96%
38/78
49%
9/14
64%
289/363
80%

Transitive NonParticle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers Nonfinite
Clauses
5/15
33%
11/49
28%
210/226
93%
397/457
87%
221/320
69%
60/155
39%
224/543
41%
24/109
22%
1152/1874
61%

Stat.
Sig.

***22
*23
***24
***25
**26
***27

This falls in line with the effects reported by Wijnen (1998). The high rates
of object drop with these verbs is not related to finiteness, but is instead
related to the telicity of the predicate. Telic verbs, which are primarily
nonfinite, may only move to Asp0, whereas finite verbs (many of which are
not telic) move past Asp0 into T0. The reasons for why eventive verbs are
frequently nonfinite requires further explanation, but is beyond the scope of
this dissertation. Basically, the association between nonfiniteness and direct
object drop in child Dutch is attributable to the types of verbs appearing in

22

MLU III: F2 = 55.366, df =1, Fisher’s exact p < 0.001
MLU IV: F2 = 3.992, df =1, p < 0.05
24
MLU V: F2 = 19.940, df =1, p < 0.001
25
MLU VI: F2 = 53.398, df = 1, p < 0.001
26
MLU VIII: F2 = 11.291, df =1, Fisher’s exact p < 0.01
27 2
F = 43.663, df = 1, p < 0.001
23
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their infinitival form, rather than due to any particular property associated
with infinitival clauses themselves.
Another issue which we have not addressed in our analysis is the
rate of object drop with finite verb forms in child Dutch. The rates are
certainly not negligible (5% - 80%) (Table 5.12). In most stages of
development, particularly after MLU Level III, rates of object drop with
finite verbs are much lower than in their nonfinite counterparts. Given our
analysis, we do not expect the Spec-head licensing relation in finite clauses.
We must find an alternative explanation for the existence of object drop in
finite clauses. One possibility is that object drop in finite clauses is simply an
extension of Stage 1 object drop. Zero topics may license an empty variable
anywhere in the clause. This is an unappealing approach as it would weaken
our proposal that the Spec-head relationship between the direct object and
verb syntactically licenses object drop. Zero topics would be available across
the board. However, finite clauses are considered grammatically anchored
(via an operator in C0) (§1.2.2). We may argue that since the clause is
anchored, its reference is firmly established. An empty object may be
permitted by virtue of the fact that the clause is anchored in this way. This
would still restrict the distribution of zero topics in child language, while
explaining object drop in the finite clauses. In essence, we will have to
explain object drop in finite and nonfinite clauses differently. Ultimately, our
approach encounters the same problem as the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis
(§3.3.4).
An additional problem arises when considering the relationship
between finiteness, verb movement and AspP. We do not have an obvious
explanation for why direct objects would not be dropped from SpecAspP in
adult Dutch in those clauses where the verb does not move higher than
AspP. For example, an embedded telic verb and a specific direct object are
in a Spec-head relationship. The embedded verb does not move because it is
not finite. According to the proposal presented here, nothing forces the child
to stop dropping direct objects in these cases. Possibly, the child may
recognize that the properties of Spec-head agreement between the verb and
direct object in AspP (i.e. telicity and specificity) differ from the Spec-head
agreement in CP (i.e. topic and verb). Alternatively, identification of an
empty variable may not be able to reach “through” the CP. Clause-internal
empty variables are not grammatical clause-internally because they cannot
be identified. However, nothing in the current proposal addresses this issue
directly.
The following section summarizes our analysis and outlines a course
of language development with particular reference to object drop (§6.5).
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Bringing the Elements Together: The Developmental Sequence
of Object Drop

The last sections discussed the answers to the questions posed at the
beginning of this chapter with respect to object drop in child Dutch. We
looked at object drop from various perspectives. In the following paragraphs,
we pull these elements together to provide a broader picture of what takes
place in the child’s grammar. The developmental sequence is divided into
the stages presented in Table 5.38.
6.5.1

Stage 1 (1;08 – 2;00)

Children in Stage 1 produce high rates of object drop, indiscriminately
(63%). During this stage, between the ages of 1;08 and 1;10, we believe that
object drop may not be linked to a particular syntactic configuration. In other
words, a formal licensing mechanism may not be present at this stage.
Cognitive development would be the major factor in object drop at this
stage. This would explain the lack of any detectable syntactic pattern
associated with object drop during these stages. Due to the low level of
cognitive development, identification restrictions are minimal. The
identification of empty elements is completely related to the child’s
perception of the world around him/her. Further research of object drop
during this stage is required before a more detailed explanation can be found.
6.5.2

Stages 2 and 3 (1;10 – 3;01)

We group Stages 2 and 3 together here because both stages show the
growing influence of telicity on object drop. These stages cover a significant
time period in development. Rates of object drop (26% - 30%) are much
lower than in Stage 1. Children produce longer clauses (MLU 2.51 – 6.25).
Syntactic development begins to play a more important role during
this stage. Children apply formal licensing to object drop. The acquisition of
telicity and specificity mark a turning point in object drop. AspP and DP are
now available to the child. Telic verbs consistently move into Asp0 and
specific direct objects raise to SpecAspP. Children overgeneralize the Spechead relationship between (overt or null) topic operators and finite verbs in
adult Dutch to AspP. Null variables in object position are licensed by the
Spec-head relation between the direct object and the nonfinite verb. The
empty variable (generated in the position of the direct object) is identified by
a zero topic, adjoined to the clause. Object drop rates with telic predicates
are high during these stages. We expect particle verbs to undergo high rates
of object drop and other telic predicates with specific direct objects to
undergo comparable rates of object drop. Cognitively, children do not yet
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have a fully-developed Theory of Mind, resulting in minimal identification
restrictions on null objects. Mutual knowledge plays no role in which direct
objects are dropped, so object drop rates are high.
6.5.3

Stages 4 and 5 (2;07 and older)

Stage 4 is marked by a decrease in the rate of object drop to approximately
8%. Under the proposed analysis, syntactic and cognitive development result
in decreased object drop.
Syntactically, as the child acquires CP, we expect object drop rates
to decrease considerably. The formal licensing relationship between the verb
and direct object in AspP no longer exists. Clause-internal object drop
should decrease. Since the presence of CP makes the appearance of clauseinternal empty DPs in the child’s language illicit, we expect to see decreases
in object drop correlate with increases in the use of determiners. Only
specific direct objects (i.e. DPs) appear in AspP, so decreases in object drop
in AspP should correspond to increases in the appearance of determiners.
Sentence-initial object drop is still rare in Stage 4, as is object topicalization
(§5.4).
Cognitive development directly impacts the child’s ability to apply
language-specific restrictions on the identification of zero topics. However,
as the child approaches the age of three, we predict that he/she will begin to
develop a Theory of Mind. We expect mutual knowledge to begin to play a
role in the identification of null objects. The rates of object drop will
decrease overall.
By the age of four, children drop objects from sentence-initial position
(SpecCP). Few postverbal direct objects are dropped from their speech
(Blankenstijn & Scheper, forthcoming, §3.2.6). Children have shifted into
using CP regularly. Many of the errors they make at this stage in
development are due to identification problems (Blankenstijn & Scheper,
forthcoming, §3.2.6). We now investigate further evidence to support the
predictions made by the Aspect Hypothesis.
6.6

Further Empirical Evidence

In this section, we look at evidence supporting the hypothesis and course of
development as proposed in §6.4-§6.5. We first discuss decreases in
infinitival particle verbs and any possible relationship to decreases in object
drop with the particle verbs. We then look at the decreases in object drop
rates to determine if they correspond to an increased use of determiners,
which we would expect if empty D0’s and DPs were no longer permitted.
Finally, assuming the AspP hypothesis is correct, we would expect it to be
crosslinguistically applicable. In other words, we predict that object drop
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rates may be high in telic predicates across a variety of child languages. We
look at object drop in a child acquiring English to determine if object drop is
associated with telic predicates.
6.6.1 Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Finiteness
As the number of nonfinite particle verbs decreases, we predict that the rate
of object drop in particle verbs should also decrease. The finite verb will
raise out of Asp0 into higher functional projections to check tense features
and the Spec-head configuration between the verb and direct object in AspP
no longer exists. We look at the object drop rates in particle verbs and the
number of infinitival particle verbs. Decreases in infinitival forms should
correspond with decreases in object drop to maintain the AspP hypothesis.
Table 6.3 presents rates of object drop with the particle verbs and the
proportion of infinitival particle verbs, by MLU Level.
Table 6.3

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Rates of Object Drop with Particle Verbs Compared to Rates of
Infinitival Particle Verbs in All Utterances by Young Dutch
Children (n=6) by MLU Level
Rate of Object Drop in
the Particle Verbs
Raw
% with Null
Numbers
Objects
0/1
n.c.
3/5
n.c.
12/26
46%
39/100
39%
41/85
41%
36/54
67%
14/78
18%
0/4
n.c.

Rate of Infinitival Forms in
the Particle Verbs
Raw
% in Infinitival
Numbers
Forms
1/1
n.c.
5/5
n.c.
11/26
42%
94/100
94%
79/85
93%
52/54
96%
38/78
49%
9/14
64%

The rate of object drop decreases from 67% at MLU Level VI to 18% at
MLU Level VII. This difference is highly statistically significant (p <
0.001).28 At the same time, the proportion of infinitival particle verbs also
decreases dramatically from 96% at MLU Level VI to 49% at MLU Level
VII. The difference here is also highly significant (p < 0.001).29

28
The difference between rates of object drop MLU Levels VI and VII is significant: F2 =
32.185, df = 1, p < 0.001.
29
The difference between rates of infinitival particle verb forms between MLU Levels VI and
VII is significant: F2 = 33.926, df =1, p < 0.001.
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The data from this study indicate object drop rates with the particle
verbs decrease with the disappearance of infinitival particle verb forms and
activation of the C-system. Thus, this prediction is upheld by our data.
6.6.2 Object Drop and Determiner Use
Under the current hypothesis, empty DPs are no longer permitted in AspP, as
finite verbs are used more frequently. Therefore, those specific direct objects
will appear in overt DPs which often include a determiner. We would expect
decreases in clause-internal object drop to overlap or correspond with
increased use of determiners in child Dutch. We discuss the acquisition of
the determiner system in the paragraphs below.
Determiner acquisition follows a similar path across languages, albeit
at different rates (Bohnacker 1997). Generally, during the earliest stages, no
determiners are produced. Nouns are produced in their bare form. The next
stage is characterized by the optional use of determiners whereby some
nominal expressions appear with determiners while others do not.
Eventually, determiners become obligatory (assuming they are obligatory in
the adult target). Dutch children also follow this pattern.
Schaerlaekens and Gillis (1987), who studied the children considered
in this study, find the determiners appear between the ages of 1;09 and 2;05
(Table 6.4). Regular determiner use emerges later, between 1;11 and 2;09.
Table 6.4 illustrates the first appearances of de ‘the-COMMON’, het ‘theNEUTER’ and een ‘a’ according to Schaerlaekens and Gillis (1987, Schema
5.1). ‘Adequate and regular use of’ refers to the consistent appearance of
determiners where a determiner is expected.30 We are primarily concerned
with the last stage in development – when determiners appear regularly.

30

Schaerlakens and Gillis (1987) do not refer to a particular threshold value to define regular
use of the determiners. They state only that at this stage, determiners appeared when they
would be necessary in the adult language, most of the time.
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Table 6.4

First Appearances of Determiners in Child Dutch for Maria, Diederik,
Arnold, Joost, Katelijne and Gijs (based on Schaerlaekens and Gillis
1987, Schema 5.1)

First
Appearance:
Maria
Diederik
Arnold
Joost
Katelijne
Gijs
a
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een

de

het

Regular Use
of de/een

2;05
4.1231
2;02
3.51
2;01
3.45
2;00
2.51
2;01
2.92 – 3.33

2;07
4.52
2;07
4.86
2;02
3.50
2;00
2.51
2;01
2.92 – 3.33

-a

2;09
5.99

2;09
6.09
2;08
5.44
2;09
6.05
2;09
4.65 – 5.80
2;07
5.99

1;09
2.28

1;10
2.73

2;00
3.91

1;11
3.19 – 3.91

3;00
6.92
-

The – mark indicates that the first form of het ‘the-NEUTER’ had yet to appear by the last
recorded transcript (3;01, 3;01 and 2;10, respectively).

If we look at Stages 3 and 4 in object drop, as presented in the previous
chapter (Table 5.38), we see that object drop decreases dramatically (15% to
8%).32 In four of the six children, the age and MLU of the decrease in object
drop corresponds to regular use of determiners (Arnold, Diederik, Katelijne
and Maria) (Table 6.5). Shaded boxes indicate this overlap. Gijs and Joost
show regular determiner use before the decrease in object drop emerges in
their language.

31
The numbers in parentheses indicate MLUs for each age, as presented in Tables 4.1-4.4.
When an age cited in Schaerlaekens and Gillis (1987) does not correspond exactly to an age
in our tables, an average of the MLUs for transcripts on either side of the cited age is used.
32
The decreases in object drop are documented in Tables A4.1 – A4.6.
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Ages and MLUs of Regular Determiner Use and Decreased Object
Drop for Individual Children
Child
Arnold
Diederik
Gijs
Joost
Katelijne
Maria

Age of Regular
Determiner Use
2;09
6.05
2;08
5.15
2;00
3.91
2;07
4.35
2;07
5.99
2;09
6.09

Age of Decrease in
Object Drop
2;08 – 2;10
5.84 – 6.24
2;08 – 3;01
5.44 – 6.23
2;07 – 2;08
6.50
2;10
5.80
2;07 – 2;10
5.99
2;08 – 3;01
6.09

The data show that at around 2;07-2;09, determiners begin to appear
obligatorily and object drop decreases significantly.33 Thus, reduction in
object drop rates and the acquisition of the determiner system seem to cooccur in the acquisition of Dutch (Table 6.5).
6.6.3 English Object Drop
In principle, the theory we are proposing to account for object drop in child
Dutch, should apply to other languages. The direct object-verb relationship
in AspP is not specific to Dutch. In the acquisition of other target languages,
we would expect AspP to be projected in telic predicates. Presumably, in
many cases, the same Spec-head configuration would be available and telic
predicates would exhibit higher rates of direct object drop.
English is a close relative of Dutch and even has telic particle verb
constructions similar to those in Dutch.34, 35 We assume a tree similar to that

33

Van der Velde, Jakubowicz and Rigaut (2002) do not find this correlation in French
children. This may prove problematic in the crosslinguistic applicability of our analysis.
Further research on the relationship between object drop and the emergence of determiners is
necessary.
34
This discussion is almost entirely based on Thrift (2001).
35
Unlike adult Dutch, adult English does not have a topic drop construction, whereby the
finite verb licenses the dropping of the direct object (§3.2.1). Thus, English children would
not necessarily encounter the same Spec-head relationship in the input as their Dutch
counterparts. Based on our proposal, we have argued that the input influences Dutch children
to produce object drop in AspP. Ideally, however, the AspP analysis would apply
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for adult Dutch (§6.2, (6)). As in Dutch, AspP appears between TP and the
VP (Borer 1994). The verb (of a telic predicate) raises into Asp0. The
specific direct object raises into SpecAspP. Like child Dutch, we would
expect nonfinite (or verbs unmarked for tense in English) to raise into Asp0
in child English. The specific direct object would raise into SpecAspP. Thus,
we would expect high rates of object drop in English particle verb
constructions.
Recall from §3.2.1 that overall, child English has low rates of object
drop, between 7% and 13% (Tables 3.1, 3.2). This is likely related to the low
or nonexistent rates of object drop in the English input. However, Sawyer
(1999), in her study of the acquisition of particle verb constructions in child
English, finds high rates of object drop in a group of particle verbs (the Verb
Adverbial Constructions). Rates of object drop in these verbs are between
36% and 50%. The age range is similar to that of the Dutch children as well.
Table 3.3 is restated here as Table 6.6.
Table 6.6

Rate of Dropped Objects in VACs (Adam, Eve and Sarah) (based on
Sawyer 1999:178)
Age

MLU

1;06 - 2;07
1;08 - 2;11
1;09 - 3;05

0 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49
2.50 - 2.99

Rate of Dropped Objects in VACs
Raw Numbers
% with Null Objects
4/8
50%
66/128
52%
77/211
36%

MLU is calculated on the basis of morphemes per utterance, based on the CLAN program in
CHILDES (MacWhinney & Snow 1991).

Our question is: are most of these VACs telic predicates? If they are
telic, the AspP hypothesis as presented in this chapter has additional
crosslinguistic support. Otherwise, the AspP hypothesis cannot satisfactorily
explain object drop in other languages. We conduct a small-scale study of
the data discussed in Sawyer (1999) by looking at the VACs in one child,
Adam.
We selected Adam’s transcripts for two reasons. First, Adam is around
the same age and MLU as the children studied in this thesis (Table 6.7).
Second, Adam had the highest number of dropped direct objects, providing
us with the largest data sample.

crosslinguistically, regardless of the input. We are trying to determine if this is indeed the case
by investigating the English data.
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Adam’s Age and MLU Range
Child
Adam

Age Range
2;03 - 5;02

MLU Range
2.10 - 4.60

In this small study, we look only at the telicity of the predicates to
investigate the possibility that high rates of object drop are associated with
telic VACs. Further research will indicate whether or not the finiteness facts
in child English corroborate this proposal.
To maintain consistency between the Dutch and English data, criteria
similar to those applied in the Dutch study were applied to each verb to
determine whether or not it was obligatorily transitive (§4.4.2). First, if the
verb could be produced (with the same meaning) with or without a direct
object, then it was classified as optionally transitive (23).
(23)

He eats.
He eats apples.

OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE

Second, if the verb could not be produced without an object, then it was
tested with the adverbial always to determine if it can be produced in certain
contexts without an object. If the addition of always makes the verb
grammatical, then the verb is optionally transitive (24). Otherwise, the verb
is obligatorily transitive (25).
(24)

He hits his sister.
*He hits.
He always hits.

OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE

(25)

She makes her bed.
*She makes.

OBLIGATORILY TRANSITIVE

*She always makes.
The transcripts were first coded to demarcate all VACs, and within the
group of VACs, whether the obligatory object was present or missing. All
ambiguous examples, repetitions and imitations were excluded from the
counts.
A list was compiled of all transitive VACs appearing in Adam's data
(Appendix 14). Each VAC construction underwent three tests, as proposed
in Dowty (1979), to determine whether or not it was telic.
The first test was the for an hour/in an hour test: if the verb can appear
with in an hour, it is classed as telic. In contrast, atelic verbs often take for
an hour grammatically (26) (§6.3.1).
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(26)

He held the pieces together for an hour/*in an hour.
She threw her outfit together in an hour/*for an hour.
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ATELIC
TELIC

Next, we applied the spend/took test: Atelic verbs cannot appear in the
constructions beginning with It took…or He spent…, whereas telic verbs can
(27-28).
(27)

*It took him an hour to hold the pieces together.
*He spent an hour holding the pieces together.

ATELIC

(28)

She spent an hour throwing her outfit together.
It took her an hour to throw her outfit together.

TELIC

Finally, we tested the grammaticality of the each of the constructions with as
the complement of finish: Only telic verbs may appear as a complement to
the verb finish (29).
(29)

*He finished holding the pieces together.
She finished throwing her outfit together.

ATELIC
TELIC

As we show in the following paragraphs, the results of the English
study appear to support our proposal. The majority of VACs are telic. In
addition, a high proportion of these undergo object drop during the earlier
stages of development. First, of 53 different types of Verb Adverbial
Constructions, five did not pass the tests for telicity (30).
(30)

ATELIC VACS
hold in
hold together
hold up
keep on
keep together

We determined whether or not the proportion of missing objects in the telic
VACs was higher than the rate of missing objects in the atelic VACs.
Although the number of atelic VACs is quite small, the results indicate that
object drop occurs at higher rates in telic verbs (Table 6.8). These results
appear to support the AspP hypothesis. The rate of object drop with other
verb types has been shown, in other studies to be much lower, at 10%
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(Hyams & Wexler 1993). In contrast, the telic VACs exhibit object drop at
rates between 34% and 42% in the earliest stages of Adam’s speech. 36
Table 6.8

Rate of Object Drop with Telic and Atelic VACs in Adam

MLU
Levels
II
III
IV
V

Telic VACs with Object
Drop
Raw
% with Null
Numbers
Objects
45/107
42%
54/159
34%
26/347
7%
1/129
< 1%

Atelic VACs with Object
Drop
Raw
% with Null
Numbers
Objects
0/1
n.c.
3/7
n.c.
1/4
n.c.
0/16
0%

The following examples show both telic and atelic VACs, with and without
direct objects (31-38).
(31)

take out
Adam 2;03 (2.13)

TELIC VAC WITHOUT OBJECT

(32)

you put on
Adam 2;07 (2.53)

TELIC VAC WITHOUT OBJECT

(33)

take shoe off?
Adam 2;04 (2.16)

TELIC VAC WITH OBJECT

(34)

I put it down
Adam 2;10 (2.63)

TELIC VAC WITH OBJECT

(35)

hold together
Adam 2;10 (2.63)

ATELIC VAC WITHOUT OBJECT

(36)

you keep on
Adam 3;02 (3.59)

ATELIC VAC WITHOUT OBJECT

(37)

hold dis in
Adam 2;10 (2.63)

ATELIC VAC WITH OBJECT

(38)

keep it on
Adam 2;09 (2.53)

ATELIC VAC WITH OBJECT

Unfortunately, the numbers (particularly of atelic VACs) are too small to
conduct a statistical analysis, so we only discuss the data in terms of general
trends. The AspP hypothesis predicted that high object drop rates would
occur in telic clauses because of the Spec-head licensing relationship
36

Since we are dealing with a narrower set of data (in terms of length of time and age), we
divided Adam’s data into the same MLU Levels as we used for the Dutch children (Table
4.7), rather than into the object drop stages as shown in Table 5.38.
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between the verb in Asp0 and the direct object in SpecAspP. This prediction,
at least initially appears to be supported by the child English data.
This small-scale study illustrates that the majority of VACs in the
English data for Adam are indeed telic, and at MLU Levels II and III, object
drop rates in the telic VACs are much higher than in other verbal
constructions. This seems to corroborate the predictions made by the AspP
hypothesis.
6.7

Individual Variation

In Chapter 5, when we presented the results of our study, we saw that while
the majority of children tended to drop objects in their telic predicates, two
children did not: Gijs and Arnold (§5.6). Initially, their linguistic behaviour
may appear to disprove the AspP hypothesis. However, we argue here that
their data is not incompatible with our analysis.
Our study focused primarily on the rates of object drop with verbs
overtly marked for telicity (i.e. through particles or other means). As we
suggested in §6.4, telic predicates may be produced by children, without the
telic particle.
We suggest that Gijs and Arnold may be dropping objects in telic
predicates. Telicity is not necessarily overtly marked by a particle, although
particles were used by the other children. Arnold and Gijs may not use telic
particles to mark telicity as regularly as the other children, but may rely on
other cues to express telicity (e.g. specific direct objects). Many nonparticle
verbs could be telic in their language. As a result, the criteria outlined in our
study would not have uncovered a link between telicity and object drop in
their data. However, if this hypothesis were correct, we would still expect to
see high rates of object drop in nonfinite clauses. Nonfinite telic clauses have
the Spec-head licensing configuration. We saw in Arnold’s chi square and
loglinear analyses that nonfiniteness was associated with object drop (§5.5.2,
§5.8.2). Gijs’ loglinear analysis also established an association between
infinitival verb forms and object drop (§5.8.2). While the data from Gijs and
Arnold do not appear directly support the AspP hypothesis, they are
compatible with the proposal.

7

Conclusions

Our goal was to determine the patterns of distribution associated with object
drop in child Dutch. We presented an analysis differing from the typical
generative approach. Rather than looking for a solely syntactic explanation,
we applied what is known about cognitive development to our data, as well.
We believe that this provides a more comprehensive picture of what takes
place in linguistic development. While UG may provide a language-learning
mechanism, other developmental factors cannot help but directly impact the
child’s use of language, particularly at the syntactic -pragmatic interface.
The main question, as we presented it in Chapter 1, dealt with the
extent to which object drop is present in child Dutch, and if there were any
discernible patterns linked to object drop in child Dutch. We discussed
several proposals put forth to account for object drop in child Dutch, and
arrived at six specific research questions for our empirical study.
Q1:

Does object drop occur at rates similar to subject drop in child Dutch?

Subject drop is an oft-studied phenomenon in child language, whereas
object drop has only recently begun to receive significant attention in the
generative literature. We wanted to demonstrate that object drop, contrary to
previous assumptions, occurs at rates comparable to subject drop. Since we
discovered in Chapter 2 that objects are dropped more frequently than
subjects in adult Dutch, we also wanted to determine whether the language
of Dutch children reflected what they heard in the input. We found that
while overall, subject drop occurred at rates slightly higher than object drop,
the drop rates were not substantially different (Table 5.1, Figure 5.1).
Q2:

Does object drop occur at similar rates in obligatorily and optionally
transitive verbs?

We wanted to determine whether obligatorily transitive verbs were
simply being treated as optionally transitive verbs. We would expect object
drop rates to be similar between the two groups of verbs, if this were the
case. The study indicated that children were dropping the objects of
optionally transitive with a great deal more frequency than obligatorily
transitive verbs (Table 5.2, Figure 5.2). This indicates that the children were
differentiating between the two types of verbs.
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Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial
position?

According to the topic drop hypothesis (§3.3.3), children are
overapplying adult-like topic drop in their language. Therefore, object drop
will be primarily sentence-initial. The data clearly demonstrate that object
drop does not occur from sentence-initial position (Table 5.4). Virtually all
object drop occurred clause-internally.
Q4:

Does object drop in child Dutch obey discourse-linking?

Chapter 2 illustrated that in addition to the syntactic licensing imposed
on null topics, the constituent had to be discourse-linked. We expected that
children would not apply this constraint from the earliest stages, based on
what is known about cognitive development (§1.3, §2.5). We were not able
to explore this question using the data from the CHILDES database, so we
could not answer this question empirically (§4.2). However, given our
understanding of cognitive development, we would not expect children to
obey discourse-linking after the age of three. We expect them to drop too
many elements in their language before having developed Theory of Mind
and the ability to discern mutual knowledge.
Q5:

Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one another?

The topic drop hypothesis predicted higher rates of object drop with
finite clauses, while the perfectivity hypothesis predicted higher rates in
nonfinite clauses (§3.3.3, 3.3.5). We found that nonfinite verbs underwent
higher rates of object drop from MLU Level IV onwards (Table 5.12, Figure
5.3). In three of the children, finiteness was associated with object drop
overall. Two children did not show any association between object drop and
finiteness.
Q6:

Does object drop occur more frequently in non-perfective clauses?

Krämer’s perfectivity hypothesis predicted that perfective clauses
would undergo lower rates of object drop in child Dutch (§3.3.5). The data
from our study indicated that perfective clauses were associated with higher
rates of object drop than their non-perfective counterparts between MLU
Levels V and VII (Table 5.20, Figure 5.4). Five of the children exhibited this
overall pattern.
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Perfectivity and finiteness appeared to play the strongest role in the
children’s language, so we conducted further analysis to determine whether
one factor was stronger than the other. Looking at the interaction of the three
variables, object drop, finiteness and perfectivity, perfectivity and object
drop were most strongly associated in the data overall. This applied to four
individual children, as well. Moreover, we explored the group of verbs
classed as perfective, more closely and found that the highest rates of object
drop occur with particle or telic -marked verbs in child Dutch (Table 5.37).
Based on the results of this study, we were presented with three main
questions to address in our analysis for object drop in child Dutch.
Q7:

Why is object drop significantly higher in telic clauses?

We argue that this is the result of the presence of AspP (and lack of
availability of CP) in early child Dutch. The child hears the Spec-head
relationship between the verb and direct object in adult Dutch and applies
this to the Spec-head relationship in AspP. Thus, the licensing mechanism
for object drop is primarily available in telic clauses.
Q8:

Why does object drop not occur sentence-initially?

Object drop does not occur sentence-initially because the child is not
yet using CP, so direct objects are rarely topicalized in his/her speech (§5.4).
Also, the licensing mechanism for object drop in his/her language is in
AspP, a clause-internal functional projection.
Q9:

Why is object drop significantly higher in nonfinite clauses than in
finite clauses?

We attribute this to the fact that nonfinite verbs remain in Asp0 ,
resulting in the necessary Spec-head relationship between the verb and direct
object in AspP. Finite verbs raise out of Asp0 , leaving a trace behind, which
is not sufficient for licensing object drop. Telic verbs tend to appear more
frequently in their nonfinite form than other transitive verbs (Table 6.8).
In addition to the syntactic licensing of object drop, we also addressed
the role of cognitive development in the identification of the dropped direct
object. Although children apply formal licensing, they still drop obje cts at a
much higher rates than adults. We argue that this is the result of
‘interference’ from their cognitive development. Before the age of three, a
child has a highly egocentric view of the world around them. The child
assumes that his/her viewpoint is the sole perspective of the universe. This
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egocentricity directly impacts the child’s use of language; he/she uses
language primarily for basic interactions and self-talk rather than to actually
communicate a message (§1.3). As a result, the child’s speech is highly
elliptical during the earliest stages of linguistic development. As he/she
begins to apply syntactic principles, this cognitive perspective still affects
his/her language use. Specifically, until the child begins to develop a Theory
of Mind, he/she is not cognitively capable of distinguishing mutually known
from new information – the child assumes that most information is mutually
known. At this stage, we see syntax playing a role in the distribution of
argument drop, but the drop rates remain considerably higher than that for
adult speech. Only by applying what we know about linguistic and cognitive
development can we develop a clear picture of the development of language
in young children. This thesis illustrates that when cognitive development is
taken into account, we acquire a better understanding of its impact on child
grammar.
Clearly, further research is necessary in several directions highlighted
by this thesis. If object drop can be explained by the telicity of the predicate,
then the rates of object drop in atelic predicates should be further
investigated. Under the current hypothesis, objects will not be dropped from
atelic predicates. Few atelic predicates occurred in the spontaneous data, so
this could possibly be explored experimentally. Crosslinguistic research of
object drop in language acquisition is also necessary to determine whether
the patterns we found for object drop in child Dutch hold across other
languages. We have proposed a potential analysis which could be
implemented as a starting point for research on object drop in other
languages. We also believe that the interaction between cognitive
development and syntactic acquisition requires further exploration. Not only
in terms of argument drop, but also the determiner system. The use of
determiners in languages such as Dutch and English relies heavily on the
syntax-pragmatics interface where cognitive and syntactic development
interact.

Appendix 1

Informant Data: Topic Drop
Questionnaires

Table A1.1 Grammaticaliy Coding for Informant Judgements
of Topic Drop
Code
no code
*
?
??
*?

Degree of Grammaticality
grammatical in over 80% of informant judgements
ungrammatical in over 80% of informant judgements
grammatical in over 60% of informant judgements
evenly split judgements
ungrammatical in over 60% of informant judgements

Questionnaire for Informants (1 - 13)
(A1.1) Wat heb jij met dat boek gedaan?
Ik heb dat boek aan Marie gegeven.
Ik heb Marie gegeven.
(A1.2) Wat heb jij met dat boek gedaan?
Dat heb ik aan Marie gegeven.
Heb ik aan Marie gegeven.
(A1.3) Hoe voel je je?
how feel you you-CL
‘How are you feeling?’
Ik voel me een beetje ziek.
I feel me a bit
sick
‘I feel a bit sick.’
?? ec1 voel me een beetje ziek.
feel me a
bit
sick
‘(I) feel a bit sick.’

1

ec refers to empty category.

1ST SG SUBJECT

APPENDIX 1
(A1.4) Wat gaan jullie vanavond doen?
what go you-PL tonight do-INF
‘What are you going to do tonight?’
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1ST PL SUBJECT

Wij gaan naar de film.
we go to the movie
‘We’re going to the movies.’
* ec gaan naar de film.2
go to the movie
‘(We) are going to the movies.’
(A1.5) Wat vind je van mij?
what find you of me
‘What do you think of me?’

2ND SG SUBJECT

Je bent een beetje gek.
you are a bit
crazy
‘You’re a bit crazy.’
* ec bent een beetje gek.
are a bit crazy
‘(You) are a bit crazy.’
(A1.6) Wat vind je van ons?
what find you of us
‘What do you think of us?’

2ND PL SUBJECT

Jullie zijn een beetje gek.
you-PL are a bit
crazy
‘You are a bit crazy.’
* ec zijn een beetje gek.
are a bit
crazy
‘(You) are a bit crazy.’
(A1.7) Wat doet Marie?
what does Marie
‘What is Marie doing?’

3RD SG SUBJECT

Die/zij/ze geeft Jan een boek.
that/she/she gives Jan a book
‘Marie gives Jan a book.’

2

In certain forced contexts, the first person plural pronoun can be dropped. Generally,
however, dropping wij ‘we’ results in ungrammaticality.
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?? ec geeft Jan een boek.
gives Jan a book
‘(She) gives Jan a book.’
(A1.8) Wat doen de broertjes?
what do the brothers
‘What are the brothers doing?’

3RD PL SUBJECT

Die/zij/ze
geven Jan een boek.
that/they/they give Jan a book
‘The brothers give Jan a book.’
?? ec

geven Jan een boek.
give Jan a book
‘(The brothers) give Jan a book.’

(A1.9) Het is mooi weer vandaag.
Is mooi weer vandaag.
(A1.10) Er werd hem een boek gegeven.
Werd hem een boek gegeven.
(A1.11) Heeft Jan jou geholpen?
has Jan you helped
‘Did Jan help you?’

1ST SG DIRECT OBJECT

Ja, MIJ heeft Jan geholpen.
* Ja, me heeft Jan geholpen.
yes me has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan has helped me.’
* Ja, ec heeft Jan geholpen.
yes
has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan helped (me).’
(A1.12) Heeft Jan jullie geholpen?
has Jan you-PL helped
‘Did Jan help you?’
Ja, ONS heeft Jan geholpen.
* Ja, ons heeft Jan geholpen.
yes us has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan has helped us.’

1ST PL DIRECT OBJECT
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* Ja, ec heeft Jan geholpen.
yes
has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan helped (us).’
(A1.13) Heeft Jan mij geholpen?
has Jan me helped
‘Did Jan help me?’

2ND SG DIRECT OBJECT

Ja, JOU heeft Jan geholpen.
* Ja, je heeft Jan geholpen.
yes you has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan has helped you.’
* Ja, ec heeft Jan geholpen.
yes has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan has helped (you).’
(A1.14) Heeft Jan ons geholpen?
has Jan us helped
‘Did Jan help us?’

2ND PL DIRECT OBJECT

Ja, JULLIE heeft Jan geholpen.
* Ja, jullie heeft Jan geholpen.
yes you-PL has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan has helped you.’
* Ja, ec heeft Jan geholpen.
yes
has Jan helped
‘Yes, Jan has helped (you).’
(A1.15) Wat heb jij met die boeken gedaan?
what have you with those books done
‘What have you done with those books?’

3RD PL DIRECT
OBJECT INANIMATE

Die heb ik aan Marie gegeven.
those have I to Marie given
‘Those (books), I gave to Marie.’
ec heb ik aan Marie gegeven.
have I to Marie given
‘(Those), I gave to Marie.’
(A1.16) Heb jij Jan gisteren ook gezien?
have you Jan yesterday also seen
‘Did you also see Jan yesterday?’
Ja, die/*hem/*’m heb ik gezien.
yes that/him/him have I seen
‘Yes, I saw him.’

3RD SG DIRECT
OBJECT ANIMATE
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? Ja, ec heb ik gezien.
yes
have I seen
‘Yes, I saw (him).’
(A1.17) Heb jij Jan en Marie gezien?
have you Jan and Marie seen
‘Have you seen Jan and Marie?’

3RD PL DIRECT OBJECT
ANIMATE

Hun heb ik gezien.
them have I seen
‘I have seen them.’
Die heb ik gezien.
those have I seen
‘I have seen those.’
? ec heb ik gezien.
have I seen
‘I have seen (them/those).’
(A1.18) Wat heeft Jan jou gegeven?
what has Jan you given
‘What did Jan give you?’

1ST SG INDIRECT OBJECT

MIJ heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
* Mij heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
me has Jan a book given
‘Jan has given me a book.’
* ec heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
has Jan a book given
‘Jan has given (me) a book.’
(A1.19) Wat heeft Jan julllie gegeven? 1ST PL INDIRECT OBJECT
what has Jan you-PL given
‘What has Jan given you?’
ONS heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
* Ons heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
us has Jan a book given
‘Jan has given us a book.’
* ec heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
has Jan a book given
‘Jan has given (us) a book.’
(A1.20) Wat heeft Jan mij gegeven?
what has Jan me given
‘What did Jan give me?’

2ND SG INDIRECT OBJECT
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JOU heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
* Jou heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
you has Jan a book given
‘You, Jan gave a book.’
* ec heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
has Jan a book given
‘Jan has given (you) a book.’
(A1.21) Wat heeft Jan ons gegeven?
what has Jan us given
‘What did Jan give us?’

2ND PL INDIRECT OBJECT

JULLIE heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
* Jullie heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
you-PL has Jan a book given
* ec heeft Jan een boek gegeven.
has Jan a book given
‘Jan has given (you) a book.’
(A1.22) En Marie?
and Marie
‘And Marie?’

3RD SG INDIRECT OBJECT
ANIMATE

Oh, die/haar heb ik wat geld gegeven om de trein te nemen.3
oh her have I some money given for the train to take-INF
‘Oh, Marie, I gave her some money to take the train.’
??Oh, ec heb ik wat geld gegeven om de trein te nemen.
oh
have I some money given for the train to take-INF
‘Oh, (Marie), I gave her some money to take the train.’
(A1.23) En de jongens?
and the boys?
‘And the boys?’

3RD PL INDIRECT OBJECT
ANIMATE

Oh, die/hun heb ik wat geld gegeven om de trein te nemen.
oh them have I some money given for the train to take-INF
‘Oh, the boys, I gave them some money to take the train.’
??Oh, ec heb ik wat geld gegeven om de trein te nemen.
oh
have I some money given for the train to take-INF
‘Oh, (the boys), I gave them some money to take the train.’
3

Hans den Besten (p.c.) points out that the use of interjections, such as oh and ja, seem to
make this sentence more acceptable when presented to native speakers. This was confirmed
when we conducted further tests with some informants. Without the interjection, the sentence
is frequently deemed ungrammatical or questionable. We have no explanation for this
difference, but suspect that it is related to the flow of discourse.
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PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE
COMPLEMENT

Daarover heb ik nog niet gepraat.
there-about have I still not talked
‘I still haven’t talked about it.’
* ec heb ik nog niet gepraat.
have I still not talked
‘I still haven’t talked (about it).’
(A1.25) Wat doet ze in het huis?
In het huis speelt ze piano.
Daar speelt ze piano.
Speelt ze piano.
(A1.26) En gisteren dan?
Toen ben ik naar de stad gegaan.
Ben ik naar de stad gegaan.
(A1.27) Wat doe je morgen?
Dan ga ik naar de stad.
Ga ik naar de stad.
(A1.28) Gaat het dan zo?
Ja, zo gaat het.
Ja, gaat het.
(A1.29) Wil je vanavond
eten koken?
3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE
want you this-evening dinner cook-INF
‘Do you want to cook dinner this evening?’
Nee, dat wil ik niet.
no that want I not
‘No, I don’t want that.’
Nee, ec wil ik niet.
no
want I not
‘No, I don’t want (that).’
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(A1.30) Heb je het huis al
schoongemaakt? 3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE
have you the house already clean-made
‘Have you already cleaned the house?’
Ja, dat heb ik al.
yes that have I already
‘Yes, I have done that already.’
?? Ja, ec heb ik al.
yes
have I already
‘Yes, I have done (that) already.’
(A1.31) Hoe lang duurt de film?
how long lasts the movie
‘How long is the movie?’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE

Dat weet ik niet.
that know I not
‘I don’t know that.’
ec weet ik niet.
know I not
‘I don’t know (that).’
(A1.32) Wat vind je van mij?
Die bent een beetje gek.
(A1.33) Wat vind je van koken?
what find you of cook-INF
‘What do you think of cooking?’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE

Ik vind dat leuk.
I find that nice
‘I enjoy it.’
Dat vind ik leuk.
that find I nice
‘That, find I nice.’
ec vind ik leuk.
find I nice
‘I enjoy (it).’
(A1.34) Heb je dat boek al
gelezen?
have you that book already read
‘Have you read that book already?’
Nee, ik heb dat nog niet gelezen.
no I have that PRT not read
‘No, I haven’t read that.’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE
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Nee, dat heb ik nog niet gelezen.
no that have I PRT not read
‘No, I haven’t read that.’
Nee, ec heb ik nog niet gelezen.
no
have I PRT not read
‘No, I haven’t read (that).’
(A1.35) Heb je die boeken al
gelezen?
have you these books already read
‘Have you already read those books?’

3P PL DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE

Nee, ik heb die nog niet gelezen.
no I have those PRT not read
‘No, I still haven’t read these.’
Nee, die heb ik nog niet gelezen.
no those have I PRT not read
‘No, these I haven’t read yet.’
? Nee, ec heb ik nog niet gelezen.
no
have I PRT not read
‘No, I haven’t read (those) yet.’
(A1.36) Wat vind je van Jan?
what find you of Jan
‘What do you think of Jan?’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
ANIIMATE

Ik vind die gek.
I find that crazy
‘I think he’s crazy.’
Die vind ik gek.
that find I crazy
‘I think he’s crazy.’
?? ec vind ik gek.
find I crazy
‘I think (he’s) crazy.’
(A1.37) Wat vond je van de film?
what found you of the movie
‘What did you think of the movie?’
Ik vond die interessant.
I found that interesting
‘I thought it was interesting.’
Die vond ik interessant.
that found I interesting
‘I found that interesting.’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE
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?? ec vond ik interessant.
found I interesting
‘I found it interesting.’
(A1.38) Heb je dit boek in Amsterdam gekocht? 3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
have you this book in Amsterdam bought INANIMATE
‘Did you buy this book in Amsterdam?’
Ja, ik heb dit in Amsterdam gekocht.
yes I have this in Amsterdam bought
‘Yes, I bought this in Amsterdam.’
Ja, dit heb ik in Amsterdam gekocht.
yes this have I in Amsterdam bought
‘Yes, I bought this in Amsterdam.’
Ja, ec heb ik in Amsterdam gekocht.
yes have I in Amsterdam bought
‘Yes, I bought (this) in Amsterdam.’
(A1.39) Heb je deze grammatica bestudeerd?
have you this grammar
studied
‘Have you studied this grammar?’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE

Ja, ik heb deze bestudeerd.
yes I have this studied
‘Yes, I have studied this.’
Ja, deze heb ik bestudeerd.
yes this have I studied
‘Yes, I have studied this.’
?? Ja, ec heb ik bestudeerd.
yes have I studied
‘Yes, I have studied (this).’
(A1.40) Wat doet Marie op dit moment?
what does Marie on this moment
‘What is Marie doing at this moment?’
Die geeft Jan op dit moment een boek.
that gives Jan on this moment a book
‘She gives Jan a book at this moment.’
?* ec geeft Jan op dit moment een boek.
gives Jan on this moment a book
‘(She) gives Jan a book at this moment.’
(A1.41) Er werd niet opengedaan.
Er was niemand thuis, blijkbaar.
Was niemand thuis, blijkbaar.

3P SG SUBJECT
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Questionnaire for Informants (14 - 20)
(A1.42) Je broer rijdt snel, nietwaar?
Ja, snel rijdt hij.
Ja, zo rijdt hij.
Ja, rijdt hij.
(A1.43) Het is mooi weer vandaag.
Is mooi weer vandaag.
(A1.44) Kun je het met een hamer doen?
can you it with a hammer do-INF
‘Can you do it with a hammer?’

OBJECT OF PREPOSITION

Daar kun je het niet mee doen.
there can you it not with do-INF
‘You can’t do it with a hammer.’
* ec kun je het mee doen.
can you it with do-INF
‘You can’t do it with (a hammer).’
(A1.45) Is ze knap?
Knap is ze zeker.
Dat is ze zeker.
Is ze zeker.
(A1.46) Wil je het huis schoonmaken?
Ja, dat wil ik.
Ja, wil ik.
(A1.47) Heb je daarover nog gepraat?
have you there-about still talked
‘Did you talk about that?’

OBJECT OF PREPOSITION

Daar wil ik niet over praten.
there want I not about talk-INF
‘I don’t want to talk about it.’
ec wil ik niet over praten.
want I not about talk-INF
‘I don’t want to talk (it).’
(A1.48) Heb je de film gezien?
have you the movie seen
‘Have you seen the movie?’

3P SG DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE
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Ja, die heb ik gezien.
yes that have I seen
‘Yes, I have seen that.’
Ja, ec heb ik gezien.
yes have I seen
‘Yes, I have seen (that).’
(A1.49) Heb je die lepeltjes gebruikt?
have you those spoons used
‘Did you use those spoons?’

3P PL DIRECT OBJECT
INANIMATE

Ja, die heb ik gebruikt.
yes those have I used
‘Yes, I have used those.’
Ja, ec heb ik gebruikt.
yes have I used
‘Yes, I have used (those).’
(A1.50) Is je broer ook heel slim?
Ja, heel slim is hij ook.
Ja, is hij ook.
(A1.51) Wat wil je morgen doen?
Dan wil ik naar Amsterdam gaan.
Wil ik naar Amsterdam gaan.
(A1.52) Wat doet Marie nu?
what does Marie now
‘What is Marie doing now?’

3P SG SUBJECT

Die geeft Jan een boek.
that gives Jan a book
‘She gives Jan a book.’
?* ec geeft Jan een boek.
gives Jan a book
‘(She) gives Jan a book.’
(A1.53) Wat heeft ze gisteravond gedaan?
Toen is ze naar de film gegaan.
Is ze naar de film gegaan.
(A1.54) Waar gaan jullie morgen heen?
Dan gaan wij naar het huis van mijn moeder.
Gaan wij naar het huis van mijn moeder.
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OBJECT OF PREPOSITION

Daar kun je het mee doen.
there can you it with do-INF
‘You can do it with it.’
ec kun je het mee doen.
can you it with do-INF
‘You can do it with (it).’
(A1.56) Driehoeksmeting vind ik erg fijn.
trigonometry
find I really fine
‘I thought trigonometry was really nice.’

OBJECT OF PREPOSITION

Daar heb ik erg veel nut
van gehad.
there have I really much purpose of had
‘I thought it was really worthwhile.’
ec heb ik erg veel nut
van gehad.
have I really much purpose of had
‘I thought (it) was really worthwhile.’
(A1.57) Zeeland ken ik helemaal niet.
Zeeland know I absolutely not
‘I don’t know Zeeland at all.’
Daar ben ik zelfs nog nooit geweest.
there am I even still never been
‘I’ve still never been there.’
ec ben ik nog nooit geweest.
am I still never been
‘I have never been (there).’

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE
COMPLEMENT

Appendix 2 Informant Data: Summary of
Informant Judgements

1P, 2P, 3P: first, second, third person
Table A2.1

Summary of Informant Judgements by Constituent Type

Constituent
1PS
1PP
Subject
2PS
2PP
3PS
3PP
1PS
Animate
1PP
Direct
2PS
Object
2PP
3PS
3PP
Inanimate
3PS
Direct
Object
3PP
1PS
1PP
Indirect
2PS
Object
2PP
3PS
3PP
PP Complement
Object of P

1

S, P: singular, plural

Good
31% (4)1
Ø
Ø
Ø
29% (9)
43% (6)
8% (1)
Ø
Ø
Ø
42% (11)
67% (2)
78% (110)

Ungrammatical
23% (3)
85% (11)
92% (12)
92% (12)
61% (19)
57% (8)
92% (12)
100% (10)
100% (13)
100% (10)
28% (7)
16% (8)
14% (20)

Don’t Know
46% (6)
15% (2)
8% (1)
8% (1)
10% (3)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
30% (8)
17% (2)
8% (11)

81% (26)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
43% (6)
46% (6)
35% (7)
89% (16)

13% (4)
100% (13)
100% (13)
100% (4)
100% (12)
37% (5)
39% (5)
100% (13)
5.5% (1)

6% (2)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
13% (3)
15% (2)
Ø
5.5.% (1)

The raw number for each judgement is provided in brackets.

APPENDIX 2
Table A2.2

Summary of Informant Judgements by Sentence for All
Speakers

Constituent
1PS (3)2
1PP (4)
2PS (5)
Subject
2PP (6)
3PS (7)
3PS (40)
3PS (52)
3PP (8)
1PS (11)
Animate 1PP (12)
Direct
2PS (13)
Object
2PP (14)
3PS (16)
3PS (36)
3PP (17)
3PS (2)
In3PS (29)
animate 3PS (30)
Direct
3PS (31)
Object
3PS (33)
3PS (34)
3PS (37)
3PS (38)
3PS (39)
3PS (46)
3PS (48)
3PP (15)
3PP (35)
3PP (49)
1PS (18)
Indirect 1PP (19)
Object
2PS (20)
2PP (21)
3PS (22)
3PP (23)

2
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Good
31% (4)
Ø
Ø
Ø
31% (4)
23% (3)
33% (2)
43% (6)
8% (1)
Ø
Ø
Ø
62% (8)
23% (3)
67% (2)
92% (12)
85% (11)
42% (5)
100% (13)
100% (13)
100% (13)
46% (6)
83% (10)
54% (7)
Ø
100% (7)
92% (12)
69% (9)
83% (5)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
43% (6)
46% (6)

Ungrammatical
23% (3)
85% (11)
92% (12)
92% (12)
46% (6)
69% (9)
67% (4)
57% (8)
92% (12)
100% (10)
100% (13)
100% (10)
15% (2)
38.5% (5)
16% (8)
Ø
Ø
50% (6)
Ø
Ø
Ø
31% (4)
17% (2)
23% (3)
83% (5)
Ø
8% (1)
15% (2)
17% (1)
100% (13)
100% (13)
100% (4)
100% (12)
37% (5)
39% (5)

Don’t Know
46% (6)
15% (2)
8% (1)
8% (1)
23% (2)
8% (1)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
23% (3)
38.5% (5)
17% (2)
8% (1)
15% (2)
8% (1)
Ø
Ø
Ø
23% (3)
Ø
23% (3)
17% (1)
Ø
Ø
15% (2)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
13% (3)
15% (2)

The numbers indicate the specific example referred to in the questionnaire. Example (3) is
(A1.3) in Appendix 1, and so on.

APPENDIX 2

Constituent
PP
(24)
Complement
(57)
*(44)*3
Object
(47)
of P
(55)
(56)

3
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Good
Ø

Ungrammatical
100% (13)

Don’t Know
Ø

100% (7)
Ø
80% (4)
83% (5)
100% (7)

Ø
83% (5)
20% (1)
17% (1)
Ø

Ø
17% (1)
Ø
Ø
Ø

This one is not included in the average because many speakers indicated that while they
could not drop the prepositional object in this instance, they would be use the same sentence
in a different context.

Appendix 3 Verb Classification System

* indicates that these verbs were not included on Krämer’s (1995) original
list

OBLIGATORILY TRANSITIVE VERBS
bakken
brengen
dekken
doen*
dragen*
een kusje op
ergen geven
geven*
gieten
gooien
halen
hangen aan
hebben
kopen
krijgen
leggen
lusten
maken
missen

to bake
to bring
to cover
to do
to wear
to give a kiss
on s.th.
to give
to pour
to throw
to fetch
to hang onto
to have
to buy
to get
to put
to like
to make
to miss

nemen
pakken
pellen
persen
scheuren*
schuiven
steken
stoppen
thee zetten
vangen
verbranden
verdelen*
vinden
wegen
werpen
zetten
zien*

to take
to take
to peel
to press
to tear (paper)
to shove
to put
to put
to make tea
to catch
to burn
to share,
divide
to find
to weigh
to throw
to put
to see
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OBLIGATORILY TRANSITIVE PARTICLE VERBS
aandoen
aanhebben
aanmaken
aansteken
aanzetten
afdoen
afkuisen
afpakken
afplukken
afsmijten
aftrekken
afwegen
bijdoen
doodschieten
doorsnijden*
indoen
ingieten
inkappen*
insteken
instoppen
inzetten
klaarmaken
losmaken
meebrengen
meenemen
meepakken
neerleggen
omdraaien
omkappen*
omruilen
onderkruipen*
onderstoppen
ophebben
oppaken
opdoen

to put on
to have on, wear
to put on, turn on
to turn on
to turn on
to take off (hat)
to clean off
to take away
to pick (flowers)
to throw off
to pull off
to weigh
to add
to shoot (dead)
to cut through
to put inside
to pour into
to cut into
to put inside
to put inside
to put in
to make ready
to unfasten
to take along
to take along
to take along
to put down
to turn around
to cut down
to exchange
to undercut
to put underneath
to have on, wear
to lift
to put on

opendoen
openzetten
opeten
opblazen
ophangen
oppakken
oprapen
oprollen
opschrijven
opschuiven
opsteken
optrekken
opvouwen
opzetten
stukmaken
terugzetten
toedoen
uitblazen
uitdoen
uitdraaien
uitdrinken
uitgieten
uithalen
uitpakken
uitzetten
vasthouden
vastmaken
wegbergen
wegdoen
wegsmijten
wegstoppen
wegleggen
wegsteken
wegzetten

to open
to open
to eat up
to blow up
to hang up
to lift
to pick up
to roll up
to write down
to move over
to put onto
to pull up
to fold up
to put onto
to break
to put back
to shut
to blow out
to turn/take off
to turn off
to drink up
to pour out
to take out
to take out
to turn off
to hold on to
to fasten
to hide away
to put away
to throw away
to put away
to put away
to put away
to put away
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OPTIONALLY TRANSITIVE VERBS
afdrogen
afwassen
bijten
blazen
bouwen
drinken
duwen
eten
hakken
helpen*
kijken*
kappen*
kammen
kleien
kleuren
knippen
knoeien
kuisen
lezen
malen
meezingen
morsen
naaien
oefenen
opruimen
passen

to dry (dishes)
to wash (dishes)
to bite
to blow
to build
to drink
to push
to eat
to chop
to help
to look at
to chop
to comb
to play with clay
to colour
to cut with scissors
to spill
to clean
to read
to draw
to sing along
to spill
to sew
to practice
to tidy up
to try on

plagen
plakken
proeven
scheppen
schrijven
slaan
snijden*
spelen
spuiten
stofzuigen
strijken
strooien
stuiteren
sturen
tekenen
tellen
tillen
vertellen
verven
voelen
voorlezen
vouwen
wassen
zingen
zoeken

to tease
to stick (with glue)
to taste
to spoon, shovel
to write
to hit
to cut
to play
to spray
to vacuum
to iron
to scatter, spread to
bounce
to send
to draw
to count
to carry
to tell
to paint
to feel
to read aloud
to fold
to wash
to sing
to look for

Appendix 4 Subject Drop and Obligatory Object
Drop Verbs, Child Counts

Table A4.1

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

MLU
Range
1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50
Total

Table A4.2

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Overall Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in Arnold
by MLU Level
Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
9/10
90%
n/a
n/a
20/31
65%
92/285
32%
21/56
38%
18/66
27%
104/461
23%
22/87
25%
286/996
29%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
5/7
n.c.
n/a
n/a
15/18
83%
36/132
27%
10/36
28%
10/33
30%
22/176
13%
2/32
6%
100/434
23%

Overall Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in
Diederik by MLU Level
MLU
Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50
Total

Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
3/3
n.c.
n/a
n/a
7/24
29%
36/146
25%
69/189
37%
78/296
26%
23/95
24%
n/a
n/a
216/753
29%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
5/11
45%
19/77
25%
34/91
37%
52/192
27%
5/29
17%
n/a
n/a
115/401
29%
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Table A4.3

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Overall Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in Gijs by
MLU Level
MLU
Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50
Total

Table A4.4
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Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
8/9
n.c.
23/41
56%
135/234
58%
162/448
36%
17/61
28%
n/a
n/a
50/157
32%
26/278
9%
421/1228
34%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
1/2
n.c.
8/11
73%
16/67
24%
29/133
22%
5/19
26%
n/a
n/a
29/68
43%
7/78
9%
95/378
25%

Overall Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in Joost
by MLU Level
MLU
Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50
Total

Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
12/14
86%
34/53
64%
40/100
40%
55/143
38%
27/230
12%
n/a
n/a
44/134
33%
223/674
33%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
2/2
n.c.
8/15
53%
42/126
33%
18/89
20%
20/54
37%
n/a
n/a
24/150
16%
0/7
n.c.
114/443
26%

APPENDIX 4
Table A4.5

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Overall Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in
Katelijne by MLU Level
MLU
Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50
Total

Table A4.6

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
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Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
21/22
95%
42/67
63%
106/253
42%
66/158
42%
45/123
37%
n/a
n/a
72/346
21%
n/a
n/a
352/969
36%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
2/2
n.c.
13/25
52%
37/116
32%
18/89
20%
20/54
37%
n/a
n/a
24/157
15%
n/a
n/a
114/443
26%

Overall Rates of Subject and Obligatory Object Drop in Maria
by MLU Level
MLU
Range
1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 7.50
Total

Subject Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Subjects
Missing
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
31/69
45%
88/241
37%
72/286
25%
n/a
n/a
57/271
21%
n/a
n/a
250/869
29%

Obligatory Object Drop
Raw
% of
Numbers
Objects
Missing
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
15/29
52%
26/95
27%
69/170
41%
n/a
n/a
39/158
25%
n/a
n/a
151/450
34%

Appendix 5 Object Drop in Optionally and
Obligatorily Transitive Verbs

Table A5.1

Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Arnold by
MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A5.2

Optionally Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Optional
Objects
1/5
n.c.
n/a
n/a
4/5
n.c.
35/55
64%
4/6
n.c.
0/3
n.c.
7/22
32%
4/7
n.c.
55/103
53%

Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Obligatory
Objects
5/7
n/a
15/18
36/132
10/36
10/33
22/176
2/32
100/434

n.c.
n/a
83%
27%
28%
30%
13%
6%
23%

Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Diederik by
MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Optionally Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Optional
Objects
n/a
n/a
3/4
n.c.
25/40
63%
19/27
70%
7/23
30%
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
56/96
58%

Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Obligatory
Objects
0/1
n/a
5/11
19/77
34/91
52/192
5/29
n/a
115/401

n.c.
n/a
45%
25%
37%
27%
17%
n/a
29%

APPENDIX 5
Table A5.3

Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Gijs by
MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Table A5.4
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Optionally Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Missing
Optional
Objects
1/1
n.c.
7/24
29%
21/39
54%
2/8
n.c.
n/a
n/a
5/9
n.c.
8/13
62%
44/94
47%

Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Obligatory
Objects
1/2
8/11
16/67
29/133
5/19
n/a
29/68
7/78
95/378

n.c.
73%
24%
22%
26%
n/a
43%
9%
25%

Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Joost by MLU
Level

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Optionally Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Optional
Objects
0/2
n.c.
6/7
n.c.
13/18
72%
1/2
n.c.
4/7
57%
n/a
n/a
5/11
45%
n/a
n/a
29/47
62%

Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Obligatory
Objects
5/5
n.c.
11/18
61%
7/25
28%
23/64
36%
8/71
11%
n/a
n/a
4/60
7%
n/a
n/a
58/243
24%

APPENDIX 5
Table A5.5

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A5.6

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Katelijne by
MLU Level
Optionally Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Optional
Objects
3/15
20%
17/47
36%
15/24
63%
13/16
81%
n/a
n/a
21/45
47%
n/a
n/a
69/147
50%

Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Obligatory
Objects
2/2
n.c.
13/25
52%
37/116
32%
18/89
20%
20/54
37%
n/a
n/a
24/157
15%
n/a
n/a
114/443
26%

Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Maria by
MLU Level
Optionally Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Optional
Objects
n/a
n/a
5/18
28%
41/62
66%
16/29
55%
n/a
n/a
15/29
52%
n/a
n/a
77/138
56%

Obligatorily Transitive
Verbs
Raw
% of Missing
Numbers
Obligatory
Objects
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
15/29
52%
26/91
29%
69/170
41%
n/a
n/a
39/158
25%
n/a
n/a
151/450
34%
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Appendix 6 Sentence-Initial Object Drop,
Transcript Counts

ARNOLD
Table A6.1

Arnold 09

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.2

+Object
2
24
n/a
26

-Object
0
10
n/a
10

Arnold 10

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.3

Total
2
34
0
36

Total
1
48
0
49

+Object
1
40
n/a
41

-Object
0
8
n/a
8

Arnold 12

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total
1
73
0
74

+Object
1
67
n/a
68

-Object
0
6
n/a
6

DIEDERIK
Table A6.4

Diederik 12

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.5

Total
2
34
1
37

+Object
2
27
0
29

-Object
0
7
1
8

Diederik 13

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total
2
27
0
29

+Object
2
22
n/a
24

-Object
0
5
n/a
5
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GIJS
Table A6.6

Gijs 09
Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Table A6.7

Total
2
66
0
68

+Object
0
39
n/a
39

-Object
2
27
n/a
29

Gijs 10
Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Table A6.8

Total
2
43
1
46

+Object
2
40
n/a
42

-Object
0
3
1
4

Gijs 11

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total
1
31
0
32

+Object
1
28
n/a
29

-Object
0
3
n/a
3

JOOST
Table A6.9

Joost 08

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.10

Total
2
32
1
35

+Object
2
18
n/a
20

-Object
0
14
1
15

Total
1
25
3
29

+Object
1
20
n/a
21

-Object
0
5
3
8

Joost 09

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

APPENDIX 6
Table A6.11

Joost 11

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.12
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Total
1
28
0
29

+Object
0
27
n/a
27

-Object
1
1
n/a
2

Joost 12

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total
2
58
0
60

+Object
2
54
n/a
56

-Object
0
4
n/a
4

KATELIJNE
Table A6.13

Kateline 09

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.14

+Object
4
36
0
40

-Object
0
13
1
14

Katelijne 10

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total
Table A6.15

Total
4
49
1
54

Total
1
53
1
55

+Object
1
46
0
47

-Object
0
7
1
8

Katelijne 11

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Total
2
39
0
41

+Object
2
37
n/a
39

-Object
0
2
n/a
2

Total
3
32
0
35

+Object
2
28
n/a
30

-Object
1
4
n/a
5

MARIA
Table A6.16

Maria 12

Sentence-Initial
Lower
Ambiguous
Total

Appendix 7 Object Drop and Finiteness, Child
Counts

ARNOLD
Table A7.1

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival and Finite Clauses in Arnold
by MLU Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Infinitival
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
2/3
n.c.
n/a
n/a
14/17
82%
33/118
28%
8/30
27%
7/19
37%
12/67
18%
1/7
n.c.
77/261
30%

MLU VII: Ȥ2 = 5.690, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.05
Total: Ȥ2 = 20.852, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

Finite Clauses
Raw
% of Finite
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
3/4
n/a
1/1
1/8
1/2
2/12
6/98
1/25
15/150

n.c.
n/a
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
17%
6%
4%
10%

Stat
Sig.

*
**

APPENDIX 7
Table A7.2

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
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Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival and Finite Clauses in
Diederik by MLU Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of Infinitival
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
5/11
45%
16/68
24%
26/68
38%
34/93
37%
2/11
18%
n/a
n/a
83/252
33%

Finite Clauses
Raw
% of Finite
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
n/a
n/a
3/6
1/12
8%
11/85
13%
3/18
17%
n/a
n/a
18/121
15%

Stat
Sig.

***

***

MLU VI: Ȥ2 = 13.114, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.0001
Total: Ȥ2 = 13.504, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

Table A7.3

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival and Finite Clauses in Gijs by
MLU Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of Infinitival
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
0/2
n.c.
7/49
14%
25/112
22%
4/14
29%
n/a
n/a
10/31
32%
4/26
15%
50/234
21%

Finite Clauses
Raw
% of Finite
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
0/1
n.c.
8/9
n.c.
6/12
50%
1/12
8%
1/5
n.c.
n/a
n/a
19/36
53%
3/51
6%
38/126
30%

Stat
Sig.

APPENDIX 7
Table A7.4

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A7.5

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
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Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival and Finite Clauses in Joost
by MLU Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of Infinitival
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
3/6
n.c.
3/11
27%
14/27
52%
3/21
14%
n/a
n/a
1/35
3%
n/a
n/a
24/100
24%

Finite Clauses
Raw
% of Finite
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
4/4
n.c.
8/12
67%
4/11
36%
7/32
22%
5/43
12%
n/a
n/a
2/22
9%
n/a
n/a
30/124
24%

Stat
Sig.

Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival and Finite Clauses in
Katelijne by MLU Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of Infinitival
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
2/8
n.c.
36/108
33%
16/76
21%
18/43
42%
n/a
n/a
19/79
24%
n/a
n/a
91/314
29%

MLU VII: Ȥ2 = 10.420, df = 1, two-tailed p = 0.01
Total: Ȥ2 = 6.709, df = 1, two-tailed p= 0.01

Finite Clauses
Raw
% of Finite
Numbe
Clauses
rs
Lacking an
Object
1/1
n.c.
11/17
65%
1/6
n.c.
2/8
n.c.
1/10
10%
n/a
n/a
4/77
5%
n/a
n/a
20/119
17%

Stat
Sig.

**
**

APPENDIX 7
Table A7.6

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
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Rate of Object Drop in Infinitival and Finite Clauses in Maria
by MLU Level
Infinitival Clauses
Raw
% of Infinitival
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
13/25
52%
26/90
29%
39/124
31%
n/a
n/a
10/39
26%
n/a
n/a
90/280
32%

MLU V: Ȥ2 = 6.011, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.05

Finite Clauses
Raw
% of Finite
Numbers
Clauses
Lacking an
Object
n/a
n/a
0/1
n.c.
18/33
55%
n/a
n/a
24/108
22%
n/a
n/a
42/142
30%

Stat
Sig.

*

Appendix 8 Object Drop and Perfectivity, Child
Counts

Table A8.1

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-Perfective Clauses in
Arnold by MLU Level
Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/1
n.c.
14/32
44%
4/9
n.c.
4/10
40%
5/44
11%
0/9
n.c.
28/106
26%

Non-Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
0/1
1/1
2/4
3/41
0/14
6/61

n/a
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
7%
0%
10%

Stat
Sig.

*

Total: Ȥ2 = 6.564, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01

Table A8.2

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-Perfective Clauses in
Diederik by MLU Level
Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
1/2
n.c.
3/8
n.c.
11/20
55%
28/47
60%
2/8
n.c.
n/a
n/a
45/85
53%

MLU VI: Ȥ2 = 13.998, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001
Total: Ȥ2 = 13.070, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

Non-Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
1/7
4/27
1/8
n/a
6/42

n/a
n.c.
15%
n.c.
n/a
14%

Stat
Sig

***

***

APPENDIX 8
Table A8.3

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A8.4

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
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Object Drop in Perfective and Non-Perfective Clauses in Gijs
by MLU Level
Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
3/8
n.c.
7/22
32%
0/3
n.c.
n/a
n/a
5/8
n.c.
2/16
13%
17/57
30%

Non-Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
1/1
n/a
13/19
2/25
16/45

Stat
Sig

n.c.
n/a
68%
8%
36%

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-Perfective Clauses in Joost
by MLU Level
Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
1/1
n.c.
1/2
n.c.
10/16
63%
7/16
44%
n/a
n/a
1/4
n.c.
n/a
n/a
20/39
51%

Total: Ȥ2 = 13.620, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

Non-Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
5/9
n.c.
0/6
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/29
3%
n/a
n/a
6/44
14%

Stat
Sig.

***

APPENDIX 8
Table A8.5

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

219

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-Perfective Clauses in
Katelijne by MLU Level
Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/4
n.c.
20/35
57%
9/22
41%
9/12
75%
n/a
n/a
14/38
37%
n/a
n/a
54/111
49%

Non-Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
1/7
n.c.
n/a
n/a
3/30
10%
n/a
n/a
4/37
11%

Stat
Sig.

*
***

MLU VII: Ȥ2 = 6.442, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.05
Total: Ȥ2 = 16.671, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001

Table A8.6

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Perfective and Non-Perfective Clauses in Maria
by MLU Level
Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
9/19
47%
20/36
56%
n/a
n/a
6/21
29%
n/a
n/a
35/76
46%

Total: Ȥ2 = 7.399, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01

Non-Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
4/7
n.c.
n/a
n/a
11/56
20%
n/a
n/a
15/63
24%

Stat
Sig.

**

Appendix 9 Object Drop, Perfectivity and Finiteness:
Infinitival Clauses, Child Counts

Table A9.1

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs and Other
Infinitival Verbs for Arnold by MLU Level
Infinitival Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/1
n.c.
14/30
47%
4/9
n.c.
3/9
n.c.
5/30
17%
0/3
n.c.
27/83
33%

Other Infinitival Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
13/16
81%
19/88
22%
4/21
19%
4/10
40%
7/37
19%
1/4
n.c.
50/178
28%

Stat
Sig

*, P*
*

*

O

***

F ,O
***

F

,O***

MLU IV: F2 = 6.983, df =1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 5.809, df = 1,
p < 0.05
MLU VI: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 5.999, df = 1, p < 0.05
MLU VII: (object * finiteness) F2 = 5.170, df =1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity * finiteness)
F2 = 18.416, df =1, p < 0.001
Total: (object * finiteness) F2 = 24.343, df =1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 15.401,
df =1, p < 0.001

APPENDIX 9
Table A9.2

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

222

Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs and Other
Infinitival Verbs for Diederik by MLU Level
Infinitival Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
1/2
n.c.
3/7
n.c.
11/20
55%
23/42
55%
2/6
n.c.
n/a
n/a
40/77
52%

Other Infinitival Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
4/9
n.c.
13/61
21%
15/48
31%
11/51
35%
0/5
n.c.
n/a
n/a
43/175
25%

Stat
Sig

*

O

***

,F ,O***

P

***
*

O
***

, F*,O***

P

*

O

***

P

***

,F ,O***
*

O

MLU V: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 5.720, df =1, p < 0.05
MLU VI: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 12.424, df =1, p < 0.001; (object * finiteness) F2 = 7.499,
df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 24.987, df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU VII: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 6.495, df = 1, p < 0.05
Total: F2 = 18.144, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 25.445, df =1,
p < 0.001; (object * finiteness) F2 = 5.552, df = 1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity * finiteness)
F2 = 22.288, df =1, p < 0.001

Table A9.3

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs and Other
Infinitival Verbs for Gijs by MLU Level
Infinitival Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/7
7/21
33%
n/a
n/a
4/4
2/8
15/40
38%

Other Infinitival Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/2
n.c.
5/42
12%
18/91
20%
4/14
29%
n/a
n/a
6/27
2/18
11%
35/194
18%

Stat
Sig

**

F

**

O

**
**,F*

MLU III: (object * finiteness) F2 = 7.129, df = 1, p < 0.01
MLU V: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 10.045, df = 1, p < 0.01
MLU VII: F2 = 9.644, df = 1, Fisher’s exact two-tailed p < 0.01
Total: F2 = 7.888, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * finiteness) F2 = 3.863, df = 1, p < 0.05

APPENDIX 9
Table A9.4

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

223

Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs and Other
Infinitival Verbs for Joost by MLU Level
Infinitival Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
1/1
n.c.
1/1
n.c.
10/16
63%
3/11
27%
n/a
n/a
0/3
n.c.
n/a
n/a
15/32
47%

Other Infinitival Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/5
n.c.
2/10
20%
4/11
36%
0/10
0%
n/a
n/a
1/32
n/a
n/a
9/68
13%

Stat
Sig

*

*

P

***

F ,O

***

P

*

,F ,O***

**,P***,O***

MLU III: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 4.579, df = 1, p < 0.05
MLU IV: (object * finiteness) F2 = 6.222, df =1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 34.138,
df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU V: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 20.900, df = 1, p < 0.001; (object * finiteness) F2 = 4.414,
df = 1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 16.327, df = 1, p = 0.001)
2
Total: F = 13.500, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 20.052, df = 1,
p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 31.092, df = 1, p < 0.001

APPENDIX 9

Table A9.5

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

224

Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs and Other
Infinitival Verbs for Katelijne by MLU Level
Infinitival Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/4
n.c.
19/32
59%
9/21
43%
9/12
75%
n/a
n/a
13/32
41%

Other Infinitival Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/4
n.c.
17/76
22%
7/55
13%
9/31
29%
n/a
n/a
6/47
13%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

52/101

51%

39/213

18%

Stat
Sig

***

O

***,P***
**,P*
**,P**
**,P**,F*
,O***
***,
***
,O

P

MLU II: (perfective * finite) F2 = 13.257, df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU III: F2 = 13.877, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfective) F2 = 14.580, df = 1,
p < 0.001
MLU IV: F2 = 8.301, df = 1, Fisher’s exact two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfective)
F2 = 6.400, df = 1, p < 0.05
MLU V: F2 = 7.511, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfective) F2 = 7.619, df = 1,
p < 0.01
MLU VII: F2 = 7.494, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfective) F2 = 9.219, df = 1,
p < 0.01; (object * finiteness) F2 = 4.241, df = 1, p < 0.05, (perfective * finite) F2 =
16.784, df =1, p < 0.001
Total: F2 = 36.636, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfective) F2 = 32.753, df = 1,
p < 0.001; (perfective * finiteness) F2 = 24.077, df = 1, p < 0.001

APPENDIX 9
Table A9.6

Object Drop in Infinitival Perfective Verbs and Other
Infinitival Verbs for Maria by MLU Level
Infinitival Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
0/1
n.c.
9/19
47%

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
0VIII
Total

225

20/36
n/a
3/12
n/a
32/68

56%
n/a
25%
n/a
47%

Other Infinitival Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
13/24
54%
17/71
24%
19/88
n/a
7/27
n/a
58/212

22%
n/a
26%
n/a
27%

Stat
Sig

***,P***,
*** ***
F ,O
***

O

**,P**,O**

MLU V: F = 13.670, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfectivity) F = 13.144, df = 1, p
< 0.001; (object * finiteness) F2 = 11.705, df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 =
25.543, df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU VII: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 11.611, df = 1, p < 0.001
Total: F2 = 9.161, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 8.700, df = 1, p < 0.01;
(perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 25.719, df = 1, p < 0.0001
2

2

Appendix 10 Object Drop, Perfectivity and Finiteness:
Finite Clauses, Child Counts

Table A10.1

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and Other Finite Verbs
for Arnold by MLU Level
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
0/2
n.c.
0/1
n.c.
1/14
7%
0/6
n.c.
1/23
4%

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
3/4
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/1
n.c.
1/6
n.c.
1/2
n.c.
2/11
18%
5/84
6%
1/19
5%
14/127
11%

Stat
Sig.

***

F

,O***

Total: (object* finiteness) F = 24.343, df =1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F = 15.401,
df =1, p < 0.001
2

Table A10.2

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

2

Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and Other Finite Verbs
for Diederik by MLU Level
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
0/1
n.c.
5/5
n.c.
0/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
5/8
n.c.

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
3/5
n.c.
1/12
8%
6/80
8%
3/16
19%
n/a
n/a
13/113
12%

Stat
Sig.

***
**,F***O***

MLU VI: F = 35.739, df =1, Fisher’s exact two-tailed p < 0.001
Total: F2 = 15.543, df = 1, Fisher’s exact, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * finiteness) F2 = 12.424,
df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 24.987, df = 1, p < 0.001
2

APPENDIX 10
Table A10.3

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

228

Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and Other Finite Verbs
for Gijs by MLU Level
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses with
Null Objects
1/1
n.c.
0/1
n.c.
0/3
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/4
n.c.
0/8
n.c.
2/17
12%

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
8/9
n.c.
5/11
45%
1/11
9%
1/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
18/32
56%
3/43
7%
36/109
33%

Stat
Sig.

**

F

**

O

*

F

MLU III: (object * finiteness) F2 = 7.129, df = 1, p < 0.01
MLU V: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 10.045, df = 1, p < 0.01
Total: (object * finiteness) F2 = 3.863, df = 1, p < 0.05

Table A10.4

MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and Other Finite Verbs
for Joost by MLU Level
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
4/5
n/a
1/1
n/a
5/7

n.c.
n/a
n.c.
n/a
n.c.

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
4/4
n.c.
8/12
67%
4/10
40%
7/32
22%
1/38
n/a
1/21
n/a
25/117

3%
n/a
5%
n/a
21%

Stat
Sig.

*

*

P

***

F ,O

***

****,P ,F*,
***

O

**,P***,O***

MLU III: (object * perfectivity) F = 4.579, df = 1, p < 0.05
MLU IV: (object * finiteness) F2 = 6.222, df =1, p < 0.05; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 34.138,
df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU V: F2 = 25.739, df = 1, Fisher’s exact two-tailed p < 0.001; (object * perfectivity)
F2 = 20.900, df = 1, p < 0.001; (object * finiteness) F2 = 4.414, df = 1, p < 0.05;
(perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 16.327, df = 1, p = 0.001)
Total: F2 = 9.025, df = 1, two-tailed p < 0.01; (object * perfectivity) F2 = 20.052, df = 1,
p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 31.092, df = 1, p < 0.001
2

APPENDIX 10
Table A10.5

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

229

Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and Other Finite Verbs
for Katelijne by MLU Level
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses with
Null Objects
1/3
n.c.
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/6
n.c.
n/a
n/a
2/10
20%

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
1/1
n.c.
11/17
65%
0/3
n.c.
2/7
n.c.
1/10
10%
n/a
n/a
3/71
4%
n/a
n/a
18/109
17%

Stat
Sig.
***

O

***

P

*

P

**

P
**

,O***

P

***

,O***

P

MLU II: (perfective * finite) F = 13.257, df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU III: (object * perfective) F2 = 14.580, df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU IV: (object * perfective) F2 = 6.400, df = 1, p < 0.05
MLU V: (object * perfective) F2 = 7.619, df = 1, p < 0.01
MLU VII: (object * perfective) F2 = 9.219, df = 1, p < 0.01; (object * finiteness) F2 = 4.241, df =
1, p < 0.05; (perfective * finite) F2 = 18.540, df =1, p < 0.001
Total: (object * perfective) F2 = 32.753, df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfective * finiteness) F2 = 24.077,
df = 1, p < 0.001
2

Table A10.6

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Object Drop in Finite Perfective Verbs and Other Finite Verbs
for Maria by MLU Level
Finite Perfectives
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
n/a
3/8
n/a
3/8

n/a
n.c.
n/a
n.c.

Other Finite Verbs
Raw
% of Clauses
Numbers
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
0/1
n.c.
18/33
55%
n/a
21/100
n/a
39/134

n/a
21%
n/a
29%

Stat
Sig.

***

,F***,O*

P

**

***

O
**

P

,O***

MLU V: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 13.144, df = 1, p < 0.001; (object * finiteness) F2 = 11.705,
df = 1, p < 0.001; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 25.543, df = 1, p < 0.001
MLU VII: (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 11.611, df = 1, p < 0.001
Total: (object * perfectivity) F2 = 8.700, df = 1, p < 0.01; (perfectivity * finiteness) F2 = 25.719,
df = 1, p < 0.001

Appendix 11 Object Drop Particle Verbs and Past
Perfective Clauses, Child Counts

Table A11.1

Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Past Perfective Clauses in
Arnold by MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A11.2

Particle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
10/26
38%
4/9
n.c.
3/10
30%
3/33
9%
0/7
n.c.
20/86
23%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
1/9
n.c.
0/1
n.c.
1/10
10%

Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Past Perfective Clauses in
Diederik by MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Particle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
0/1
n.c.
2/7
n.c.
9/18
50%
24/34
71%
2/6
n.c.
n/a
n/a
37/66
56%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
4/4
n.c.
0/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
4/6
67%

APPENDIX 11
Table A11.3

Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Past Perfective Clauses in
Gijs by MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A11.4
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Particle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
3/8
n.c.
7/21
33%
0/3
n.c.
n/a
n/a
3/4
n.c.
0/7
n.c.
13/43
30%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
2/4
n.c.
0/4
n.c.
2/8
n.c.

Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Past Perfective Clauses in
Joost by MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Particle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
1/1
n.c.
1/2
n.c.
2/7
n.c.
4/12
33%
n/a
n/a
0/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
8/23
35%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
1/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/2
n.c.

APPENDIX 11
Table A11.5

Object Drop in Particle Verbs and Past Perfective Clauses
in Katelijne by MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Table A11.6
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Particle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
2/4
n.c.
7/14
50%
9/21
43%
13/17
76%
n/a
n/a
4/23
17%
n/a
n/a
35/79
43%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
0/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
0/2
n.c.

Object Drop in Particle and Past Perfective Clauses in Maria by
MLU Level
MLU
Level

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

Particle Verbs
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
9/18
50%
20/36
56%
n/a
n/a
2/12
17%
n/a
n/a
31/66
47%

Past Perfective Clauses
Raw
% of
Numbers
Clauses
with Null
Objects
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
3/7
n.c.
n/a
n/a
3/7
n.c.

Appendix 12 Rates of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive
Verbs), Group and Child Counts

Table A12.1

Average Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) (n=6)
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Table A12.2

MLU Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
6/16
38%
16/52
31%
221/254
87%
491/558
88%
300/404
74%
112/209
54%
262/621
42%
33/109
30%
1441/2223
65%

Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) in Arnold
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

MLU Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
3/7
n.c.
n/a
n/a
18/19
95%
118/126
94%
30/32
94%
19/31
61%
67/165
41%
9/32
28%
262/411
64%

APPENDIX 12
Table A12.3

Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) in Diederik
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Table A12.4

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
n/a
n/a
11/11
100%
68/74
92%
68/80
85%
93/178
52%
11/29
38%
252/373
68%

Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) in Gijs
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Table A12.5

MLU Range

MLU Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
0/1
n.c.
2/11
18%
49/61
80%
112/124
90%
14/19
74%
n/a
n/a
31/67
46%
26/77
34%
234/360
65%

Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) in Joost
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

MLU Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
0/4
n.c.
6/16
38%
11/24
48%
27/59
46%
21/64
33%
n/a
n/a
35/57
61%
n/a
n/a
100/224
45%
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APPENDIX 12
Table A12.6

Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) in Katelijne
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Table A12.7

MLU Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
0/1
n.c.
8/25
32%
108/114
95%
76/84
90%
43/53
81%
n/a
n/a
79/156
51%
n/a
n/a
314/433
73%

Rate of Infinitival Clauses (Transitive Verbs) in Maria
MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

MLU Range

1.00 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00
4.01 – 4.75
4.76 – 5.50
5.51 – 6.25
6.26 – 8.00
Total

Transitive Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
2/2
n.c.
n/a
n/a
25/26
96%
90/91
99%
124/156
79%
n/a
n/a
39/147
27%
n/a
n/a
280/422
66%
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Appendix 13 Transitive Particle Verbs, Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs and Finiteness,
Group & Child Counts1

Table A13.1

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total

1

Nonfinite Transitive Particle Verbs and Nonfinite Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs in Arnold by MLU Level
Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
1/1
n.c.
n/a
n/a
1/1
n.c.
24/26
92%
9/9
n.c.
9/10
90%
12/32
38%
2/7
n.c.
58/86
67%

Transitive Non-Particle Verbs
Raw
Numbers
2/6
n/a
16/17
94/100
21/23
10/21
55/133
5/25
203/325

% of Nonfinite
Clauses
n.c.
n/a
94%
94%
91%
48%
41%
25%
62%

No Statistically Significant column is included in these counts because we only tested the
significance for the overall totals.

APPENDIX 13
Table A13.2

Nonfinite Transitive Particle Verbs and Nonfinite Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs in Diederik by MLU Level

Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
I
II
n/a
n/a
III
1/1
n.c.
IV
6/7
n.c.
V
18/18
100%
VI
34/34
100%
VII
6/6
n.c.
VIII
n/a
n/a
Total
65/66
98%
F2 = 34.991, df =1, p < 0.001
MLU
Level

Table A13.3

Transitive Non-Particle Verbs
Raw
Numbers
1/1
n/a
10/10
62/67
50/62
59/144
5/23
n/a
187/307

% of Nonfinite
Clauses
n.c.
n/a
100%
93%
81%
41%
22%
n/a
61%

***

Nonfinite Transitive Particle Verbs and Nonfinite Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs in Gijs by MLU Level

Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
I
II
III
7/8
n.c.
IV
21/21
100%
V
3/3
n.c.
VI
n/a
n/a
VII
4/4
n.c.
VIII
7/7
n.c.
Total
42/43
98%
F2 = 22.916, df =1, p < 0.001
MLU
Level
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Transitive Non-Particle Verbs
Raw
Numbers
0/1
2/11
42/53
91/103
11/16
n/a
27/63
19/70
192/317

% of Nonfinite
Clauses
n.c.
18%
79%
88%
69%
n/a
43%
27%
61%

***

APPENDIX 13

Table A13.4

Nonfinite Transitive Particle Verbs and Nonfinite Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs in Joost by MLU Level

Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
I
II
1/1
n.c.
III
1/2
n.c.
IV
7/7
n.c.
V
9/12
75%
VI
n/a
n/a
VII
1/1
n.c.
VIII
n/a
n/a
Total
19/23
83%
F2 = 14.950, df =1, p < 0.001
MLU
Level

Table A13.5

MLU
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
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Transitive Non-Particle Verbs
Raw
Numbers
0/4
5/17
10/20
20/52
12/52
n/a
34/56
n/a
81/201

% of Nonfinite
Clauses
n.c.
29%
50%
38%
96%
n/a
96%
n/a
40%

Nonfinite Transitive Particle Verbs and Nonfinite Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs in Katelijne by MLU Level
Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
4/4
n.c.
13/14
93%
21/21
100%
7/7
n.c.
n/a
n/a
4/23
17%
n/a
n/a
49/69
71%

Transitive Non-Particle Verbs
Raw
Numbers
0/1
4/21
95/100
55/63
36/46
n/a
75/133
n/a
265/364

% of Nonfinite
Clauses
n.c.
19%
95%
87%
78%
n/a
39%
n/a
73%

***

APPENDIX 13
Table A13.6

Nonfinite Transitive Particle Verbs and Nonfinite Transitive
Non-Particle Verbs in Maria by MLU Level

Transitive Particle
Verbs
Raw
% of Nonfinite
Numbers
Clauses
I
II
n/a
n/a
III
IV
18/18
100%
V
33/36
92%
VI
n/a
n/a
VII
11/12
92%
VIII
n/a
n/a
Total
62/66
94%
F2 = 26.671, df =1, p < 0.001
MLU
Level
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Transitive Non-Particle Verbs
Raw
Numbers
2/2
n/a
25/26
72/72
91/121
n/a
28/135
n/a
218/356

% of Nonfinite
Clauses
n.c.
n/a
96%
100%
75%
n/a
21%
n/a
61%

***

Appendix 14 English Verb Adverbial
Constructions, Adam

blow down
blow out
break apart
break down
break off
bring out
chop down
cut apart
cut down
cut off
cut out
dig up
dump out
get off
get on
get out
hold in
hold together
hold up
keep on
keep together
knock off
knock over
pour out
pull up
push down
push over
put away
put back
put down
put in
put on
put together
put up
roll back
send out
shake out
shovel off

spray off
spread around
squeeze out
take away
take down
take off
take out
tear out
throw away
tip over
turn around
turn off
turn on
turn over
wipe off
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Samenvatting

Deze dissertatie betreft een onderzoek naar weglating van directe objecten in
het Nederlands van volwassenen en in Nederlandse kindertaal. We hebben
gekeken naar de frequenties, distributie en ontwikkelingspatronen die
verband houden met ‘object drop’ bij Nederlands sprekende kinderen die
tussen de 16 en 37 maanden oud zijn. Object drop (of ‘objectweglating’) is
een proces waardoor het direct object van een verplicht transitief werkwoord
wordt weggelaten (1-2):
(1)

Arnold pakken
Arnold 2;08.01

(2)

nog zie
Diederik 2;08.01

We hebben dit verschijnsel bekeken vanuit twee, niet noodzakelijkerwijs
concurrerende perspectieven op taalontwikkeling: syntactische ontwikkeling
en cognitieve ontwikkeling.Voor de syntaxis hebben we de zwakke
continuïteitsbenadering aangenomen, volgens dewelke het kind stap voor
stap zijn/haar syntactische boom opbouwt op basis van de input. Onderzoek
over cognitieve ontwikkeling geeft aan dat kinderen een uiterst egocentrisch
perspectief hebben tot zij ongeveer drie jaar oud zijn, wanneer de ‘Theory of
Mind’ begint op te komen. We hebben aangenomen dat Nederlandstalige
kinderen vóór hun vierde levensjaar niet in staat zijn zich te verplaatsen in de
zienswijze van degene die naar hen luistert.
Om te beginnen hebben we de rol van objectweglating in volwassen
Nederlands onderzocht, om de doelgrammatica van het kind beter te
begrijpen. Onze bevinding was dat objectweglating in volwassen Nederlands
alleen in SpecCP-positie, met het werkwoord in C0, gelicentieerd wordt.
D.w.z. directe objecten worden alleen in zinsintitiële positie weggelaten,
zoals aangegeven in (3). Het direct object verschijnt hier als een lege
topicoperator en wordt geïdentificeerd door een nul-topic dat aan de zin
geadjugeerd is.
(3)

[Topic Øi ] [CP OPi heeft [IP Jan ti weggegooid.]]

Het weggelaten object moet ook aan strikte identificatiecriteria voldoen,
d.w.z. het moet discourse-linked (aan de discourse gebonden) zijn. Ongeveer
15% van alle getopicaliseerde directe objecten (d.w.z. objecten in SpecCP)
worden in de conversaties van volwassenen weggelaten (Jansen 1981, Van
Kampen 1997). Als kinderen Nederlands als eerste taal verwerven, moeten
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zij niet alleen de syntactische licentiëring van objectweglating leren
beheersen, maar moeten zij ook over het cognitieve vermogen beschikken
om de correcte identificatiecriteria toe te passen.
We hebben ook crosslinguïstische data met betrekking tot
objectweglating in kindertaal besproken, als ook verschillende theoretische
voorstellen om ontbrekende objecten te verantwoorden. Crosslinguïstisch
blijkt dat object drop een consistent, goedgedocumenteerd verschijnsel in
kindertaal is, in tegenstelling tot wat vaak in de generatieve literatuur wordt
aangenomen. Na de behandeling van de crosslinguïstische data hebben we
drie verklaringen voor objectweglating in Nederlandse kindertaal besproken:
de
topic-drop-hypothese,
de
PRO-Adjunctie-hypothese
en
de
perfectiviteitshypothese Op basis van deze theorieën en onze analyse van
object drop in volwassen Nederlands hebben we zes onderzoeksvragen
geformuleerd, die we stuk voor stuk in hoofdstuk 5 beantwoord hebben.
Q1:

Komt object drop in Nederlandse kindertaal voor met een frequentie
die vergelijkbaar is met die van subject drop?

Object drop komt in vroege Nederlandse kindertaal iets minder vaak voor
dan subject drop.
Q2:

Komt object drop met vergelijkbare frequenties voor bij verplicht en
optioneel transitieve werkwoorden?

Object drop komt bij verplicht transitieve werkwoorden minder vaak voor
dan bij optioneel transitieve werkwoorden.
Q3:

In welke positie doet object drop zich het meeste voor in vroege
Nederlandse kindertaal?

Welhaast alle object drop doet zich in vroege Nederlandse kindertaal voor in
zinsinterne positie.
Q4:

Gehoorzaamt object drop in Nederlandse kindertaal aan discourselinking?

Onze conclusie is dat object drop bij kinderen van deze leeftijd (d.w.z. vóór
3;00) ten gevolge van beperkingen op de cognitieve ontwikkeling niet aan
discourse-linking zal gehoorzamen.
Q5:

Is er enig verband tussen object drop en finietheid?
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Object drop houdt lichtelijk verband met infinitivale werkwoordsvormen.
Q6:

Komt object drop vaker voor in non-perfectieve zinnen?1

Object drop komt minder vaak voor in non-perfectieve zinnen. Daarentegen
is er een hoge graad van geconstateerd in perfectieve zinnen.
Bij nadere beschouwing hebben we vastgesteld dat het verband tussen
perfectiviteit en object drop sterker is dan dat tussen object drop en
finietheid. We hebben ook vastgesteld dat perfectiviteit en finietheid sterk
verband met elkaar houden. Verder hebben we vastgesteld dat in de groep
van de perfectieve zinnen de overgrote meerderheid partikelwerkwoorden
betreft en niet zinnen met een voltooid deelwoord. Aangezien de meeste van
deze partikelwerkwoorden gemarkeerd zijn voor teliciteit (wat de
oorspronkelijke reden was om ze samen te voegen met de zinnen met een
voltooid deelwoord), hebben we beargumenteerd dat de significante
verbanden die tussen object drop en teliciteit en tussen teliciteit en finietheid
betreffen.2 We hebben ook opgemerkt dat deze verbanden niet op alle
ontwikkelingsniveaus aanwezig zijn. In de vroegste stadia bestaat er geen
verband tussen object drop en teliciteit, of object drop en finietheid. De
frequenties van object drop zijn in deze stadia zeer hoog. Naarmate teliciteit
geassocieerd begint te worden met object drop, nemen de frequenties voor
object drop af. Gedurende de latere stadia die in deze studie onderzocht zijn,
komt object drop met lage frequenties voor en is niet langer geassocieerd
met teliciteit. Deze patronen konden niet verklaard worden met welke van de
theorieën dan ook die we in hoofdstuk 3 besproken hebben, wat ons
noodzaakte om op zoek te gaan naar een andere verklaring voor de
distributie van object drop in Nederlandse kindertaal.
In hoofdstuk 6 hebben we een poging gedaan om de
ontwikkelingspatronen die wij in ons onderzoek ontdekt hebben, te
verantwoorden. De resultaten daarvan namen de vorm aan van drie vragen,
die we hieronder stuk voor stuk zullen behandelen.
Q7:

Waarom is object drop significant frequenter in telische zinnen?

We hebben de Aspect Phrase-hypothese voorgesteld om de syntactische
distributie van object drop in Nederlandse kindertaal te verantwoorden.
Volgens de AspP-hypothese verschilt directobject-weglating in Nederlandse
1

Perfectiviteit wordt hier gedefinieerd als de aanwezigheid van een (intern of extern) eindpunt
in de gebeuren-structuur van een predikaat.
2
Teliciteit is de aanwezigheid van een intern eindpunt in de gebeuren-structuur van een
predikaat.
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kindertaal niet noemenswaardig van object drop in volwassen Nederlands.
Het belangrijkste verschil is dat het licentiërende verband tussen het
werkwoord en het direct object zich voordoet in AspP, niet in CP, die nog
niet beschikbaar is in de zich ontwikkelende grammatica van het kind. De
lege directobjects-variabele wordt geïdentificeerd door een lege, aan de zin
geadjugeerde topicoperator (4).
(4)

[Topic Øi ] [TP madam [AspP eci toedoen
mevrouw
dichtdoen-INF
Arnold 2;06.22 (4.31)

[VP …]]]

Deze analyse biedt een verklaring voor de vraag waarom de frequentie van
object drop hoog is bij telische predikaten: de formele licentieer-relatie die
voor object drop nodig is, treedt op in AspP.
Q8:

Waarom komt object drop niet zins-initieel voor?

Object drop is niet zins-initieel omdat object drop alleen in AspP
gelicentieerd wordt, wat een zins-interne functionele projectie is.
Q9:

Waarom is object drop significant hoger in niet-finiete zinnen dan in
finiete zinnen?

Hier hebben we beargumenteerd dat de hoge frequentie van object drop in
niet-finiete zinnen een epifenomeen is, dat verband houdt met de typen
werkwoorden die in hun infinitivale vorm geproduceerd worden. Nietfinietheid en object drop houden verband met elkaar omdat object drop
gelicentieerd wordt in zinnen waar het werkwoord niet verder omhoog gaat
dan Asp0 (d.w.z. niet-finiet). Het verband is zodoende niet direct maar is in
plaats daarvan gerelateerd aan de tendens bij een bepaalde klasse van
werkwoorden (d.w.z. eventieve werkwoorden) om in hun niet-finiete vorm
te verschijnen.
We hebben verder beargumenteerd dat – terwijl syntaxis een directe
rol speelt bij het formeel licentiëren van object drop (d.w.z. qua positie en
distributie binnen de clausale structuur) – de cognitieve ontwikkeling
gevolgen heeft voor de identificatiestrategie van het kind. In volwassen
Nederlands kunnen alleen discourse-gebonden directe objecten uit
conversationele spraak weggelaten worden. Het vermogen om te herkennen
wat discourse-gebonden, wederzijds bekend aan spreker en hoorder, is,
vereist een ‘Theory of Mind’. We weten op grond van ander onderzoek, dat
kinderen die jonger dan drie jaar zijn, nog niet een Theory of Mind
ontwikkeld hebben. Daarom kunnen we bij hen niet verwachten dat ze het
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discourse-linking-criterium toepassen. Aangezien kinderen in dit stadium
een hoogst egocentrische kijk op de wereld hebben, nemen zij aan dat hun
perspectief het enige is. Talige elementen worden met hogere frequentie
weggelaten, omdat deze elementen vanuit dit perspectief makkelijk
terugvindbaar zijn. De cognitieve ontwikkeling heeft directe invloed op de
frequenties van object drop tot het kind een Theory of Mind begint te
ontwikkelingen.
Het doel van onze studie was om de distributiepatronen van object
drop in Nederlandse kindertaal vast te stellen. We hebben een analyse
voorgesteld die verschilt van de typisch generatieve benadering. In plaats
van op zoek te gaan naar een zuiver syntactische verklaring hebben we wat
er bekend is over cognitieve ontwikkeling, ook toegepast op onze
gegevens.We zijn van mening dat dit een meer omvattend beeld verschaft
van wat er bij taalontwikkeling plaats vindt. Terwijl UG een taalleermechanisme moge verschaffen, hebben andere ontwikkelingsfactoren
een directe impact op het taalgebruik van het kind, in het bijzonder op het
raakvlak van syntaxis en pragmatiek.

